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ABSTRACT 

This report provides edited transcripts of six papers selected 

from the proceedings of the Orientation Program for Community-Based 

Law Enforcement Science Advisors. The program, sponsored by the 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration, was held at The MITRE Corpora

tion's Washington Offices in McLean, Virginia, March 11-22, 1974 . 

The areas of the criminal justice system addressed by the selected 

papers include the police, the courts, juvenile justice, and the state 

planning agency. Unedited transcripts of the entire proceedings flt:e 

on file at the National Institute. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Orientation Program for Community-Based Law Enforcement Science 

Advisors (LESA I s) was held at the Washington Offices of The ~IITRE Corpora

tion in McLean, Virginia, on March 11-22, 1974. It was sponsored by 

the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 

La~v Enforcement Assistance Administration. The program was conducted 

by MITRE's Criminal Justice Analysis Department. 

During the two weeks of intensive sessions, 40 speakers from 

industry, goverrl1llent, and academia addressed an audience of 45 NITRE 

staff members who were candidate LESAls on how to bring about needed 

change in the criminal justice system. The program was structured 

around the concept of the criminal justice change agent~ namely, how 

LESAls should channel important new research and development information 

to criminal justice professionals in the field as well as identify 

potentially fruitful areas for further research. 

The prograffi covered seven topics: courts, corrections, police, 

juvenile justice, criminal justice planning, local and regional govern

ment, and community involvement. 

Under the LESA program concept, science advisors were to be assigned 

to local criminal justice agencies in selected communities across the 

country. Although the LESA program was subsequently deferred, the tech

niques addressed during the conference for maximizing the transfer of 

sound ideas, procedures, equipment, and facilities are relevant to any 

efforts involving the use of change agents to effect change in the 

criminal justice system. 

It is not currently planned to publish the remainder of the program 

proceedings. Copies of the transcripts are available from The l1ITRE 

Corporation's Criminal Justice Analysis Department. The Appendix to 

this document contains a list of the speake-.rs who participated in the 

Orientation Program. 
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THE CLERK'S OFFICE - A (RELUCTANT) 
CANDIDATE FOR CHANGE 

by 

William L. Whittaker, Esquire 
Courts Management Consultant 

Aspen, Colorado 

Everyone who is familiar with our judicial 
system agrees that the clerk's office is a good 
place to start when improvements to the system 
are being considered. But tradition, politics, 
and personalities make changes difficult to 
implement. Formerly the first clerk in the 
recently created Temporary Emergency Court of 
Appeals for the United States, Mr. Whittaker 
discusses the reasons why not all clerks are 
receptive to change, and what an innovator can 
do to improve the clerical process given a 
reasonably receptive court. 

I am one of those (expletive deleted) court clerks you have been 

hearing about for the last two days. I want to apologize for not 

having brought my green eye-shade and sleeve garters, but, having 

retired from being a court clerk a year or so ago, I framed them 

and they are hanging on my wall in Aspen. 

Before I start, let me use a lawyer's typical device, known as a 

caveat. I would like to state, as a general introduction to my 

remarks, that I <!m going to deal with generalities. Some very wise 

person - I think it was Olivel" Wendell Holmes - said: "All general

ities are worthless, including this one." 

I am going to be talking about courts, describing some of my 

experiences, things that I have seen, concepts that I think may be 

helpful to you; but don't necessarily expect to find any or all of 

them in any specific system. 

1 
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History of the Court Clerk 

Since court clerks are near and dear to my heart, I want to 

start with them. To begin, what are they? First, they are an anach

ronism. The position of the court clerk is almost as ancient as the 

antecedent of our American justice system. The word "clerk" comes 

from the same stem as "cleric. II In very early times - the eighth or 

ninth century - the clerk was in fact a cleric. The legal processes 

at that time, as you may know, were almost entirely in the hands of 

the ecclesiastical courts, that is, church courts. 

The clerk vias a priest or cleric and the main qualification foY.' 

the job was that he know how to write. One of his major functions 

was to take controversies that were brought to the eCClesiastic court 

and write them out in the appropriate form and the proper language 

with which the ecc.,Jesiastical court would be willing to deal. In a 

time of great illiteracy it was a very important function. You didn't 

get to the court urlless you went thl'ough the clerk. 

The job c07,ltinued down through the ages and into England. At one 

time in England it was a sinecure. You either paid for the position 

or you were gra.1ted the clerkship of a court by the king in return for 

services. The clerk became a fee officer; that is, the clerk charged 

in accordance with a schedule for each service he performed. If he 

issued a subpoena, there was a specified fee; if he filed a complaint, 

a different fee. That is how the clerk earned his living. 

This system came to the United States during the colonial period. 

The clerk continued as a fee officer for at least 100 years until 

various government authorities began to find out that he was making a 

lot of money. They didn't change the process. Litigants still paid 

set fees for given activities: fifteen cents to issue a subpoena, 

twenty-five cents to file a complaint, twenty-five cents to record a 

judgment, and so on. But they put the clerk on a salary, and the 

governmental agency that was funding the court took the proceeds of 

the fee system. This, naturally, upset the clerks and a number of 
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law suits developed. Even the Supreme Court of the United States, 

before the Civil War, found it necessary to address itself to fee 

problems of its clerk's office. 

The point of this brief history is that in his presentation:': 

Larry Polansky talked about a record in the court that he referred to 

as a "docket." Every court that" I have ever been in has a record 

like this. It is basically an index to the case file. It contains a 

listing of every paper that has been filed in a case and every action 

that has been taken by the court. 

If you talk with court clerks, they will tell you that the dpc

ket is their most valuable record. But what most of them are not 

aware of is that the docket sheet started out as the fee-clerk's 

ledger sheet "so that he knew how much money he was making. He had 

to enter each activity because he had to record the fee opposite it. 

If you doubt that this is true, ~ook at the docket sheets that 

are still in use"in many courts today and you will see that they "still 

have a column for entering the amount. If you ask the clerk what that 

column is for, he will say that he doesn't know. It was originally 

intended to provide a record of his income;" presently, it serves no 

purpose whatever. 

Diversity of Clerk Functions 

Today, in most jurisdictions, there is practically nothing ;i.n the 

way of statute law or other means to establish a clerk's duties and 

responsibilities; rather, they are liable to be anything that the 

court wants to make them or anything that the clerk himself wants to 

make them. 

As a result, you find some court clerks who are serving in an 

administrative capacity. They take care of the court's budget, the 

court's personnel program, the court's EDP program, and so forth. In 

other courts the <.11erk doesn't do anything. He sits and collects his 
., 

*" Larry Polansky, Chief Deputy Court Administrator, Court of Common 
Pleas, Philadelphia, PA 
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pay check. That is Hhy ! started out by saying that! think the posi

tion is an anachronism. It was designed for a legitimate reason some 

ye~s ago. Although those reasons have disappeared, the office has 

not, And so "'e have court clerks allover t?e country, but if you 

'tak~ one from the East Coast and one from the West Coast, and have 

them tnlk to each other, you would find that they hardly speak the 

Gume language because they are doing entirely different things, 

You can add one more complication to the situation in the majority 

of jurisdictions in the United States. Most court clerks throughout 

the country are elected rather than appointed. Here you have a posi

tion that bears a strong relationship to the day-to-day functioning 

of the court but you are quite liable to find a court clerk who s,ays 

to the judge: "t1y responsibility is not to you, but to the voters;. 

therefore~ don't tell me how to run my office. I will run it the 

way I see fit in accordance with the mandate given me by the voters," 

I suspect that the movement for professional court administrators got 

a great deal of impetus from the fact that the elected court clerk 

waf.$ not responsive to the needs of the court.' 

Furthermox'e, the position of court clerk is usually established 

by the state constitution, so to abolish it would require a consti-

tutional amendment. That is a pretty overpowering chore. 1 suspect 
that some far-sighted court figured out: "Letts leave the clerk there, 

but create a new office of court administrator that is within our 

power to control and which will provide us the administrative services 

we need," 

As a general statement of the responsibilities today of a court 

clerk, I think the closest you can come to anything that is meaning-

fu),. is to say that he is the records custodian of the court. If you 

wore to go much beyond that ~ you would have to consider that in 

soma jurisdictions, he is liable to do almost anything. In some 
jurisdictions, for example; the court clerk has the responsibility 

of issuing marriage licences and in others, the responsibility of 

collecting local property taxes. 
4 

Larry Polansky~ do you know of any duties that the Philadelphia 

Court Clerk has that don't bear any relationship to the court? 

MR. POLANSKY: Our clerk now believes that he is the onibudsman for the 

criminal defendants of Philadelphia. He may very well be. I don't 

know whether that is his statutory function, but h~ does other things, 

like fine collection. 

MR. WHITTAKER: That is probably another thing that you can add as a 

generality. The clerk usually handles and is responsible for all the 

money that passes through the court ~ whether it is fines, cash bonds 

that are deposited, or money that is left with the court awaiting the 

court's decision of who ought to get it. 

Possibility of Eliminating the Clerk 

I guess that everyone who addresses you has an axe to grind so I 

will grind mine now, It seems to me that perhaps one of the ways of 

reaching some degree of improvement in the courts is·to abolish the 

position of the clerk and create a new administrative structure that 

is.responsive to the needs of the institution. It seems to me so fun

damental that I hesitate. to even say it, but I den' t see it being done 

or even seriously considered any place in the country. 

QUESTION: Would you see this person reporting to the Chief Judge, 

and where do you see his responsibility emanating from? 

MR. WHITTAKER: Depending upon the complexity of the court, yeu could 

end up with a variety of relationships. In terms of the courts which 

I have considered, I usu.ally come up with a three- to five-bI'anched 

set ·of service organizations, each of which reports to whoever is 

appropriate. For example, you have one branch that is 'responsible for 

scheduling and processing cases. If it is a court that is on the 

master calendar, it would probably report and be J:"'Iesponsible to ,the 

calendar-assignment judge. If it is an individual' calendar court, 

it pI'obably would report to the Chief Judge or the committee of judges 

that has responsibility for the cases. You might also have a court 

5 
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Dcrvices branch whose responsibility it is to staff the courtrooms, 

to see that they are set up when a trial is supposed -to begin, to take 

responsibility for getting the witnesses there, and to issue notices 

in :relation to a particular trial. Their responsibility at any given 

ti100 would bo to the judge or judges whom they are serving. This 

really reaches a point at which I don I t think I can generalize much 

mor-a without a specific court and a specific set of facts in mind. 

Hatw;>e of RecotJds Management 

Let's talk about records management for a minute) si/rice the clerk 

is the recot>ds custodian. Court records are the most abominable col

lection of garbage that you have ever seen in your life. I don I t 

know how to characterize them any stronger than that. 

Let me give you a few descriptions, in the event that you haven I t 

seen any court records. A typical court record is a leather-bound 

book, 16 by 22 inches, and anywhere frclm two to four inches thick. It 

is perman.ently bound and, because it iEI permanently bound, all the 

ont:des have to .be made in longhand. 13ecause these books are so big 

and heavy, the court has to have speci.ally made racks to file them in. 

If you h,!lve ever been in a court clerk's office, you have undoubtedly 

seen big cabinets going up to the ceiling with rollerskate wheels on 

them so you can slide the books in. 

Int.erestingly enough, because ()f these handwritten records, one 

of the major qualifications to becama a deputy clerk is that you have 

good handwriting. With all the entries in longhand, if your hand

writing is bad, someone may collect $2,000 instead of $200. 

One court that I was in a few Ylaars ago had shown a great degree 

of innctVation. At some deep) dark time in the past, it had begun using 

these :big 16 ... by 22-inch books, but some brilliant person had the idea 

of get1;ing, instead of the permanen-t1y bound books, post binder bOOKS 

so th~t the pages coul.d be taken ou.t to type the entries. I suppose 

since innovation is SlON and has t(,). go step by step> it shouldn't be 
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too surprising, but it never occurred to them to reduce the size of 

the paper. So as you walk through the clerk I s office you notice every 

typewri ter has an overs ize carriage on it so that they can stick these 

:huge 16- by 22-inch pages into the typewriter. The court was very 

proud of its innovation. It was the o~ly court in the state which had 

gone to the post binders; most of the other clerks around the state 

accused it of violating the constitution, the Mosaic Code, and God 

only knows what else. 
That will give you some idea of the shap~ of records management 

in the COUl:>tS. 
Let me talk about something more important, that is, the c:ontents 

of those 16- by 22-inch binders. In this day and age in every trial 

court of general jurisdiction that I am familiar with, evel~ court 

proceeding is taken down verbatim, or close to verbatim. There is a 

court reporter who uses a stenotype machine; a stenomask, or maybe 

handwritten shorthand. In one way or another, everything that occurs 

in the courtroom is taken down verbatim. 

There is also a deputy clerk who sits in the courtroom and takes 

voluminous notes of everything that happens in the courtroom. These 

are called a variety of things 3 but probably the most common term is 

"minutes." In addition to that, in many courts the judge keeps vol

uminous notes on the file jacket containing the case pap~rs. The 

purpose of these notes is to provide a record in the clerk's office 

of what happens in open court. A typical entry would be like an entry 

written down by the deputy clerk to record the fact that a jury was 

selected. The notes wi1.1 say, "March 15, 1974," and give a list of 

the names of the jurors who came in and a notation to the effect that 

this panel was called into the court. Check marks will be beside 

some of the names , with another note: "Those with check marks were 

selected to serve on the jury and the oath was administered to them. tt 

That doesn't sound too bad, assuming that this is a nece~lsary record 

in the first place, which may get us into some other problems, but 
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that ien I t 'the end of it. At the end of the day the deputy clerk 

'takes his minute::; sheet, goes dashing into the cler'k' s office with it, 

proceeds to a typist, and has that typist do what usually is referred to 

ilf:l "expanding the minutes. 11 By the time the typist in the clerk I s 

office p'ets through e"''Panding the minutes, it sounds something like 

thio: "How on this 15th day of March in the year of our Lord 1974-

tn the 180th year of the creation of the state of X, this case came 

on to be haar'd in the matter of ~ Sm th y. Mary Jones, John 8mi th 

appearing in person and by counsel, Henry Brown, Mary Jones appearing 

in person and by counsel, FI'ed Green, and thereupon a jury panel was 

3ummoned; and the namas of those jurors aI'e as follows, to wit: ... " 

Then the list of all the jurors who were selected is typed. The 

cour'troom deputy was smar't enough to put check marks beside the names 

of those who were actually selected to serve, but the little gal on 

the typewriter has neveI' been allowed to do that, so the order pro

ceeds: "And thereupon counsel conducted their voiI' dire examination ---- , 
Hen:ry BX'own examining for the plaintiff, and FX'ed GI'een examining for 

the defendant, and thel:'eupon each exeI'cised his peremptory challenges 

and challenged the following jurors." 'l'hen the ones that wel'E; thI'own 

off are listed. But I am not through yet: "Thereuponll .,. this is a 

good WOI'd - I1the court having noted that the peremptory challenges 

wet'eduly exeI'cised, proceeded to direct the clerk of the court to 

administer the oath to those following-named jurOI'S who are selected 

to sel;'ve, to wit: ..• If lind they are all named again. I could go on, 

but I guess I won't. I think I have made my point. 

We might just talk a minute about why all of this veI'biage. You 

will remember earlier' that I said that the cler.'k was a fee officer? 

One of the factors that determined what his fee was was the numbeI' of 

words that he wrote. One hundred years ago I would be hard put to 

cd tize some pOOl.'l clerk for putting in all these "thereupons, to wits, 

as follows, It and so on. He is trying to get rich. 
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We have done away with the fee system, but the activity of the 

clerk of 100 years ago has gained a degree of magic. These words are 

'now mystical. If we don't use theJ.ll, justice somehow won't be done. 

.' And so we continue to use all of these old forms that had no substan

tive value originally, but had the very pragmatic purpose of helping 

the clerk to increase his standard of living. 

Court records management really should be called records "non-

management. " Another very inn'ovati ve court of my experience had puro'\ 

chased a patented manual soundex indey..ing system. This is a system 

in which you eliminate all the vowels so that "Smi th, Smyth, and 

Smythe" all end up being spelled the same way for purposes of 

retrieval. One of the reasons for a soundex system is that you don't 

have to know how to spell the name; all you have to know is how it 

sounds. One time I went to the counter where the girl used the 

soundex index and asked her if she could show me how to use it. Very 

• I h ld like me to look up?, l! proudly ~ she sal.d, I Sure ~ w at wou you 

I said, IIWby don I t you see if you have any cases in which there 

is a plaintiff named Whittaker,?11 

She said: "Fine, how do you spell it?l1 

I gues~ there has to be a focus, besides just war stories, to 

what I am saying. I have heard many of you expressing a great deal of 

concern about how a change agent or an innov~tor gains credibility - , 

how does he or she get acceptance into this monstrous organization 

that nobody understands and everybody hates; and which includes 

nothing but intransigent s.o.b.'s - I think that was the phrase coined 

in a previous presentation?* 
In most courts the state of the records is so primitive that if 

you want a project that initially doesn't threaten very many people, 

at least on a gut l.evel, and that has a substantial opportuni ttJ for 

~~ By Charles H. Rogovirl on page 94 below. 
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big payoff and a high degree of vis ib ili ty (since eve:r.ybody in the 

system is going to be handling these pape~s), you might conside~ look

ing at thei~ ~eco~ds system. 

I have been amazed in visiting courts around the country that 

oome $ma~t stationery salesman hasn't walked in and sold them on better 

ror1lJ$ as well as paper that will fit into a standard sized typew~i tel". 

But you don't see much of that kind of hustling. 

Technolo~ical Applications to Record-Keeping 

In this same connection I visited a numbe~ of courts which have 

gone to compute~s. One of the biggest payoffs I see from their com

puterization is that before they could go to computerized retrieval 

they had to straighten out thei~ manual systems. By the time they 

were·~eady to go operational many courts found that they didn't need 

the computer anymore. 

QUESTION: What has been your experience with the use of microfilm? 

A facsimile can.be used in place of an original? 

MR. WHITTM(ER: I have seen very little use of microfilm. I know of 

a· few places where it is being used but usually only for security 

purposes. So far as I know, the problem hasn't arisen. There is a 

llUniform Use of Microfilm in Evidence Statute ll that many states have 

adopted. I am sure that this has some bea~ing on its use. 

MR. POLANSKY: Just the idea of taking those records and putting them 

on microfilm is something to consider. We cleared 19 rooms in city 

hall by filming a lot of reco~ds. Whether o~ not it should have even 

been filmed, is a different story. Probably much of it should have 

been thrown. out. 

MR. WH!TTAKER: I do have a mict'ofilm war story, if I may. 

One particular court had an on-going mi cl"'ofi 1m program at the 

time of intake. Bvery document that carre in was microfilmed and kept 

for security purposes only. I was doing a records management E?,tudy 
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in this court, and I was curious about how th~ywe~e using their mic

rofilm. I went around to some of the empl~'fees and sa\id! "When you 

lose a document, how do you replace it?" 
The answer I expected was, "We go tv the micJ;'ofL\m, make a copy 

and stick it in the file. II That is :l.10t the answer I got. 

Rather it was: "We call the lawyers and ask them if they have 

an ext~a file copy to let us have." 
QUESTION: You keep talking about those big docket books. What happens 

if they are destroyed? 
MR. WHITTAKER: The lawyers wouldn I t have copies of the dockets but 

they would ordinarily have copies of the documents that constitute 

the docket entries. For example: the defendant files a motion to 

dismiss the complaint; a docket entry will be made which says: "There

upon, on this 17th day of March, and so on comes the defendant by his 

attorney, Joe Smith, and files his motion to dismiss the complaint." 

That would be the docket entry. If the book were destroyed and cer

tain motion papers along with it, I doubt that any astute lawyer 

could let you g~t.ve~far saying that you hadn't filed the motion. 

QUESTION: I am troubled by the remark that in cleaning up the records 

for the computer it might be enough to have cleaned up the m~ual files 

setup. Can I assume the need for retrieval is so little that you do . 

not need a computer? 
MR. WHITTAKER: This depends a lot on the court. A fair amount of 

relevant and important information is stored in court records; .. The 

fact that a judge has denied a motion to dismiss becomes extremely 

important to another judge in t~e same case, if an9ther motion to 

dismiss is filed. If there is any court management system at all, 

somebody ought to have the responsibility of seeing, after a court 

orders a party to do a certain thing, either that that act is per

formed when it should be or that whatever sanctions apply at'e imposed. 

These ~e just two examples. 
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,All of th,e information in court records is not the kind 

hage that l: have been describing. It does include all kinds 

while and useful information. 

of gar

of worth-

!)R. POLAt~!!, r think in IT\Y mind I s eye that it comes down to this. 

Yi)U T'lay haw: a court operation that is a repetitive process that you 

thought initially might require a computer system. Y ou could analyze 

thl' roco!'d-keepiTl.g processes involved. By the tl.'me that you straight-

e~ed them out enough so that you could use the computer, you might 

rl.nd that the additional cost for the compute~ wasn't '" really justifi"d. 

You may see enough benefit from the analysis you performed so that you 

operations without spending the large dollar to can improve the manual 

go for a computer. 

Difference between Elected and Appointed Clerks 

QUBSTION: How about the deputy clerks and clerks? Are they really 

interested i ch n ange or are they generally set in their traditional 

'Ways? 

MR. WHITTAKER: My . h exper~ence as been extremely varied but perhaps 

we can do some classifying that will help, Typically, an elected 

clerk is not awfully interested in change for a variety of reasons, 

not the least of which is that it may streamline his office in an' . 

undesirable way. In many communi ties the court clerk is the local 

political boss in a sense. He holds a great deal of political power 

because he has low-level jobs to payoff to the pavty workers who go 

out and do the drudgery kind of election work. 

In those systems where the clerk is appointed, in more cases 

than not! have found them interested in change, frequently because 

of the pressure brought on them by judges. 

Dealing with Old Reoords 

DR. SAAR! l I wanted to suggest to you an innovation suggested by 

Remington Rand in Cleveland. In prepa ..... ~ng t t'd ~. 0 ge r~ of a lot of old 
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records at the Cleveland courthouse before they designed the new 

courthouse, Remington Rand suggested using salt-mine storage for a 

lot of the records. In that way they could forget about problems 

like whether to microfilm or not, That, to me, is a beneficial idea 

andllaylays a lot of problems en route. 

~ WHITTAKER: That is becoming a' more accepted way of doing bUSiness. 

You start a day number one microfilming program and go fo~ard from 

there without trying to film everything that has been filed. 

QUEST~: Aren't there statutes of limitations which automatically 

dictata when certain records are useless and can be destroyed? 

MR. WHITTAKER: That is an excellent question. But I don't know the 

answer. You can go into almost any courthouse in the United States 

and find records going back to the year that that court was created. 

There are a variety of reasons why this is so. The closest we 

came to having anything done about the si tua:tion was during the 30' s 

when there were WPA projects in many courts to index and catalog 

records so that they could be put away in a form that was retrievable. 

(Why, I don't know, because nobody ever wants to retrieve them.) 

The records are typically stored in a variety of cardboard boxes 

with just about as many shapes as you might imagine. They are usually 

waterlogged, quite often with bi~d manure allover them because they 

are in some thi~d-class storage areas that hay,= no protection what

soever. If you want to watch something really funny, go into a clerk's 

office to retrieve a record that is 25 years old. 

QUESTION: That philosophy, if carried on ad nauseum, would lead to 

the condition that the streets would be inundated with court records 

that have no legal standing anyway. How do you get rid of them? 

MR. WHITTAKER! Some records have justification for perpetuation. 

These are primarily the ones dealing with title to real property. 

Also, archivists will go out of their minds if you start talking 

about throwing away court records. 

13 
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QUESTION: You said that a fun thing to do would be to ask the clerk 

to find a 25-year-old record. Must he do this? Does he have to? 

HR. WHITTAKER: Yes, he must, unless he can discouJ:"age you from in-

oist.i.ng. 

QUEs'rrON: Let me l..luggest that a way to encourage improvement in this 

... l:'(;:Gl Is to have a lot of your friends go down and ask for old records. 

HI<.. WHITTAKER: That is not a bad idea. 

De$c~iption of lCou~t People' 

During :the b~eak, I ooined a new acronym: ISOB. This stands 

fo~: l!Intransigent Sons of Bitches, II the phrase speakers at this 

confe~ence have been using to describe court people. I want to 

address the topic of how to deal with people in courts, at this time. 

At one point in my presentation I commented that court people 

are just like everybody else ~ some of them a):'e nice and some of them 

are ISOB I S and some of them are in between. People in courts, par

ticularly the professional people in courts, have their own culture 

and thei~ own set of concepts and their own ways of thinking, just 

as police officers do or correctional people do. 

r thought that it might be helpful to take a little bit of time 

and discuss some of the things that help make ISOB's what they are. 

I think one of the first things that you have to look at is \'lho 

judges are, how do they get to be judges, and what happens to them 

after they become judges. Again, remember my caveat about generali~ 

ties because they are all that I can deal with here with you. 

Generally, a judge has been a successful lawyer. That in itself 

has a great impact on his personality and on his ways of going at 

things. The practice of law is not a team effort; it is an individual 

effort. The good trial lawyer is a good trial lawyer in his own right, 

not because he has a team that helps him to be a good trial 1a~'lyer. 

Typically, he is not accustomed to working in groups, and if any of 

you have eve~ had to attend a committee meeting with judges, I think 

you will unde~stand what I mean by that. 
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In most jurisdictions, in addition to being a successful lawyer, 

the judge has probably been a successful politician, even in those 

jurisdictions in which judges are appointed. Being a politician he 

has some understanding of power and of how policy decisions in his 

particular locality are made. 
Typically, a judge is extremely authoritarian. He is almost 

forced to be as a result of the role that he finds himself playing. 

If you stop and think for a minute about the judicial system, 1 think 

you have to agree that by its very nature it is at least as authori

tarian as - if not TOOre than - any military organization. In a 

courtroom everybody is under the complete control of the judge: from 

the bailiff to the witnesses to the jurors -to the lawyers. He is in 

complete command of that room. This is bound to have some impact on 

the way he acts and thinks. 
Let's talk about the environment for a minute. Under our common 

law system, cases are decided today based upon how cases were decided 

yesterday or 10 days ago or even 100 years ago. The whole common law 

system is, in great part, based on the concept that some place somebody 

has decided a case that is similar to ·the one presently being dEcided, 

and that that previous case should have an infl.uence on the way the 

case is decided today. This system has worked very well, yet 1 t has 

an impact on a lot of other things, including the way the people in 

the system think. When your maj or effort is devoted to doing things 

today the way they were done at some time in the past, that has to 

have some bearing on the way you look at change. 

Another part of the culture that has a bearing on how people be-

have is the fact that our courts system is an adversary one. The idea 

is that if two lawyers - equally skilled and equally prepared - present 

to the judge or the jury tl;eir case in the best way possible, that we 

come closest to arriving at the truth. 

In this adversary system the judge, at a minimum, is an arbitel' 

or an umpire. Since these two lawyers are adversaries, they quite 
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frequently get cawied away with themselves and somebody has to say, 

IIHey, fellows, break it up," The person who says that is the judge . 

Aa a result of the judge IS position as arbiter in this adversary 

~;YDtem, he has to remain somewhat aloof, or at least there is some 

reacon for him to think that he ought to stay aloof. If you and I 

,.lre the advet'saries and I walk down the hall with my arm around the 

judge having a little private conversation about something, you are 

liable to wonder (and rightly so) what happened to your case. 

Host judges feel strongly about avoiding the appearance of favor

in 8 one side of a piece of litigation. Qui te often they will carry 

this into their private lives. I have on a number of occasions seen 

i1 judge walk towar>ds a lawyer and before the lawyer can speak, the 

judge \Olill hurry by, even though the lawyer doesn It have a case before 

the judge at' all. I have neyer quite been sure whether this is an 

habitual thing or whether some judges just consciously try to avoid 

giving the appearance of closeness to people who may at some time be

come adversaries before them. 

Another faotor that is probablY worth looking at is the conoept 

of judicial independence. In a way it is very closely related to the 

aloofness aspect that I was just talking about. The concept basically 

is that in {Irder to operate effectively the judiciary must be inde

pendent of outside influence. I think the reasons for this are obvi

ous. Some of the ramifi cations of it are not quite so obvious, 

One of the areas where it is not so obvious is that of adminis

tration. A judge who recognizes his responsibility to maintain his 

independence may carry that independence beyond the area of deciding 

cases and. controversies and become independent in everY regard. The 

appropriate fiscal agency can t t dictate to him about his budget; the 

appropriate sanitation people can't determine what hours the floors 

of the hall outside the courtroom are to be swept. Sometimes inde

pendence can get carried to a degree of idiocy. 
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On the other side of that same coin, we have seen in recent years 

a nurrher of situations in which courts have had to-assert their inde

pendence through a device known as "inherent power." This usually 

develops in the area of reSQurce allocation. A typ~cal situation is 

one in which the county commissioners won't appropriate enough money 

to allow the judge to pay some necessary expense such as the salary of 

the court reporters. What usually happens in those courts that are 

willing to assert this inherent power they have is that they will issue 

an order to the county commissioners directing them to appropriate 

money from whatever source available. Another device for handling this 

particular situation is for the court to go ahead and make the e),"p:f?ndi

ture an~~ay. When the contractor sues the county commissioners, ~uess 

whose court they sue him in? 

- Anqther factor that I think has a big impact on the way judges 

act and the way courts are managed in general - and it goes back to 

one of the earliest cases of significance decided in the United States 

Supreme Court - is the concept that typically courts will only decide 

what are called "cases and controversies." Another way of saying the 

same thing is--courts don't give advisory opinions. If you are mad 

at someone and want to sue him, the courts are perfectly willing to 

settle your dispute. But if you and he get together and say, 

"Wouldn't it be interesting to see what the court thinks about this? ," 

and just stroll in off the street asking the judge for a decision, 

it won't wash since there is no actual controversy. 

In terms of management, I think one of the possible impacts that 

this has is that judges a~e not prone to making decisions until they 

become problems. This also carries over into management. Quite ~e

quently, the court will wait Until an administrative situation devel

ops to the point that it really is a p~oblem before it acts. I sup

pose another term to describe this phenomenon is "crisis management." 

A factor that I think has a substantial bearing on the judicial 

system is the degree of property. orientation in our entire legal 
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system and in the courls. OUI'J.egal system - again, going back to 

the English common law - has as one of its major purposes the protec

tion of the rights of private properly. With this you develop all 

Dorts of interesting things. I think among ether things you develop 

a rrdnd-set that is perhaps more attuned to dollars and things than it 

16 to people. Again, remember that I am talking about tendencies and 

goneralities, not specifics. 

Another factor worth talking about in this context is our whole 

system of appellate review. I think, again, it has some bearing on 

the way some cOUl;>ts are managed. In most jurisdictions an appellate 

court has, either by rUle, statute, or inherent fact, the power to 

exercise a certain administrative control over the subordinate courts 

within its jurisdiction. Again, because appellate COUI'ts only hear 

cases and controversies, typically, an appellate court will not take 

any action to assert this supel1visory power unless the need to exer

cise it is brought to it in a specific law suit or unless the trial 

judges come to the appellate court and say that they have a problem 
and need help. 

The judiciary's mind-set is: "Problems are brought to us, He 

don't have to go look for problems. We don't have to plan to avoid 

problems. Our function is to sit here and decide problems when they 
are brought to us." 

Getting Innovation into a COUI't of Appeals 

QUESTION: You set up the TempOralY Eme,rgency Court of Appeals in 

Washington, D. C., a few years ago. What innovations did you put 

into that ope~ation? 

MR. WHITTAKER: Before I talk about the innovations, maybe it would 

be helpful to talk about why we were able to make them. The first 

one is the obvious one : it was a brand~new COUI't. It had never 

existt:td befo~. It didn't have all the tradition and culture behind 

it that existing courts have. 
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The second reason is probably fortuitous. The enabling legisla

tion does not restrict the Temporary Emergency Court of Appeals to 

the var1ious rules that are presently in effect, primarily the Federal 

Rules of Appellate Procedure, so the court was free to devise its own 

procedures concerning how cases would progress through the court. 

TIle third factor, and probably the most significant of all, is 

that the chief judge of that court was not an ISOB. He is very imagi

native and willing to experiment to try things,out. 

We adopted a process for which we coined the name "differentiated 

case management. 11 This was based upon the concept that each case is 

different £rom every other case although frequently the differences 

are so slight that they are immaterial. 

We decided that there were some substantial bases for treating 

Cases differently, instead of uniformly. The typical way of process

ing cases in a COUI't is to have very rigid time patterns, very rigid 

procedures, with each case going thpough the same identi'cal process. 

We decided we wouldn't do that. We decided that we would apply only 

those resources that were needed to each case and to try to avoid 

any over-allocation of resources to anyone case. 

To do this we needed to know something about the case quite 

early in its pr'ocess, so, because of not being bound by the Federal 

Rules of Appellate Procedure, we adopted a procedure whereby the 

parties had to tell us, immediately upon bringing the case there, 

what it was about. 

To non-lawyers that doesn't sound earth-shaking, but in an 

appellate COUI't, that is practically unheard of; Typically on an 

appeal the appellate court has no idea what the case is about until 

it is at least halfway through the process. With our concept of 

differ.entiated allocation of resources it became vital to know early 

what the case was about and how complex it was ,what sort of special 

problems might be anticipated, and so on. Therefore, we required 

timely information about the case. Then, in effect, we ,tailor-made 

a procedure to fit the case. 
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In the back qf the room is Tom Napton, who is clerk of the 

Tempol:'ary Bmergency Court of Appeals of the United States. Tom, .do 

you have some figures showing what the average or mean time is for 

disposing of an appeal in your court? 

HR. NAPTON: Frc)m the time that a case is filed until the hearing it 

averages about 60 days. From the time of the hearing until the opin

ion is handed down is about 40 days. This makes a IOO-day average 

for an entire disposition. 

MR. WHITTAKER: That is three and a third months. Do you happen to 

Know what the nationwide mean time is? 

MR. NAPTON: The average is eight months. 

MR. WHITTAKER: In essence then these innovative procedures allowed 

us to handle an appeal completely in three and one-third months com

pared to a natiomlide average of eight months. 

QUESTION: Were there more people assigned to this court or were there 

just different procedures involved? 

MR. WHITTAKER: I would say that this court has more personnel per 

case than most appellate courts. The personnel w.ere very carefully 

trained and there was basically only one criterion for hiring: that 

they have no previous court experience. 

QUESTION ~ Could you discuss the general framework of the oth.er 

Federal Court System? 

MR. WHITTAKER: The basic level of the Federal System is the United 

States District COQ~t. There are 94 in the United States. The less 

pOpulated states have a district contiguous with the boundaries of 

the state. In the more heavily populated states there may be sev~ 

eral districts wi thin one state. New York State, for example, has 

four districts. Dis.trict courts are the trial courts where cases 

come in ~ both civil and criminal. 

There aw 11 United States Courts of Appeals. The numbering 

basically progl:'esses from the Northeastern United States to the West 

Coast with number one being the New England States and number two 
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being New York, Ver>mont, and New Hampshire. The third is Pennsylvania 

and so on across the country. 

These courts have appellate jurisdiction over all United States 

District Courts. Anyone that is unhappy with the r>esult in a dis

trict cour>t goes to a U. S. Court of Appeals for a review of what the 

district court did. 

On top of the whole str>ucture is the Supr>eme Court of the United 

States, which, for most purposes, selects the cases it wants to hear. 

Ther>e are great things going on now about !'eor>ganizing the circuits. 

There are certain other> or>ganizational changes in the feder>al judici

ary being considered. 

The Temporary Emergency Court of Appeals was a special court, 

created to hear appeals arising unde~ the Economic Stabilization 

Act. 

Going back to some of the innovations we put in that court, let 

me say that we did a lot with technology. One of the problems we 

faced was that the court consisted of nine judges who lived all the 

way from San Diego, California, to Noank, Connecticut. In the Fed

eral System, appeals are decided by'panels of .three judges. Those 

three judges have to agree - or at least two out of the three have 

to agree - before the case is decided. Typically a panel of three 

judges will go to one location, hear> a group of cases, and then go 

back to their own homes to decide the cases. Communication, then, 

gets to be quite a problem. 

We installed a series of communicating mag-card typewriters so 

that these judges could transmit hard copies of their draft decisions 

to other> members of the panel relatively fast over the telephone 

lines. 

There is a pr>oject underway right now, which will probably in

volve the Emer>gency Court of Appeals, concerning a pilot test of com

puterized legal research. The legal system has been referred to by 

the name of OBAR. Actually, OBAR has gotten fancy and gone nationwide 
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and now it is called LEXIS. OBAR was the system developed for the 

Gtate of Ohio and stands for Ohio Bar Automated Research, or some

thing cloge to that. An effort was made to inc:rease the volume of 

the data base. so that it -y{ould have application to many jUI'isdictions. 

The Federal goV'errnrent probably will put in two terminals in two 

t,;.out>to on a pilot basis for about a year to see if the:re is any sig

niticant benefit to it. Tom? 

~1R. }fAPTON: r Was just thinking that the in-hQuse problem of the 

clerk I s office is mainly shuffling paper and maintaining the records 

of pleadings that come into the office. In that area the original 

rules of the court a~ to streamline those processes, that is, to 

reduce the amount of paperwork, to get information Oltt to the attor

neys and judges as fast as possible, and to introduce organization 

into a clerk I IS office so that it is not just a mass confusion shuf.,.. 

fling papetl. We have such things as power files which will :replace 

bunks of four-drawer file cabinets. 

We try to encourage people to use standard-sized eight-by-" 

Glaven paper instead of eight-b:r-fourteen paper; this may not sound 

too important) until . .you consider the volume of paper and of the 

filing storage involved. 

MR. WHITTAKER: There is another innovation that I want to :refer to 

specifically because it doesn't sound like an innovation. However, 

in the COUl:'t system it was. We started using the telephone. Let me 

tell you what I mean. 

It waS unheard of for a cowt to issue a notice not on a sheet 

of paper- with the court's seal on it and other such filigree. We 

took the heretical position that if you really want somebody to know 

son~thing, then the way to do it is to call him on the phone~ tell 

him, and if there is any problem with communication, send a rollow-up 

letteX' oX' pretty notice oX' whatever else you want. 

We tQOk the position that the parties to a lawsuit ought to know 

about the decision as quickly as possible. It dawned on us - with 
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all of our genius - that the telephone was a good way to acc.omplish 

that. In most appellate courts, when a case is decided, the nicely 

typed decision of the court is put into an envelope and mailed out 

to the parties and, quite frequently, they read about it" first in the 

newspaper. We called people, as soon as the decision was filed, and 

told them whether they had won or lost. 

QUESTION: With regard to the innovations you have described for the 

Temporary Emergency Court of Appeals, is al1Y group trying to imple

ment these improvements in other courts? 

MR. WHITTAKER: As a general matter, the work has been thoroughly 

documented, so that the informati.on is available. The Federal Judi

cial Center has been closely involved in most of the things that have 

been done, but not on an evaluation basis. Many of the individual 

projects have been evaluated by the court. The mag-card typewriter 

project is one. It was thoroughly evaluated and a report was written 

about that evaluation. 

MR. NAProN: My feeling about the success is that it was due mainly 

to the Chief Judge. He controls and mnnitors what is happening 

there. In the 11 circuit courts around the country you have. personnel 

problems and what consistency there is depends mainly on the Chief 

Judge. He sets the tone and pace. If you get a feel for the person

ali ty of the Chief Judge of a court, you will know how amenable that 

court is to change and innovation. 
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REFLECTIONS ON JUSTICE 
IN JUVENILE GOURTS 

by 

Judge Richard J. Jarrhorsky 
Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court 

Fairfax, Virginia 

The speaker, a juvenilE~ court judge for six 
years, traces the origins Ole the present juvenile 
court system, states the baf?ic concepts of juvenile 
courts, describes the two kjlnds of cases which gen
erally occur, discusses court procedures, gives an 
overview of referral and screening processes, outlines 
IJossible dispositions of cases, and responds to mis
cellaneous questions about juvenile justice. 

Original Purpose of Juvenile Justice 

In thinking about what I would like to say to you, I didn't want 

to appear to be a negative speaker, and I didn't want you to mis

understand the position that I will take initially with you today. I 

have a great deal of respect both for the court on which I sit and for 

juvenile courts throughout the United States. But, when it was ex

plained to me why you would like to llear from me, I realized that you 

are going to be talking to people in the juvenile justice field and 

you want to be of assistance to them. It seems to me that you can be 

of greatest assistance to juvenile jilstice personnel by constantly 

challenging them and raising the questions, "Are you really living up 

to your philosophy? Are you really doing what you intend to do?" 

That is why I am providing this statement--"God, save me from my 

friends. I can take care of my enemies myself"-- as a "text" for 

today, so that throughout our comments and perhaps even after I am 

through talking, we can constantly bear it in mind. We have a noble 

purpose in juvenile court which has grown out of noble beginnings . 

We need to measure our conduct today against that early noble purpose. 

Basically, we are saying that the reason that we have a juvenile 

court, a special court that is going to deal with young people, is 
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I because ~hestate has a right to step in and deal with problems of 

children whtm the parents have failed. Or maybe the parents have not 

failed, but, at any rate, the children are either beyond their control 

or engaged in conduct that is harmful. The state will supplant nat

ural parents when they fail; it will sit as a benevolent and wise 

parent doing that which ought to be done for the child. 

By 1927, we were so impressed with ourselves in the juvenile 

i;ourt field that we had one North Carolina treatise which stated: 

If In this new court we tear down primitive prejudice, hatred, and 

hostility toward the lawbreaker in that most hidebound of all human 

institutions, the court of law, and we attempt as far as possible to 

administer justice in the name of truth, love, and understanding." 

NoW' (with la,ughter) even if you are not experts in the field of juve

nile law Or juvenile justice, is there anyone who doubts that the 

court does not administer justice in the name of truth, love, and 

unders tanding? 

Yesterday's newspaper had a story about a 15-year-01d who was 

held in jail for five weeks without counsel. Whether we want to 

place that circumstance under truth or love or understanding, I am 

not sure. But at any rate, our purpose is to help. 

Ten Basic Concepts of Juvenile Courts 

There are ten concepts concenling Juvenile Courts that quickly 

separate us from some other courts. 

First of all, a basic concept is that children are to be dealt 

with separately from adults. I don't know of any other special court 

for people of a particular age group. Old people do not have a spe

cial court; middle-aged ladies do not have a special court; young men 

do not have a special court. But children do. And since we are go~ 

ing to deal with children separately, one of the issues you may en

counter ia whether or not it is fair to have children brought into a 

court for s,cts whi.ch ~rould not be appropriate for court. action if 
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adults committed them. So long as we follow the idea that we are go

ing to have a court that would deal separately with children, it may 

be that the standard of conduct or the standard of behavior that we 

are dealing with, will be somewhat different from what we would ex

pect of adults. On occasion, it may operate to impose restraints on 

the juvenile. 

The second basic concept is that juvenile cases are to be heard 

at different times and preferably at different places. Periodically, 

the Reader's Digest will come out with a panacea to the problem of 

juvenile delinquency: that the names of juveniles be released to the 

public. Such a policy is in conflict with the element of privacy and 

confidentiality which stems from the basic concept that children 

should be dealt with separately, at different times and preferably in 

different places. 

It is interesting to note, however, that if we were not to iden

tify the proceeding, to tell the kind of court involved, but were 

simply to talk in terms of someone being brought in privately, with 

the public and press excluded, and placed before a judge and tried 

and sentenced, with no one knowing what had happened except his par

ents, you really wouldn't know whether I was talking about a juvenile 

court or the Spanish Inquisition. 

So, what I am suggesting to you is that this is a helpful tool, 

but it is subject to abuse. And when you look into the juvenile sys

tem, you are going to want to look at the question of confidentiality 

critically. I don't suggest for a moment that confidentiality is 

undesirable; I think it is very desirable, but I recognize that it 

leaves itself open to great abuse. 

The third concept is that children are to be detained in a 

separate building, and if institutional gUidance is necessary, they 

are to be committed to institutions for children. Well, I am sure 

that when that basic concept became operable, there was a great feel

ing of relief, a feeling that problems of children being abused and 

assaulted by adults would be solved. Unfortunately, our problems 
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today with respect to the institutionalization or even detention of 

children is not that ~e are concerned about indiscriminately placing 

them with abusing adults. At least in Virginia, and possibly in other 

states through the United States, our problem has been that we 

indiscriminately place children. For example, if a child comes into 

court al3 an incorrigible or runaway (in some other jurisdiction he 

or she TilaY be called a child in need of supervision), and the court 

finds that it is necessary to have the child removed from his or her 

home, the child may wind up in the same institution with children who 

have been charged with rape, robbery, or other crimes. 

I suppose that we have been absorbed with the idea that a larg':l, 

economy-size institution better fits this concept of separate faci1-

ities. Therefore, all children who come before the court wind up ill 

the same institution without any segregation on the basis of behavi()r. 

I a~ sure you will also encounter persons who will tell you that we 

should automatically exclude persons charged with being runaways 

from persons who were charged with delinquent or criminal acts. Again, 

I would suggest to you that our concern should not be with the spe

cific charge, but with the behavlor. This is particularly true if 

you are going to have an intake department that wants to de-escalate 

the charge. If a child comes to court having stolen an automobile at 

the same time that he ran away, it would be to his advantage to ap

pear before the court on a runaway petition rather than on the felony 

of unauthorized use or a grand larceny" So, we look at behavior 

rather than charge. 

The fourth basic concept is that through its probation officers, 

the court can keep in constant touch with children who have appeared 

before it. One of the factors that really upsets the public is the 

idea that children may go out and vandalize a school and get placed 

on probation. This is like waving a red flag in front of the public, 

and maybe you have some questions about it and we ought to discuss 

it. J3ut I suggest that tllere is nothing inherently wrong with 
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probation so far as it is used as an effective disposition for chil-· 

dren who have committed even serious offenses or who have serious 

problenlS. But one of the reasons that it hasn't worked in many cases 

is because we have had an idea that probation would entail a change 

in hehavior in a child who came to the court house to spend 15 min

utes talking with his probation officer. Obviously, such a chat 

hasn 1 t and doesn't effect change. It may be that the reason that the, 

public is so concerned with probation is because of the way we hav!!' 

applied probation, rather than because there is something inherently 

wrong with it. When you look at probation systems, you should inquirE~ 

as to whether or not the probation officers have plans for goals of 

probation, and whether they know in ~Yhat directions they are going 

with particular children. 

A fifth concept is that we only take children from the parents 

if it is absolutely necessary. Or to put it anotiier way, we avoid 

taking children away from their parents if we can. This is partic

ularly difficult for children who are in need of supervision or who 

come from backgrounds that, according to the Department of Social 

Services, are inappropriate. The danger in such cases, even though 

we are concerned with the welfare of the child, lies in the state's 

imposing its own preconceived notions or standards as to what's an 

appropriate home life over those of the parents. But by the same 

token, you occasionally get cases where there is no doubt that the 

child should be removed. But basically, it is something that we 

,1.0 reluctantly. 
The sixth concept is that parental obligations are to be en

forced. This would be particul~rly applicable in those courts that 

have jurisdiction over support. Most courts that have the power 

to award custody obviously have the power to award support. Cer-

tainly one of the really gr~at problems, with respect to law and 

order in this particular day and age, is the number of parents who 

desert and do not support their children. 
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The next concept has a long history in the juvenile courts; namely 

that the procedures of the court must be as informal as possible; r 
don't know what particular judges you will encounter as you look at 

the juvenile system, but I certainly hope you will be thinking about 

this concept of informality. It may be that the procedures will be 

so informal that counsel is expendable! On the other hand, it may 

mean that the procedure is quite formal in terms of the manner in 

which the juvenile is expected to dress. 

The eight concept is that the purpose of the court is not to 

punish but to lIsave ." I would say that traditionally criminal courts 

dispose of cases with the thought that by imposing a sentence, they 

are either going to deter other persons from comm~tting that offense 

or else they are going to salve society's desire for retribution. 

Such is not true in juvenile 'cour.t: : 

It is not that we don't see that consequences flow from behavior, 

and it is ,not that we don't recognize that some penalty or conse

quence fo~ unacceptable behavior may be desirable in bringing about 

a change in behavier in some c{tses. But basically we are neither con

cerned with deterring other juveniles nor out to salve society's 

desire for retribution. 

The ninth basic concept is that we deal with children as persons 

in whose guidance and welfare the state is peculiarly interested, 

and not as criminals. Now, that certainly may be the standard that 

the juvenile judge and his probation officers will want to apply, 

but the true test, when we use the word llstate," is going to be how 

willing the state is to fund the programs and the facilities that 

are necessary to carry this concept out. You may want to examine 

that point to determine whether or not the jurisdiction with which 

you are associated really does care about this basic principle. 

And the final concept is that, except in cases where a child 

has been certified to stand trial as an adult, the court's 

jurisdiction is equitable, not cril'linal, in nature. Generally, 
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the code sections that deal ~vith juvenile court latv pOint out that 

the provisions may be liberally interpreted in order to do jus tice. 

This can lead to an awful lot of difficulty, particularly in terms of 

due process of law. 

Two Types of Court Cases 

I would like to talk briefly about the two kinds of cases that 

come before the court. 

First, we have children who appear before the court because they 

can't make it at home. They are b'rought to court because their 

parents allege that they are incorrigible ; that is, they are beyond 

control. They are brought to co~rt because they run away from home 

or because they don't at~end school regularly. These are called. 

"status offenders." In other jurisdictions they may be called "pins ll 

or "chins," but we call them "status offenders." 

And the other kind of children who are brought to court are those' 

who are charged with specific criminal offenses. I would like for 

a moment to deal with this type. Because something happened in 1967 

which forced the court into living up to its noble purpose and orig

inal philosophy. The U. S. Supreme Court decided In re Gault in May 

of 1967. And as a result of the Gault decision, there has been an 

improvement. I suggest to you that due to that decision we are more 

able to be of true help or service than we could without it. 

r would like to point out to you just a little bit of the back

ground of the case. First of all, Gault was a l5-year-01d child at 

the time that he was brought to'the attention of the court for alleg

edly making an obscene telephone call! He was taken into custody 

and detained without notice to his parents. Later, the sheriff or 

someone else involved in the case gave an oral notice to his mother 

that there would be a hearing the following afternoon. A petition 

was drawn up but it wasn't served on either the child or the parents, 

and it alleged simply that the child was delinquent, period: There 
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was no mention of the specific nature of the offense. 

The child, in talking to someone, either a probation officer or 

Borne law enforcement officer, made an admission outside of the pres

ence of his parents that, "yes, he had made the telephone call." 

And there was no warning to him that he didn't have to make a state

ment. Well, the case appeared before the Supreme Court, and Justice 

as c cone US10n was, and I think this Portas wrote the opinion. His b i l' 

is something you ~ant to remember when you look at juvenile courts, 

that the child ~as getting the worst of two worlds. He, first of all, 

was getting the ~orst of the criminal process. The child was commit

ted to a state institution until his maj ority--and he was only 15. 

So that meant that he could lose his freedom from three to six years. 

Had he been an adult, I think the maximum penalty was two months. 

Yet he was losing his freedom without the safeguards of the criminal 

process. 

~nile Court Procedures 

Now there are certain procedures that are to be followed in 

juvenile court and you should be aware of them: The first procedure 

the specific charges; that 

a sufficient period of time in advance 

is th.9.t there has to be written notice of 

written notice has to be given 

so that some defense or answer may be prepared. 

The second procedure is that the child has to be notified of his 

right to counsel, or if he is unable to afford counsel, he and his 

parents have to be advised that the child has a right to a court.

appointed attorney. 

The third procedure is that the constitutional right against 

self-incrimination has to be respected. 

And the fourth is that, SCive for a valid confession, a deter

mination of delinquency is only going to be based on sworn testimony, 

subject to cross-examination. It really is shocking to me to think 

that in 1967 persons wou:'l...d appear before a court of law and be 
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denied the right to confront their accusers, or to cross-examine 

their accusers. 

In addition, in another case, the Winship case, the Supreme 

Court has held (and this did not change anything in Virginia, but 

I understand that it did change the law in other jurisdictions) that 

before a child came within the court$ jurisdiction, there had to be 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Another decision that didn't apply strictly to children, but is 

one that you should be aware of and concerned about, is the Miranda 

decision, in which certain rights have to be given to an accused 

prior to questioning. In answer to the question as to whether or 

not this applies to children, our conclusion is that it does. It 

is our contention that if a child is going to lose his freedom, no 

matter what you want to call the proceeding, the child's rights have 

to be protected, and our conclusion is that this would certainly be 

true with respect to being advis~d of the right to remain silent, 

right to an attorney, right to court-appointed counsel, etc. 

These rights should be given whether the charge is a misdemeanor 

or a felony. We really shouldn't make distiRctions with respect to 

a juvenile, because if a juvenile is charged with a misdemeanor, and 

is committed to a state institution, he is committed until his 21st 

birthday. So, if the maximum penalty for an adult on a misdemeanor 

is a year in ja~l, or six months, or two months, or whatever it is, 

the maximum penalty for the juvenile could be up to six years or 

seven years for the same offense. I would argue that it is absurd 

to suggest that the Miranda decision should not apply to juveniles 

~harged with misdemeanors. 

Referral and Screening of Cases 

The next thing I would like to do is talk to you briefly about 

how cases come into a juvenile court. Parents, police, school, or 

neighbors may come to an intake office and make a complaint about a 
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child. The intake officer is going to listen to these complaints 

and attempt 1:0 screen out as many of these as possible. 

And in screening them out, various decisions are made:: if 

the problem :Ls that the child keeps telling his mother to go to hell 

or that \: won't take a bath or whatever, then maybe the best way to 

deal with the problem would be for the intake office to refer the 

child directly to a counselling agency. If you can take a case out 

of the court's jurisdiction, it should be taken out. 

Some of the jurisdictions that you may go into will have ref

erees who may be able to hear some cases on an informal basis. He 

have no provisions in Virginia, or at least in Fairfax County, for 

having a refel~ee, but we have taken one of our intake counsellors, 

set him behind a desk with some flags, and called him a heari.ng 

officer. All of the parties must sign a statement saying thelt they 

are willing to' have the hearing officer hear the case and they fur

ther understand that if they are dissatis fied or feel that something 

is wrong with the proceeding, they have a right to their day in 

court before a judge. Then we refer it to the hearing officer to 

handle. This procedure ,",akes the case out of the formal court sys

tem, 80 there is no formul record. The hearing officer may order 

the child to dl) a research project. This informal procedure is 

especially conl~tructive for dealing with adolescent streakers. 

The school may refer a child to the court for truancy. You 

would want to ~lee to it that these cases get screened out if possible. 

I was amazed tel find the number of girls who are truant from school 

beCause they are overweight and don't want to dress for physical 

education. Not~', obviously, there is nothing that the judge can do 

about tha.t. I don' t kno,~ of any reason that it should be in court. 

It should perhaps get referred to the mental health clinic or for 

counselling. But there is no reason for it being in court. 

There are some kids who are just lazy, and I hones tly doub t 

that they have psychological problems. The only thing l~rong with 
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them is that they don't feel like going to school. If we have a 

compulsory school attendance law, then it seems to be that in those 

instcmces the cases belong in court. And if it is established that 

the kids are going to school and fall within the law, then the court 

ought to deal with them or else the compulsory school attendance law 

should be changed. Finally, in neighborhood disputes, if we can get 

the hearing officer to handle those, we will. 

If the case cannot be screened out, it is set for court. And 

here we have the hearing, with a judge present. If it is a felony 

or if it is a contested misdemeanor, then an assistant commonwealth 

attorney comes down and prosecutes it, and we have a hearing and 

deterrnim~ whether or not the child comes within the court's j uris

diction. 

We USf: terms like, "I find you within the jurisdiction of the 

court; I find you within the purview of the court." That, in effect, 

is saying that we find that the child has done what they have said 

he did and we are going to do some'thing about i~. And in most states 

there will be a mandato,ry code provision providing for a referral for 

an investigation and report. The probation'staff does the study on 

the background of the child, his school attendance, and any problems 

at home. The case comes back for a dispositional hearing, again, 

with counsel present. 

DispOSition of Cases 

Now, what are some of the possible dispositions? In the event 

siID~le counseling- is all that is necessary, the case would be con

tinued. In case more supervision is necessary, probation would be 

appropriate. Sometimes the child is removed from the home and placed 

in a ~oster home. It is conceivable that the child needs a special 

school placement because of some learning disability or problem. 

If the parents can't afford this, we award the child's custody 

to the Department of Social Servides for purpose or school place

ment so that the taxpayers will meet the obligation that they 
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could have met back in the public school system if they wanted to. 

I do not approve of this procedure. 

We have something called the Family Systems Group. Under this 

program we have counsellors who, rather than placing the emphasis on 

the child, work just with the parents in a counselling session. In 

theory this eventually benefits the child because of the progress that 

ia made with the parents. 

In shoplifting cases, if they are not settled by the hearing 

officer, the child will be ordered to write an essay on how serious 

the problem of shoplifting is in the community. If it is a serious 

problem, what are the stores trying to do about it? If you were a 

store owner what would your solution be to it? What's legally and 

morally wrClng with shoplifting? Well, having children write essays 

gets the public upset when it hears about the practice through the 

newspapers alone, but I am willing to defend the essay technique 

because statistics show that you have fewer recidivists in a shop-

lifting case or in a traffic case with an essay than you do with 

another kind of penalty. 

gUEs'nON: Are those IUS demeanor cases or felonies or both that you 

are talking about? 

JUDGE JA}IDORSKY: ~ith essays or in these dispositions? 

gUESTION: In the dispositions. 

JUDGE :JAMBORSKY: These dispositions ~you1d apply to every kind of 

Cilse that is not screened out and comes through "this hearing process. 

For eXample, a child who commits armed robbery may be placed on 

counselling ~ 

gUESTION: But he could also be bound over to criminal court. 

JUDGE JAl-IDORSKY: . I left that out. It I S a good point. 

tole haVe a new la\.J in Vl1:ginia W'ith respect to how children 

may be certified. If '\fe have Rone through the hearing process 

several times 'vith the child, or the child is v,ery close to being 
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18, or upon determining that we have exhausted the juvenile court 

remedies, we may order that the child be certified to stand trial as 

an adult. That's called a certification hearing. Under our statute 

we may take into account the severity of the offense, the past rec

ord, and all of the information of the social report. We also have 

a provision that we may treat these children as adults and sentence 

them to jail within the juvenile court process. That's a relatively 

rare occurrence. 

Another disposition is that you may place the child in the 

jurisdiction of the State Department of Welfare and Institutions, 

i.e., commit him to a state training school. And that commitment 

may be suspended. 

When we start thinking in terms of screening children out of 

the court system, and getting them to counseling, if we use the 

court as a referral process, I think that's all well and good. I 

very much endorse that idea. But in some instances the Youth Service 

Bureau is not used as a simple referral process. The bureau may say: 

"All right, Johnny, you are going to the mental health clinic or else." 

The people who are applying that force are outside the judicial sys-

tem, which concerns me. 

You know, if we were to draw a circle, we could' start with 

those noble people back in the ,late 1800' s who said they W'ould take 

children out of the criminal process because of the evil and stigma 

attached to it. They wished to put them in a m:.1ch freer type of 

setting, so that they would get counseling and help. 

That is exactly how the juvenile court process got started. 

lfuat happened ,when you had all of those p00ple being so helpful was 

h h d · i t f f irness So, when you look t at t ey star~e 19nor ng concep s 0 a . 

at a Youth Service Bureau, make sure that it iB referraL But if it 

is starting to apply sanctions or force to get people to do what they 

don't want t'o do, then it's better to return' to ~ judicial framework. 

VIe are also beginning to recognize that w~ need to have 
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community-baaed programs. In Virginia our state training school is 

on a farm outside of Richmond. Our practice of taking children from 

this urban area who are relatively sophisticated and shipping them 

down. to learn how to milk cows for nine months, to return and try to 

be useful members of this community is obsolete, and it hasn't been 

successful. 

So, we are hoping that with family counselling programs, with 

group foster homes, with group probation houses, based in the com

munity, that we can more effectively bring about a change in be

havior of children whose actions are serious and harmful to themr 

selves and the community. 

We are running short of time but there is one other point. We 

are coming to the recognition that we need more alternatives to 

detaining children prior to the time that they are brought into 

court for trial. In Fairfax County we have a temporary foster home 

program which may be used when there is a crisis between the child 

and his parents, rather than holding the child in detention. If we 

make the judgment that the child is either a danger to himself or 

the community or there is a likelihood that he will not return to 

court, then we need to use detention. But even in Fairfax County we 

do not have our own detenti'on facilities. We have one detention 

home that holds or has room for 44 children. It serves a community 

of No:ctlfern· Virginia with a population of three quarters of a ll'~illion. 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency has taken the posi don 

that there need not be any new detention facilities built, period, 

because detention has been abused in other jurisdictions. I think 

that it is extremely unfortunate for people to automatically draw 

the conclusion that there should be no new detention facilities. I 

think there are an awful lot of children who suffer as a result even 

though the motives of the National Council may be very noble. 

gUESTION: Could you give us some amount of time or an average 
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amount of time between some of those boxes you have sho~m on the 

chart? 
JUDGE JAMBORSKY: Yes. The average amount of time between this box 

(hearing) and this box (disposition) is 30 days. The average amount 

of time between intake and hearing for a child detained is ten cal

endar days. The average amount of time between a public complaint, 

a police complaint, where the child is released to his parents, could 

be anywhere from two weeks to six weeks, depending on whether counsel 

has obtained a continuance. But, if it goes its normal course, it 

would probably be from three to four weeks between this stage (intake) 

and that stage (hearing). 

QUESTION: SO the detention process is hdlW much time altogether now? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: Ten days. The problem comes when you get over to 

this stage (disposition). Trying to come up with placements for 

children requires detention--we are worktng with community-based 

programs now so that we don't have to awa:rd custody to the Depart

ment of Social Services and so that we dOln't have to commit children 

to the State Department of Welfare and Inl~titutions. With our own 

community-based programs, we would not have the long wait in deten

tion, trying to effect a placement in a pl:ivate school because the 

placements would be right in the child's Qlwn community. It would 

mean getting the psychiatric reports and band-carrying them over to 

the particular placement of concern. 

QUESTION: Is there a period of detention before something goes on 

in the Department of Social Services or what? I know you gave an 

example, but what happens in some of the olther dispositions? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: In Department of Social Services placement, fur

ther detention is required, and in this kind of placement (residen

tial treatment center), the longest detentjLon, which hurts the most, 

is necessary. I have never found any inst:Ltution that really feels 

that its program is appropriate for the particular problem of the 

child. Courts are not able to discriminat~~. They take everybody. 
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But mental health institutions always want someone for whom the prog

nOBis is good. But if the court's screening processes are good, 

t!{1tJ<w which survive. at the end of the court process are those in 

which the prop,nos:ls is terrible. So, it takes an awfully long time 

to find some place for them to go. 

:9UES'f.lOl-I : Prior to coming to LEAA I had done some work in juvenile 

diversion programs, alternatives to juvenile court, and I agree with 

you in part about the youth services. In many instances as regards 

mentlll health, the label is sometimes worse than anything that could 

happen in the juvenile courts, especially among a child's peers -

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: Right, and with Senator Eagleton it was worse. 

QUESTION: Edwin Shure's new book Radical Mind Prevention states 

that If5 percent of all juvenile offenders never commit a second 

offcnsc J nnd there is some question as to how many of the remaining 

5S percent commit the second and third offenses as a result of the 

intervention. And wh$t Shure is suggesting is that maybe the best 

intervention for n fit'st juvenile offender is none. I am wondering 

what you think about that? 

JUnGE .lAMBORSKY: I think it is a fair question and I think there 

:i8 Some t'Msonnbleness to it. I have not: read the book, but I will 

say that: I know of specific cases in wh:ch children have corne within 

the j ur;l.sdict:ion of the court and have been set up for further cases 

no a result:. Let me give you an example. 

A l6-year-old comes into court for truancy and we decide we are 

going to place him in a private $chool~ whether he wants to go or 

not, <lucl we make the placement. I would be willing to bet money 

thllt he is going to come back three more times for runaways from 

the private school Or on incorrigibility from a probation officer 

who can't: deal with him. So, in that particular instance, if we 

muke all the options available to him, I could give a good argument 

ror non-int:ervenUon. I think that is probably one of the things 

Shure tIlay be talking about~ So, I think there is validity to it. 
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QUESTION: Are you saying that any child who ends up at the disposi

tional 'hearing bo~ has, on the average, already been detained for 40 

days? Is that correct? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: No. I am sorry. I would not want you to think that 

any child who comes here has been detained for 40 days, because not 

every child on whom a petition is taken out is detained. He would 

only detain a ch1.ld who is a danger to himself or to the community, 

or who shows likelihood that he would not return. If we have really 

been effective in the screening process, the detentj.on rate may be 

high, but it would probably be in the neighborhood of 16 to 20 per

cent. 

QUESTION: Who makes that decision, the hearing officer? 

,JUDGE JAMBORSK.Y: No. An intake officer or perhaps a police officer 

would make it. But there is a detention hearing within 24 hours and 

then the judge makes it. 

Miscellaneous questions and Answers 

QUESTION: Back at the beginning of your talk, you mentioned benev

olence and another term, wisdom, as being two basic precepts. We 

have gotten the impression from other speakers, just as a generality, 

with all the dangers inherent in generality, that the, average judge 

has a tremendous amount of power. That is, he doesn't have to an

swer to many people. Is there any way to impose some controls on 

the judge? Because, obviously, if you get a judge who is wise and 

benevolent, the kid is in good shape. But if you get a judge who 

is neither wise nor benevolent, I ~ould imagine th&t he could ruin 

the kid for life very easily. 
JUDGE JAMBORSKY: Well, I would like to put into context what I was 

talking about with respect to wisdom, benevolence, truth, love, and 

understanding. We started out with the idea that all of us were 

going to be wise and benevolent and it turned out that we were so 

busy trying to help people that we didn't have time to listen to 

some kid's argument. We weren't going to listen to what he said 
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because we knew what was best for him. 

So, when you ask what controls may be put on the judge, my only 

answer to that now is that since the Gault decision it is necessary 

to listen to what the child says. You have to have proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt. The child is going to have the right to cross

examine his accuser, and if some judge gets annoyed with the child 

because he comes in with long hair or if some judge lets a child 

sit in jail for five weeks without: apPointing an attorney to repre

sent him, there are legal remedies available. I don't know what 

other powers or restraints you may have in mind, except to say that, 

whether it is a result of Watergate or a result of more active news

papers or what have you, I have the feeling that judges are under 

much greater scrutiny, and that state legislators are more concerned 

about removal of judges than they have been in the past. 

gUESTION: Can you tell us if there is an appellate process available 

to check on abuses? 

JUnGE JAMBORSKY: Yes; in Virginia there is a trial de ~. 

gUESTION: Are courts today really practicing due process, especially 

in terms of the Gault decision? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: I think that for the most part, judges are follow

ing the Gault decision. In 1968 judges used to sit around at con

ferences and argue and debate whether or not the Gault decision was 

good or not~ and they did that up through 1970. And now they no 

longer debate whether or not it is good. The sessions are geared 

to how you apply it. So,:r think they are abiding by it on the basis 

Qf what I see. 

TIle only time I see a problem with respect to a lawyer's in

volvement, as part of due process, counteracting a child's best in

terests is in the status offenses. If John has run away from home 

beca\~se his mother is an alcoholic-prostitute and she files a peti

tion against: him, and it is important to bring some healing to the 

a1tuation--to try to get people back together, to change their 
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behavior--when Johnny's counsel is through cross-examining the mother, 

Johnny and his mother are never going to get back togetnzr. So, in 

those kinds of offenses lawyers need to start thinking more in 

terms of how they can be effective and protect rights of clients. 

I still think counsel ought to have the ri.ght to cross-examine 

Johnny's mother if she is going to bring the child to the court, but 

I think that the lawyer ought to be aware of what we are trying to 

accomplish. 
The only thing I would say in closing is what Roscoe Pound 

said, which you all. have probably heard many times by now, "That 

the juvenile court is the most significant advance in the Anglo

Saxon administration of justice since the 1-Iagna Charta in 1215. II I 

know that we make mistakes, and I know that we are not a perfect 

institution, but I have a great deal of respect for the juvenile 

court. I·have a great deal of respect for it because i~ is now a 

more legally oriented institution, and I would say that with the 

number of young attorneys who come to court to practice in it, with 

a greater respect for due process and with a greater respect and 

concern for what happens to children after they leave the court, 

that the future of the court is good. 

QUESTION: Are most juvenile court judges elected or appointed? 

JUDGE ,JAMBORSKY: I don't know. In Virginia they were ol:iginally 

appointed by the senior judge of the circuit court. The General 

Assembly changed that to election by members of the legislature 

(both houses) • In Denver there was a particularly effective judge 

by the name of Ted Rubin, who taught me at Reno and who had to 

stand approval by the voters. But he was applying due process of 

law before Gault. He was very concerned about that and it is my 

understanding that school teachers and police officers were upset 

with him because of his attitude toward truancy cases. So, even 

though he was not running for election, they simply came in and 

voted him out without opposition. And I know he was an extremely 
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effective person. 

QUESTION: What are some of the issues that come to the forefront in 

·an election of a juvenile court judge or a Superior Court judge? Do 

you think these really make people on the bench responsive to commun

ity desires? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: I don't know how to answer that. I am not sure 

what goes into it, and when you say, "people on the bench responsive 

to community desires," I am not sure what that means either. Every 

time the Reader's Digest comes. out with a new fad with respect to 

juvenile law, the phone rings off the hook with people from civic 

associations calling and wanting to kno';V', for example, why w'7' are not 

releasing the names of children to the public--why'we are not locking 

up parents whose children have committed ';'andalisITJ., because this is 

the solution. I would hate to have to stand for election right after 

the Reader's Direst came out with one of those articles. I don't 

think I woul~. survive and I don't think that Ted Rubin would survive • 

The court, obviously, must reflect some community concern, but in a 

field such as juvenile law, I am particularly concerned about the 

number of fads that we seem to go through. I wish I could answer 

your question better, but I don't know. In my own. case I was legal 

aid attorney before T was appointed to the bench, and I taught schoo~ 

for four years, and wanten to be a juvenile court judge and pushed it. 

QUBSTION: Judge, you mentioned that the court seems to be moving :j.n 

a more legally oriented direction. I quess it was two years ago, I 

think it was McKeever v. Pennsylvania, that denied the right of jury 

trial to a juvenile. Do you think this is a step backward? 

JUDGE JAMBORSKY: Well, it may be. I disagree with that decision 

because I can't understand how you could conclude that a person 

charged with a crime is not entitled to a jury trial if the Con

stitution says so. But, at any rate, that was a limitation. JLid I 

notice from what Mr. Chief Justice Burger has had to say in some 

other things, that it may be that his court is not going to push 
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juvenile rights as much as the Warren court did. I think, basically, 

that even now we are going to be legally oriented. I don't think 

there will be a great reversal. l~ank you very much. 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE CHANGE AGENTS 
AND THE STATE PLANNING AGENCY 

by 

Joseph L. White 
Deputy Director 

Department of Economic and Community Development 
Administration of Justice Division 

Columbus, Ohio 

The author, critical of LEAA, begins by ex
pressing his doubts about the agency. He moves 
to an overview of the LEAA planning structure, 
an analogous example of another agency, and deve
lopment of the Pilot City and Impact Cities pro-

-grams. Stressing the state of confusion in LEAA 
and the importance of a flexible approach in deal
ing with it, he describes and distinquishes LEAA 
and NILE-CJ and gives responses ,to questions on 
such diverse topics as regional administrators, 
reorganization, and information-gathering. 

Reluctant Reception 

Ladies and gentlemen, let me say first of all that I am not 

very happy to be here. I do not hold a lot vf sympathy with the 

Institute's program for deploying criminal justice change agents as 

it has developed thus far. Maybe this is one reason why it is im

portant for me to be here. 

So that we get off on the right foot and understand each other 

maybe we will laugh a little, but we will not joke very much - let 

me say that what I really asked the chairman to say when introducing 

me was that I am a "nicer guy," rather than just a "nice guy." You 

ought to see whom you are going to meet when you get out in the field. 

At lunch I was relating the fact tha~ I am going to Africa this 

fall to help deliver a .portable surgical room to the Kenyan govern

ment. I am really looking forward to that. It is an exciting ex

perience for me. The one sour note about this trip is the fact that 

my wife was really hurt that I immediately accepted the opportunity 

to go without even giving a second thought to her feelings or her 
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wishes. I just jumped at it. l've tried to get to Africa now for a 

number of years and have never been able to go. So one night I said: 

"Look, you have been pouting about this. Why don't we sit down and 

discuss it." 

She said: "Fine. You know I really do not mind your going, but 

I really did 'mind your not asking. You are going to take a lot of 

money. It is our money. My feelings were not considered. You just 

decided to go to Africa." 

When I told that story this morning, Bob Cushman* said: "It 

sounds like our program." 

Why that sounds like your program is, in large part, what I 

would like to talk about this afternoon. 

I ~.,as listening to Charley Rogovin** - I have not seen him in 

a while, not since Cincinnati at a meeting of the board of the Pol

ice Foundation - and while I was listening to the various things that 

he ~"as covering in his presentation it seemed to me that it might be 

helpful if r drew up something that would give me some basis for 

helping you to have somewhat the perspective that I have. 

TIlere are two handouts here. The first one is the commentary 

and the second one is the chart that goes with it. It just seemed 

to me that maybe this would help give you Some kind of perspective. 

(The commentary sheet that Mr. White passed out had only three words 

printed in the extreme lower right-hand corner of the otherwise blank 

page: ItBtruc:ture Precedes Essense.") 

The only group that I know that is angrier at you right nm." 

without having met you, than the state planning agencies are the 

Regional AdmjLnistrators. Why are they angry? Because you are going 

in there to do a lot of good things for them, and \vho asked for you 

to be tbere. You may be very competent people in other fields, btit 

what do you offer in criminal justice? 

I was l()o~ing at the material that was passed out to you. I 

* birector, Santa Clara Criminal Justice Pilot Project 

** President, Criminal Justice Associates 
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saw in the program flyer t\-70 striking things: first, in the intro

duction it says: "The National Institute is expanding the previously 

announced Science ~dvisor Program." Do you know what the original 

announcement was·? That was a discussion that took place two or three 

years ago, regarding the placement of consultants in state planning 

agencies. We had a long discussion with LEAA about that. So the so

called previously announced program is not the same as the program 

here. 

Second, in this outline, on the fourth page, it says: "Program 

Objectives: to provide criminal justice consultants assigned to SPA's 

with eight things," which are noted prominently on this chart beside 

me. Well, apparently somebody slip-sheeted from earlier material 

that was created two years ago because there are no consultants 

assigned to SPA's, except in Florida, California, and Massachusetts. 

The difference between what I would like to say this afternoon 

and what Charley Rogovin* said on a previous day is that he told you 

about all those other ---------. I enjoy a reputation in Ohio for 

never having been invited back twice to speak at the same place, so 

what I try to do is to put everything I want to say in the first 

meeting because I know I am never going to ge; another opportunity. 

Overview of the Administrative Structure 

Let us talk about some of the kinds of problems that we may be 

causing for ourselves and for each other. Let us take a look at the 

figure. Let us start at the bottom and work up because that is the 

way planning is done in this program. There is either a governmental 

agency in a unit of local government or there is a private organiza

tion, a university, maybe a public agency outside of the law enforce

ment network at the local level, which-has an idea for a project. 

The agency or organization comes up with its project either through 

the county or the city administration. Then it goes to the county 

commissioner's or mayor's office. It gets city council 

*See "An Overview of the Change Agent and Police Function Interface," 
by C. H. Rogovin on Page 73 above. 
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approval, and may have to consult a criminal justice coordinating 

council. It then goes to some regional planning unit, a state plan

ning agency, and onto the federal government's LEAA regional office, 

and sometimes to Hashington. A lot of things are coming down while 

these things are going up, but that is generally the kind of relation

ship that has developed in this program in the last five years. 

Let us look at it from the top down. The administration - in a 

broad sense, the executive branch - goes to Congress for an approp

riation and for authorizing legislation. A line-item grant is made 

to the Department of Justice for its LEAA program (over a period of 

the last five or six years it has enunciated a series of mutually 

inconsistent policies about decentralization and federalism, but one 

factor is clear: that is, that LEAA will have 10 regional offices 

as long as other agencies do). So there are the 10 regional offices, 

50 State Planning Agencies, and five State Planning Agencies in areas 

that are not states • 

Each of the State Planning Agencies has a supervisory commission 

made up of 30 or 40 people, usually appointed by the governor. Each 

of those State Planning Agencies has regional planning units, which 

spend about 40 percent of their planning funds and cover either all 

of their states or at least tte heavily urbanized portions of .them. 

'.j:hen, of course, the units deal with local government. Everything 

from the county commissioner, mayor, or. city manager downward is 

generally left for the units to. deal with. In Ohio, for example, 

there are 88 counties, and, counted by mayors, 350 cities and villages. 

There are 1,039 law enforcement agencies. I am not speaking in the 

broad, generic sense; I am speaking about sworn officers. We have 

1,039 local agencies. 

If you look at the chart latitudinally: the top is the federal, 

the middle is the state, and the bottom is regional government and 

finally local government. Everyone of those boxes has problems of 

territory, problems of politics, problems of structure, and problems 
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of people. Every box that you add complicates that sociometry even 

more ao. 

A question was previously asked of Suzanne James*: 

in fact control the money?" 

"Does LEAA 

My answer is: IINo. 1f 

To a certain extent the Regional Administrators do not even 

control the discretionary funds ~t their disposal. Why? What is 

their market? ~lO is their constituency? 

with? 1~ey have to live with guys like me. 

Whom do they have to live 

And if tpey want to spend 

their money on priorities that are going to make their lives aggra

vating - because I am not going to let them get away with it - then 

they have to make some very, very conscious decisions about what 

they want to achieve with the use of that money. So in a very real 

sense the program is controlled at the state le'vel and not at the 

federal level. 

~\y do I say it is cern.trolled at the state level? Isn't that a 

little ego trip--after all, if I were working for a city, wouldn't I 

say that it lo1as controlled by the city? Well, no, in fact, I would 

not. It is a state program in a very basic respect: one because 

it is the' governor's program, as LEAA keeps telCong~ess says so: 

h h i t the state should be at the Hug us t which means t ~t \v at comes n 0 

discretion of the governor. I know of no requests that my governor 

has made ~or one 01 you consultants. This has nothing to do with the 

technical capCl~:Uity or dimension of technology transfer that you 

may represent in terms of coming into Ohio. 

structure, territory, politics, and people. 

I am talking about 

The motto, "Structure Precedes Essence," in my handout is not 

just a cute variation on Descartes. It is the lifeblood of modern 

Unfortunately, there are very few people who American government. 

scem to understand that. 

! have drcnm on the chart where a consultant, in my judgment, 

seems to fit. 'lou will notice it is that little box under NILE on 

*Special AsSistant, LEAA 
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the right-hand top of the page. The location of that box on the 

sheet is the reason that you and I are going to fight, not here in 

the MITRE corporate headquarters, but on the street. That is why. 

And I am one of the nicer guys, I really am. 

Any reaction, thus far? 

QUESTION: I see what you are getting at. But I'd like to know why 

you are blaming us? Maybe the blame lies somewhere else? 

MR.. WHITE: Yes, sure. 

gUESTION: Well, put your finger on it, if you will. 
MR. WHITE: Okay. If you . train a horse to kick me, I am going to 
try and shoot the horse. 

Example of the Drug Enforcement Administration 

Let us take a look at the other little boxes around the box 

where I said the consultant ought to be. Those of you from LEAA 

need not hear this little chronologue. Let me tell you a little bit 

about each one of them. The one underneath is DEA. That is the 

Drug Enforcement Administration, which was an outgrowth of what 

originally began as the President's Special Action Office on Drug 

Abuse Prevention (SAODAP), and part of the National Drug Administra

tion and NIMH, and parts of other agencies that were finally com

bined into DEA. About a year and one-half ago, LEAA decided that it 

was going to develop strike forces for fighting drug traffic in 

major cities in the United States. That was a worthy enough objec

tive--strike forces are known to be particularly effective, partic

ularly if they have a good amount·of confidential-buy money, manpower, 

and street savvy. 

I discovered that there was a DEA office. in Cleveland a month 

and one-half after it started. It was just by accident that I 

happened to be in our Chicago Regional Office and somebody slipped and 

said, in my presence, that the office in Cleveland is doing such and 

such. I said: "How could you do this to me? How could you hold me 
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responsible for comprehensive state-wide planning and then run a 

ringer on me?" 

They said: "We do not have time to tell you every time we 

fund a project." 

I said: "This is the first instance in two and one-half years 

that you have funded a project without telling me." 

As it turned out, a fellow by the name of Ambrose and a couple 

of others in Washington had sufficient political clout to see to it 

that the drug units were in place and funded according to the desires 

of each strike-force head. The strike force head in Cleveland de

cided that he wanted to be funded directly, through the city of 

Cleveland, so there really was not any reason to bother me. 

As it turned out, three months ago the DEA people in Cleveland 

were so disgusted with the problems they had had in getting their 

money through the Cleveland city administration that they asked us 

to administer it for them, and we are doing that now. 

Development of'ImpactCities 

As for Impact Cities, it is an interesting program. It all 

began in Puerto Rico. There was a governors' conference in Puerto 

Rico! and a man by the name of Governor Peterson, whom many of you 

know for other reasons, introduced a resolution, passed by the 

governors, stating that they were going to work toward the reduction 

of crime in their states by 50 percent in the next 10 years and 20 

pet'cent in the next two years. That was a springboard for the 

development of the Impact Cities program. 

I will not go into some of the Byzantine aspects of the develop

ment Qf the Impact Cities program within NILE-CJ; suffice it to say, 

the Impact Cities program ~as conceived at NILE-CJ. Again, it was 

a perfectly legitimate idea, that,by selectively enforcing cer.tain 

ls\,,"s (perta;~-:1ing to crimes ofa. high fear n&ture), those particular 

crimes CQuld be abated, not only in safe cities, but also in the most 
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difficult cities around the country. In other words, rather than 

focu,=ing on a community like Dayton, it chose a community like Cleveland. 

'{'he Chicago Regional Office called us and said: "There is an 

Impact Cities program that is being considered in Washington; we 

would like to know whether any of the cities in Ohio would be inter

ested in participating." 

We said: "I am sure that they all would." 

They said: "Well, there is a guy coming in from Washington who 

is going to go around and look at each of these cities and see what 

kind of receptivity they have." 

A guy came in. He worked for Paul Cascarano.* We had meetings 

set up for him in our six major cities in Ohio. We had a press con

ference in Columbus, in which he articulated what it was that they 

were looking for. He met with our mayor, our county commissioners, 

and with our city council, all of whom were really excited about 

this program. There was up to $10 million to fight burglary and 

street crime. However, all of a sudden, the guy got a long distance 

call from Washington, and he went back and never returned to fulfill 

his other five engagements. The city administration looked pretty 

stupid. 

Then about six months later I received another call from the 

Chicago Regional Office: "A team would like to come in and take a 

look at three of our six largest cities to see how receptive they 

might be if they were selected as the Impact City." 

So, three men came in from the Chicago Regional Office. We had 

set meetings up for them in Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati. 

They were in my office, and we were strategizing about which city we 

were going to see first and second and third, because we had already 

set up appointments with the mayor and the county commissioners and 

the city council. We had these meetings all set up, and the men were 

scheduled- to go see the mayor of Columbus, when 1. had to tell tl;1em 

*Assistant Director, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. 
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from the kegional Office that Spiro Agnew just telegraphed Mayor Ralph 

L. Park in Cleveland that Cleveland had been selected. 

After the selection was made, the program was developed 

th.t"ough the "who's going to hold the money and who's going to hold 

the hands" phase. The Chicago Regional Administrator and the mayor 

of Cleveland and I signed an agreement about what our various res

ponsibilities were. We were to manage the program, monitor the 

projects, and handle the money. We would approve the staff that 

each of us hired for Impact Cities. I recruited a guy from Texas, 

who was approved by Chicago and Cleveland, and had to relocate. 

After he joined my staff, all of a sudden we began saying to Chicago 

and to Washington: "What you are doing in this program is not right. 

You are violating everything that you have told us for years we can

not do. Why e.re you allowing this to happen in Cleveland?" 

We were told - much to our surprise: "That is really none of 

your business. You are the banker. We will make the decisions 

about how these projects are to be funded, what their value is, what 

evaluation approach will be taken, and so on." 

I said: "How can you say that we are not project managers? I 

hired a man from Texas to be the project manager, and you approved 

it." 

They said: "Is he a fiscal man?" 

I said that he was not then and he is not now. They sugges ted 

that I must have made a ntstake--that I had to let him go. 

You want more boxes? Okay. About six months after the program 

got off the ground and the election of 1972 was assured, the Chicago 

Regional Office came to me and said: "You know, you are right, Joe; 

lye can't run this in Chicago. It is too much. You handle it for us." 

I said: "What are you talking about?" 

They said; "We will give you more money to hire staff to man

age the project because it really is too much for us to handle in 

Chicago." 

I said that I ~ould do it except for one thing: I had a letter 
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working relationship between the Pilot Cities people in Dayton and 

the Regional Planning Unit in Dayton. They have been working fairly 

harmoniously in tandem, building bridges and filling gaps, and developing 

areas where discretionary funds would seem appropriate - e.g., they 

developed a'nice, quarter of a million dollar package for discre-

tionary funding. They wrote their project applications as the prod-

uct and culmination of two y~ars'hard work and sent them to LEAA. 
LEAA said: "What are these projects? TI~y are not very innovative. 

People have been doing these kinds of things for years." 

The team leader's reponse was: "Who told us to be innovative? . 

You told us to find gaps in service and address them. We are address

ing them for this community." 

LEAA replied: "Well, the priori ties have changed. As a matter 

of fact, fellow, 'we do not even think you are a very good team leader. 

We think you ought to be replaced." 

So he was replaced. 

All I am saying is, if I sound a little hostile, I have earned 

my points. This is my breakdown. Nobody is going to deprive me of 

it. For a program that could be so simple, so narrow in terms of 

the size of the bureaucracy and the volume of dollars, so easy - in

deed, one of the easiest in the federal bureaucracy to operate - it 

has become a great big pool of quicksand. I am saying that, and at 

the same time, I am stating that the experiences that I have had 

with Joe Nardoza and Chuck Work in the last few months have been some 

of the more refreshing ones that I have had in the last three years. 

I really have great faith in what they are doing, and I thi.1k that 

they are finally beginning to get it together. All of a sudden out 

of nowhere comes the announcement of a new program in Ohio. 

State of Confusion 

QUESTION: You have catalogued a whole list of scenarios which in

deed justify some sort of hostility, but to vent it at an entirely 
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from the administration saying that I did not have that authority. 

So, I said: "You take it, and you know what you can do with it." 

Pilot Cities Program 

Now to Pilot Cities. We are very fortunate in Ohio. We are 

the only state in the Union that has both an Impact City and a Pilot 

City (Dayton). The only thing that I can assume is that somebody 

expected us to strike oil this year. 

Dayton was selected, along with San Jose and about eight other 

cities around the country, to be a Pilot Ci~y. Wijat was a Pilot City? 

It was another good idea from the Institute.' ,The idea was that 

through the use of small, trained, 'dedicated teams of people - four

man teams - it would be possible to go into a community to do a 

critical analysis of gaps in service and gaps in liaison bridges 

between various agencies in that community: research, university, 

and law euforcement, with judges talking' to sheriffs, probation 

officers talking to police officers, children's services boards 

talking to juvenile courts, and so on. Then, as these bridges were 

built through these catalytic agen.ts in the community, they would 

also identify gaps for which there were no resources. They could 

write discretionary grant applications for the community, and set 

aside enough discretionary money so that it could flow in to fill 

those gaps and build those bridges. 

Nobody asked the state planning agency :tf it wanted to partici

pate because direct funding was really what was in the minds of 

everyone at that point. So the Pilot City Program grew up on its 

own. Mind you, there is a Regional Planning Unit in Dayton - as 

there is in Cleveland. At the present time we have three planning 

units in Cleveland. They are all funded under this program, one 

for Impact Cit~es, one for the bloCk grant program, and one for 

drug abuse. A simHar kind of situation exists in Dayton. 

Over a period of time we hav~ been able to work out a good 
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new program, I think, may be unwarranted on your part. 

MR. WHITE: First, it is not an entirely new program. Second, it is 

not an origi.nally conceived program. Although the literature says so, 

it is not that. These facts begin to introduce the kind of confusion 

that I feel characterizes this progr.am. Why ilm I so hostile and why 

am I taking it out on a group of people who obviously are not the 

cause of the problem? Ladies and gentlemen, when you get out there, 

you are gotng to be the cause of the problem. You are going to be 

seen as thE! cause of the problem. You are going to be earmarked as 

the cause of the problem. I think that, even though you will he in 

a position not of you own making, and even though you will find your

selves wanting to do good things and not understanding why people 
." ... 

hate you, there are reasons; and they have nothing to do 'with you. 

Nothing that I have said today should be taken either personally by 

you as individuals or by MITRE as an Clrganization. 

QUESTION: Isn't the cause of a lot of the negativism which you are 

presenting the result of one or maybe two individuals, rather than 

an entire program? Isn't it person-oriented? 

MR. WHITE: No. The reasons are different in each case. In Impact 

Cities it was clearly a political problem. It was 1972. There were 

reasons why the administration gave the green light to LEAA to go 

with Impact Cities: why they had to be in place by a certain date, 

and why certain cities were selected in the first place. Coming from 

Governor Gilligan country, it is a little difficult to srand in the 

way of that kind of an avalanche •. 

In another program it really was inexperience. With Pilot Cities 

the LEAA people were just beginning to get on their feet. They had 

some new j'.deas which they wanted to tryout. They were not yet sensitive 

to this hjLgh sense of territoriality on the part of SPA directors, who 

were also just beginning to feel their way along. 

In the drug abuse program, because of the undercover nature of 

strike forces there seemed to be some kind of justification in 
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somebody's mind for not telling everybody about it. 

The fact remains that, when mopping up has to take place, I have 

to do it. I am the chambermaid for Ohio's programs. 

qUESTION: It came out in a prior talk that there is going to be a 

great deal of cross fire associated with many groups and the consul

tant we send is going to be right in the middle of it all. 

MR. WHITE: That is right. It is like the divorce lawyer who re

conciles a guy and his wife who want a divorce. He is the guy who 

started the problem in the first place. 

Look at the piece of paper with the three words on it. Isn't 

that part of the solution? Isn't it possible that if technology 

transfer was a high objective for LEAA, there would be some way 

in those boxes to have filtered it down? 

Importance of Flexibility 

qUESTION: Let me offer another scenario. Nobody has as yet been put 

in the field. No cities have been selected. You are now forewarned, 

if not forearm~d, that the Regional Administratovs have been asked to 

nominate cities. I know the Regional Administrator in Chicago. 

Should he come to Ohio - let us make the assumption - how would you 

now' feel about aaving one us in you state? 

~ITE: We do not turn down anything. 

qUESTION: I am not speaking for the Institute" We would like to 

feel that before the fact we can have you to help us grease the path. 

MR. WHITE: Fine. Then dissolve the group, disband the program, and 

let us sit down and talk about it. 

QUESTION: I can not speak for the Institute. 

MR. BURKHARDT: (LEAA): I think that your talk is very instructive. 

What you have said really reinforces what Charley Rogovin said earlier. 

I think it is important for people to realize that, although there 

will be problems, they are not necessarily going to encounter hostil~ 

ity. !t depends on how they approach'- it, where they go, and how they 
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relate to the people out there. If they were placed at the state 

level, the regional people would be unhappy. If they were placed at 

the state level, a lot of city people would be unhappy, as you well 

know. So there is no resolution to that. 

I think your remarks have really emphasized the fact that the 

LEAA national program does not bring with it any authority. This is 

something that we must keep in mind. We have no authority, we cannot 

impose programs, and we cannot coerce people. We should not even 

attempt to impose or coerce. I think that people should go out there 

with the idea that they are going to provide a service, and if peoplel 

do not want the service, they can't impose it upon them. 

Under the Kennedy administration it was the President's Commit~ 

tee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime that had the idea of 

providing a great deal of money to a number of cities to try to 

develop plans which would enable a more coordinated attack on'juve

nile crime. Some of t,he plans developed in that program were out

standing. They were great. But what people did not realize - and 

this is the point that yo~ are making - is that those w'ho develop~d 

the plans were not part of the power structure, and consequen.tly, it 

did not work. That is the point you are making. 

I would like to re-emphasize that point along with what Charley 

Rogovin said this morning. 

LEAA-NILE Distinction 

MR. WHITE: I agree, Bob. I inten? to be more positive now. I would 

say that probably if there is anything that is divisive in the pro

gram with regard to this litany that I have exposed, it is on that 

chart; that i~ the distinction between LEAA and NILE. It seems to me 

that one of two things has to occur with regard to the National 

Institute. (By the way, I have talked to Gerry Caplan about this so it 

is not something that I am trying to get in through the back door.) 

Either NILE must be absorbed in a much more substantial way into LEAA 
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or it should bl~come like NIMH (National Institute of Mental Health) 

which is an independent organization with a Presidential appointment, 

and therefore clearly viewed for what it is. 

MR. BURKHARDT: I would agree with you, Joe. It is becoming more 

absorbed into LEAA. 

On the other hand, the types of problems that you are describing 

are not unique to federal, state, and city operations. I worked in 

the state, which had one department with a research division and an 

operations division, and there was the same criticism. People from 

the research and development division were going out to the Regional 

Offices and then to the local parole units or the correctional units 

and criticized for interference with their turf. It is very impor~ 

tant when you gCl into somebody' s turf to take the precaution before~ 

hand to allay his fears. 

MR. WHITE: If the Institute weren't part of LEAA, I as well as others, 

might not be as resentful as we are about getting a telephone call 

one day and finding that a ne~l staff man will be joining us one of 

these days. We ;provide space for him and a desk and secretarial 

support. We do lnot have to worry about him too much because he is 

out there doing his own thing. 

MR. BURKHARDT: You are assurirl.ng the regions did not want it? 

MR. WHITE: They might have wanted it, but they did not know about 

it at the time. 

Description of the Planning Process 

Let me. get on to something more positive. Now that you are all 

throughly confused, we can get some work done. 

One of the things tha t I hope the chart does tend to do for you 

is this: it should tend to give you some notion of what the planning 

process is. It :ts very much a bottoms-up planning process. The 

whole program is geared to a kind of grass~roots project. development 

that finds funds I' as opposed to some kind of a plann:f.ng schema that 
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finds takers. 

That means that elements within a community tend to collectivize 
those requests into;a community-wide or area-wide plan that, together 
with those of other communities, integrate into - in one form or 

another - a state comprehensive plan. 

In Ohio, we make the plan extremely project-specific; in other 

words, we take out $28 million and we tell you to the nickel what 

community will get what for which of the 41 sub-categories _ with a 
little descript4 0n about h 1 

4 eac one - a ong with all of th~ other stuff 
that we do year after year in order to satisfy b d' b some 0 y s ureaucratic 
need for repetition. 

The state plan says that $2,382 will go to the community of 

Silver Spring for the purpose of doing such and such. We send that on 

to the Regional Office. The Regional Office may not like that $2,382 

project in Silver Springs, but that is none of their business. Their 

concern should be programmatic. Are we doing what they have asked us 

to do? Are we, in fact, addressing the problems of correc~:!.imS in 

Ohio? Are we spending too much on law enforcement?, Th e programmat5.c 
issues are those which they have some control over. But the projects 
are for the governor to decide, for the state to determine. 

You will notice on the chart th~t the· .governor is not there.· 
isj)ecause in point of fact the governors are not there. What are 
there are bureaucrats and large supervisory boards. 

This 

So we say to Chicago: "All right, we are going to run it. But 

if you h~ve a serious concern that, all of those $2,382 projects, 
taken collectively, do not address 

and such, tell us what it 
LEAA's requirement that we do such 

is and we will try to address that." 

Over the last couple of years the Regional Office and the State 

Planning AgenCies, at least in our region, have come to a little more 

comfortable understanding about what is Caesar's and what is God's in 

terms of the appro~al of the state plan each year. 

We do not fund any local organizations except units of general 
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local government. That is to say .that'if you are working in, for 

example, Cincinnati, and the University of Cincinnati sees a need 

for a particular kind of research effort as a result of your presence 

in that community, it will go through the same kind of a planning 

j d It would be funded process for funds that any other pro ect oes. 

i council's action, mayor's to the City of Cincinnati, which requ res 

f d Depending on the agreement between the office sign-of , an so on. 

f th ed for the university university and the city? in terms 0 e ne 

10 percent Cash or "hard match," this mayor may to come up with 

not relieve the university and should be recognized increasingly as 

a problem in trying to develop any type of innovative program in 

the future. 

It means that if you are working in a community, you are going 

You are going to have to work to have to get into the structure. 

or t hat university into the chamber of through that research group 

city council, 

going to have to 

or the office of the county commissioner. You are 

sell them locally that the program is something 

that that community ought to have. 

If you cannot do that, do not try to pull muscle in Chicago. 

Do not try to pull muscle in Columbus or in Washington. Even if you 

get the project, you will lose. 

I think that you really have to be very sensitive to the fact 

that the local power structure will be your only effective vehicle 

for expression. When I talk about. power structure, I am talking. 

about formal power structure: city council, board of county 

commissioners, and so on. 

I think it is only natural that if you go into a community, you 

are going to be viewed as a pipeline to Washington for funds that 

not normally available through the block grant process. You are 

have to be terribly conscious of your being seen that way. While 

you do not want to disabuse people to the point where they have no 

reason to talk to you, it seems to me that you have got to make clear 
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to them that you have no $200,000 to play with. And if you do, I 

would be very surprised, because I suspect that from today until the 

time you are on location the program's objectives will have changed 

somewhat, and the game plan will have changed somewhat as more and 

more people become conscious of the fact that you are coming. 

I think you should also understand, at least in this program, 

the importance of boards--commissions that are set up to pass judg

ment on projects and the use of funds. Do you notice on the chart 

that the SPA has a supervisory commission and the Regional Planning 

Unit has a supervisory board? Many of these organizations below have 

boards of trustees or boards of directors or advisory boards attached 

to them. These people are generally some kind of an amalgam of cit

izen interests, governmental interests, and criminal justice inter

ests; even where they are a sham, they are important. They are im
possible to penetrate. 

You go to a mayor and you say: "Mayor, why won't you fund this 
program?" 

The mayor says: "What do you want me to do? My hands are tied: 

the board turned it down. I cannot go against my board. That is why 
I appointed them." 

It may very well be that it was the mayor who got them to turn 

it down, but you may never know for sure. That is the impenetra

bility of the committee approach and a built-in feature of this 

particular program; it is one of the things that has stabilized it. 

Nothing is without its bad effec~s: the ill wind that blows no one 
good. 

Some of these boards are extremely hard-working, Sincere, and 

dedicated, but all of them are impenetrable, whether good or bad. 

We have some good ones in Ohio, and we have some bad ones. So it is 

important to know who sits on a board, how they think, and what they 

are and are not receptive to. Count noses just as if you were in the 

city councilor the state legislature or'in Congress. I think it is 
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important if you want to get things done, as opposed to stirring 

things up. To learn how to count is important. 

There is a series of boards that will pass judgment on the use 

of LEAA funds. Interestingly enough, the Regional Offices do not 

have ad\~sory boards, nor does LEAA at the national level. A couple 

of years ago Jerris Leonard, who was then administrator of LEAA, made 

a great point about going around the country speaking to associations 

of county commissioners, prosecuting attorneys, district attorneys, 

and state legislators, and telling them that every State Planning 

Agency ought to have a commission with them sitting on it. 

I thought that was such a good idea that I wrote a letter to 

Jerris Leonard saying that in view of the success of the supervisory 

board it might be that he could use one too. You can imagine the 

response that I got for that suggestion. So then I took it up with 

Milton Rector, who liked it very much. Milton Rector is the director 

of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. He took it 'up with 

Jerris Leonard. Apparently in the remaining months it was not pos

sible and maybe even today it is not possible. While the federal 

government sees no value in boards for itself, it will not approve 

any plan that is not approved by the state supervisory commission. 

And supervisory commissions will generally not approve any plan that 

is not approved by the Regional Planning Unit's supervisory board. 

So get to know them. 

Relationship with the Regional Administrator 

A question was asked before about being in a Regional Office 

and being constrained by the R2gional Administrator. I think that 

is probably a question that is troubling a number of you. I am not 

a Regional Administrator. I do not have that responsibility, but I 

,",ould offer a c.ouple of observations. LEAA is going through another 

one of its reorganizations. This one is a much more serious one, in 

that. it affects, not just the size of the offices or the name - you 
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know, NILE is now NILE/ CJ - but people as well.. Imagine, if you will, 

that you are a desk man in a LEAA Regional Office that has just lost 

its Regional Adminstrator and its Assistant Regional Adminstrator; 

two new men come in and all of a sudden there is a guy that you are 

not quite sure of, who says that he is a consultant from Washington 

who is going to be helping you with your technology problems. What 

are you going to think? You know what you.. are going to think and 

that is just what those people at the Regional Office are going to 

think. 

You are also going to have a Regional Administrator who has just 

taken over from a guy who did not make it and he is there to prove 

that he can. In comes a consultant. The administrator does not 

know the guy from Adam. He did not hire him; he cannot fire him. 

Here he is. He gives him something to do. "Charley, I really do 

not know what it is that you are going to do, but I know that you 

know what it is. Take the far office on this side of the hall and 

if there is anything that I can do for you, please do not hesitate 

to let me know." 

So the consultant asks for office supplies and then for a swing 

through the states to meet the SPA's and the local people. 

"Fine. I will have my deputy accompany you to make sure you get 

all of the right introductions." 

Now he is back. After three months, he has made several trips 

and has all his supplies. Now he says: "I would like $50,000 to 

put on a series of training conferences about bullet proof shields." 

The administrator says: "Whose $50,000 do you want?" 

The consultant answers: "Why, yours. I am ~:part of this staff, 

aren't 17" 

And he says: "You were. That is my money. You go to Washington; 

since they put you here, let them fund it." 

So he comes to Washington to say to the Institute that he needs 

$50,000 for the project. And the reply is - "We have the money and 

we will be happy to give it to you, but it would defeat the process. 
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Get it from Chicago." That is when he s tarts having problems in the 

Regional Offices. 

If the administrator says: "You know, instead of that confer

ence on bullet proof shields, could you develop a training conference 

on automating manual records?" 

And the consultant says: "If that is what you would like me to 

do, I will do it," then he makes a contribution to that office. 

If he says: "I am Borry, but I have read my job description 

and it does not cover the automation of manual records," the game is 

over. Then the administrator w:LII reply, "Oh, I did not realize that. 

Your office is down at the end of the hall, isn't it? I will come 

down and talk to you later. I have a few things I want to clean up 

first.1I 

What I am saying is that if you want to be effective in a Reg

ional Office, you are going to have to do his thing, rather than your 

thing. To the extent that the program requires that you do your 

thing and not his, it will be the extent to which you will be un

successful in the long run. 

One of the real,ly serious problems we have in our agency is the 

fact that there is a difference of opinion as to whether or not plan

ners feel differently. In our agency, policy is expressed by our 

supervisory commission and by me. Planning is done according to 

those policies, so that I never look at who gets the money, whether 

this community got more than its share or not. As long as the pol

icies are adhered to, I trust my staff to do their job; and that is 

wh~\.t their job is. Policy is not their job. 

It is a difficult pill to swallow. Imagine a volunteer coming 

inttl your organization to teach you how to use volunteers. How much 

effelct do you think he is going to have on a 3,500-man corporation? 

YoU are really asking to do the same thing on this program. 

l would say that is as true in a local community as it is in a 

Region,al Office - the distinction between the corrections man from the 
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Federal Bureau of Prisons and anybody else in that office is .unknown 

to the uninitiated. There is no distinction - he is a member of that 

staff. For all intent and purposes he has foregone his loyalty to 

the Federal Bureau. He is the corrections man on that staff and that 

is the only way that he can survive and make a contribution. That is 

the only way t\tat you will survive and make a contribution. 

Effect of Reorganization 

Let me once more emphasize one last point; that is, the debili

tating effect of reorganiza~ion. I have been Deputy Director of 

three departments in Oh:i.o without ever having changed my desk. When 

I took this job three years ago, I was Deputy Director of the Depart

ment of Urban Affairs in charge of the Ohio Law Enforcement Planning 

Agency (OLEPA), and that was merged into a Department of Development 

along with international trade and travel and tourism and those 

other things that impact on crime. Then about eight months after I 

became Deputy Director of the Department of Development, the legis

lature decided that the Department of Development was really not 

grandiose enough a title, so when the merger legislation was pre

sented to it, it changed it to the Department of Economic and Com

munity Development. Nobody who answers the telephone before noon 

on Monday gets it all out. It takes them at le~st four hours to 

get it all out. 

We have had major reorganizations in our department two times. 

We have had one major divisional reorganization. We have moved once 

and we will move again in a few months to a new state office building 

into which everybody is being dragged screaming and kicking. 

LEAA has done the same thing. The only man that I know of who 

was not accorded the dignity of a reorganization was Bork. Every

body else got a reorganization: Mitchell had one, Richardson had 

one, Saxbe is having one, Santarelli had one, and Leonard had one. 

Bork did not seem to make it. And it will probably impact on his 

place in history. 
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Thete is a tremendous morale probiem in LEAA right now. You 

could not come in at a worse time. It is not really in a position 

to absorb you, to aceept you, to utilize you effectively. You have 

to be aetteitive to that too. 
So you have many things going against you. There is an outside 

possibility that you ndght do some good. If you are the kind of 

people who like that k~.nd of challenge, I can only wish you Godspeed. 

! hope that I have said something that would alienate everyone 

in th¢ room. If! have ~~£t anybody out, please let me know. If 

not, then, unless you have some questions, I am done for the after-

nooo. 

Means of Getting Information 
gtmSTtoN: Assuming that a consultant is attached to a Local Planning 

Unit in your area, what kind of protocol would you like for him to 

use to keep you informed? 
MR. ~tITE: The proper protocol is for me to know that he is coming 

from LEAA. 

gUESTION! Have you not been const..lted7 

~. WHITE£ Yes, within the last seven days. We were even told what 

cities we should think about: two of them. I think that the protocol 

would have been for the Institute to have engaged the Office of 

Regional Operations and the National Conference of State Planning 

Administrators in a dialogue about the necessity for a higher degree 

of sophisticated technology transfer. Out of it may have come a 

workable program. 
Once that is agreed upon, once it is out in everybody's news-

letter and all the. cotIlmittees vote and so on, it seems to me that the 

change agent has clear sailing. But that is not possible under the 

c'ir~umstances. The next best thing, it seems to me, is for the 

Chicago Regional Offi1:e to have a greater degree of access to infor

mation from the Ins~itute than it has had to date, for its people to 
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be in tune with what is happening, for them to understand that this 

is not some kind of agent provocateur who gives Washington another 

way of testing the new Regional Administrator, for them to recognlze 

that there are certain limitations on the kinds of technical capa

bilities which these people have, and for them to make some estima

tion of the kind of learning time-lag that there will be before they 

can be giving some good services to the states. They should get to 

know the state reps and bring them in tUT\T to the State Planning 

Agency. The two of them should sit down with the people in the SPA 

to understand clearly when they will come in and when they will stay 

out. If a man is going into a local office, it would be very, very 

helpful if the State Planning Agency guy were the one to take him down 

to that community and introduce him to the people in that community. 

QUESTION: And after that point? 

MR.WHITE: If he does his job well, he really never has to see me 

again because the system will produce the results of his; efforts. 

That is what the system is in place to do. I think it is possible 

in Ohio, but it may not be in all states. ~ve have a very open door 

policy: people come in, sit down, have a cigarette and a drink and 

talk about '\vhat they are doing. For example, VERA Institute with 

Police Foundation money is in Cincinnati. I know the people in the 

VERA Institute. They owe me nothing; they do not even get any money 

from us. But I know what they are do:l,ng. They come into Columbus, 

come into the office, and sit down and talk about it. \~en I am in 

CinCinnati, I see them there. That's f:~ic! way I keep informed. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CHANGE AGENT AND 
POLICE FUNCTION INTERFACE 

by 

Charles H. Rogovin 
Criminal Justice Associates 

Newton, Massachusetts 

This talk is by a former administrator of LEAA 
who more recently was director of the Police Founda
tion. Now a consultant, he speaks with authority 
on how agents of criminal-justice-system change 
should view the police function: who are the opin
ion leaders, what kind of innovations appeal to 
tihem, and what are the political skills needed to 
g l9t a program going. A significant portion of the 
paper is devoted to answering practical questions 
~)sed by candidate agents of change. 

Assessment of the Police 

I want to state a couple of biases at the start so that you can 

consider thE!m in the course of the comments that I will make. While 

I am not an apologist for the police - because I have been a harsh 

critic of them for some time - I make no bones about the fact that I 

like the police. I like them, not because they are all dandy guys or 

women. I am concerned about t.he police: they are the single most 

important component in the criminal justice system for reasons I hope 

to get into. I think their role is the most complex in the system. 

What makes them most interesting among the criminal justice agencies 

is the fact that they interact - unlike the courts, the corrections 

people, the prosecutors, and the defense lawyers - with a whole set 

of subsystems, most of which do not have a damn thing to do with crim

inal justice. That imposes a remarkable kind of burden on the police. 

I qm also concerned about them because they have been neglected. 

I have indicated to you my biases in favor of the police. I told 

you that I am a critic and that, hopefully, will become apparent. 

First, the police are an institution and, as people, they are the most 
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't'emarkably adaptable of any that I know in criminal justice or in 

society, for that matter. To reinforce that, take a look - by retro

spection, of course - at the period of the 1960's with the very rapid 

and complex: changes taking place then. There was terrific criticism 

of the police. Here is this marvelously adaptive group of people who 

\-Ient from headbreaking to conciliation and reasoning during the demon

stration. wa:ros on the campuses. Consider it, and if you think that 

there h$s been that much basic, fundamental, substantive change in the 

police, I suggest that the years that we are about to embark upon are 

going to be very educational for change agents. If the police are the 

beneficiaries of heavy criticism, they adapt. The mode for them i~ a 

very basic one~ survival. They have been remarkably successful at 

s1.lr'viving. They operate in the most difficult environment with the 

least desirable class of persons and they survive. 

Secondly, they are magnificent at cooptation. You can go out 

thel'.'l9 thinking like some lawyers that they al'.'le awful people, and 

within a yew they al'.'le yow boSom companions. You will find the most 

violent anti-type spending a significant amount of time with the 

police and coming back practically as their chl'.'loniclers. Keep it in 

mind, those of you who have not been with them. They are absolutely 

geniuses at being able to envelop you. 

Institutionally they will "cooperate!! with practically anybody. 

There is amaj or difference between "cooperate" and "collaborate." 

IICooperatell indicates a total state of passivity. "Collabol'.'late" means 

they have t.o so something affi:r>mati ve. They are just beautiful at 

coopel'.'lating. 

Let me turn that around from their perspective. There have been 

an enormous number of people in the last four Ol'.'l five years who have 

wanted to "help" the police: to come in aild diddle around with the 

police. Thel','16 ara seve!'al motivations. The police wel'.'le an unknown 

wea fo)."l exploration: after all, who cares about them? Nobody. 

UnleSs yo.\1 had a tl'.'laffic ticket, you had very little contact with 

them* Nobody previously explored them. 

14 

Secondly, there was a little thing called lithe tl'.'lickle of bread. 11 

That is a. nice conjunction of terms. The money began to flow down the 

tube for those who were intel'.'lested in "helping" the police. So lots 

of people have been in there, to help them. How much help they have 

actually l'.'lendered is open to question. The tinkerers have had a field 

day with the cops, and the gadgeteers even more. The substantially 

interested people have been limited. 

Least of all will you find - and not unexpectedly - that the 

police institutionally al'.'le on the forward edge of change. They al'.'le 

obviously dedicated to the maintenance of the status quo, so do not 

look for dl"amatic, liberal thinking in that institution. I do not 

think that I have to beat that point to death, just as I could advise 

not looking fol'.'l progl'.'lessivism among the lawyers, eithel'.'l in the cl'.'lim

inal justice field or generally. 

Thel'.'le al'.'le tl'.'lemendous dispal'.'lities' in individual quality among 

police personnel in this country. What I think must be kept in mind 

is that in the l'.'lanks of the police thel'.'le is tremendous undeveloped 

talent, enormous talent. There is tremendous talent in two areas 

that rarely has been utilized by the people who are charged with in

ducing change! first, pel'.'lmit them'to al'.'lticulate the questions that 

they would like to ask, and second, help them begin to fOl'.'lmulate the 

al1swel'.'ls. 

Let me vary for just a moment from the purpose of ~ visit hel'.'le 

,to talk about C ..... ~s~s Itt' T .. d •• ~ n erven ~on r~n~ng an refel'.'lence you to one 

other project that Tom Sweeney * is going to talk to you about, the 

so-called Kansas City, Missouri,. experiments. When Tom speaks I 

think you will be absolutely enraptured by what he has to say. If 

YOti are not ~ you are all under arl'.'lest. 

What is important is that it is one of the most significant ex

perimental effol'.'lts that has ever been undertaken in American law 

* Operations Analyst, Kansas City, Missowi, Police Department. 
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en:fOt'¢el'llent~ What is even more important is that the design WOI'k was 

pe:r.fo:omed~ not by the sma:rt, outside skilled and expeI'ienced con

sultants ~ but by the wOI'king cops. That should tell you something 

~out the environlTent into which some of you may be going. To say the 

least, I also shatl'e J eI"X"j caplan t s concerns about OUI' judicial system 

and cOI')::·ections. 

.Detennination of a, I Good I Pl'oj ect 

Let us. go to the question of seeking to implement OI' assist the 

implementation of what is ~egaI'ded as a good pl'oject. FiI'st, what are 

the cI'itaria? Whax is a good pI'oject? ~guably a good pI'oject is 

something that aC(1,omplishes the l'esul ts that it sets out to obtain 

when those I'esults are worth achieving. 
But what is a, good pI'oject in yoUX' minds and what is a good PI'oj-

act in a policeman I s mind - or in a policewoman I s - may be entiI'ely 

diffeX'ent things. Let me shape with you the I'esults of a little ques

tionnaire done in one medium-sized police department within the last 

couple of months. The questionnaiI'e asked the men to advise what were 

the two most si~lificant things in theiI' judgment that had taken place 

in the police field in 'the last 25 years. Fail' question, right? 

Anybody want to hazard a guess as to what the responses weI'e? 

QUESTION;! Radios? 
MR. ROGOVIN: Absolutely, the radio. That is number one. Every':' 

body else possibly would have predicted the computer. Not the savvy 

people. The othel' thing that the men responded was air-conditioned 

automobiles. And when the bI'ass in this department got the question

naires! and the data were manipulated, and those: were what were pumpe,d 

out as the twcmostsignificant developments, they almost fell off 

thElii'l chait's. The brass weI'esaying: "Gee, what about the informa

tion sY$'tentS and the new weapons and training techniques?" Well what 

about it? The reality is that what was impol:ltant is that you can ride 

ato\U\d in the su.~l:ltime witho'ut roasting. 
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, And the ~adios. Why? Because they could get the information 

about where to go sooner? No! Because if they got in a jackpot, 

they could call for somebody to come and help them. Keep in mind 

that down there at the bottom, wheTe the bulk ,of the law enforcement 

officers aI'e and always will be, is one hell of a dis.tance from up 

theI'e where the few shining lights and the others sit as chiefs, OI' 

even deputies. There is a tremendous gap. 

Implication? If you are out there to sell change, you had betteI' 

be aware of something: that when you are attempting to sell to a con

sumer as sav~{ as a cop, you are not selling to,Nellie the housewife 

OI' Jimmy the garage mechanic. You are selling to a guy who has oper

ated on his gut instincts. And frequently that is what is keeping 

him alive or at least sane out theI'e. If that is the case, then there 

had better be some benefit that he can see for undertaking what you 

are trying to sell. 

Benefits to Police of Intervention Training 

This leads me to a topic I was a.."lked to highlight: Family Crisis 

Intervention Training. Why was it salable to the line-level peI'son

nel? Definition: when I use the term "personnel," I am talking about 

street cops, so we do not have any misundeI'standing. I do not mean 

Jimmy, the junior lieutenant, OI' what have you. I am talking about 

the street cop. Why did Crisis Intervention take? And why is it 

takable? Becawle, numbeI' one, it is being directed to the line cops 

and they can see some benefit. The best possible benefits are tangi

ble. If you put money in a man's' pocket, he likes that very much. 

That is why I always kind of smile when I hea'V about the Indianapolis 

Fleet Car Experiment. Chief ChUI'chill is a :f:r.iend of llline and I am 

not knocking him. But when I heard about the overwhelming successes 

of giving every patrolman a cal', I laughed. People would say: "Gee, 

why are you lauQ hing?" And I would say: "I am laughing because if 

somebody said to me, 'Hey, ace, how would you like $1,200 to $1,500 
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per. year for> nothing?,' I would be delighted. II That is exactly what 

was happening. vlhen you gi vea man an automobile - air-conditioned 

with a X'adio - that he can use for> his personal business, isn't that 

a dandy kind of .benefi t7 How many of you men and wOrOOn would like to 

have a cat" given to you, provided by your company? You do not have to 

pay taxes on it. The idea that you are going to respond to bank hold

ups because you hear them on the radio - well, that is an added bene

fit. I recall on one occasion reading about a cop who showed up at 

the saene of a l;Jank holdup with his eight-year-old kid in the car 

whet"e the bank robbers were armed with shotguns. I showed that clip .... 

ping to foUtl different sergeants and they all said: "Was this guy 

slightly de1OOnted1 That nut driving up to a bank job with his kid in 

the car?" ! am talking about a tangible benefit. 

vfuat was the benefit to the cops when Morton Bard presented them 

with an opportunity to be trained in Crisis Management/Conflict Inter

vention? I can tell you what the first reaction was: "What, are you 

kidding, Doc'? You think th~t we are a bunch of psychiatrists? Who 

the hell wants those jobs anl'{Way?" I tell you these thingS to give 

you a flavol';l of how this paI'1~icular chore is regarded in the police 

field nationally. You see, 70 or 80 percent of what the cops do does 

not have a •.• thing to do with crime~ I have to stress that one for 

the audio tape. It does not. 

lhese are called garbage jobs. The family beef is the thing that 

Why'? 'lIt is social work." "You the cops detest as much as anything. 

neveYi really straighten anything out." lI\fuo needs it? We ought to be 

doingt'eal police work . II III am liable to get hurt because Eddy on the 

last Hatch got shot; Jimmy got pWlched in the mouth." "Those crazy 

h~oads hit you over the head with ~ing pans; they cut you up with 

knives. II tllf those social workers were around the way we were, we 

would not have to handle this stuff. 11 

!.t is not bad for operlel:'S when you say~ "Gentlemen, how would 

yoU: like to deal with c1:'isis?1I So what do you say? What you do say 
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had better be the truth because I can assure you of one t'hing: you 

get nailed in one falsehood, 'one lie, aTld you are dead.'! do not 

mean literally, although that might happen too. You are in serious 

shape because one value that is terribly import ant is credibility. 

You can be the nastiest s.o.b. ) you can tell pollce things they cia 

net want to hear - I have survived so far by doing that in part - i.f 

you are credible. Bu:: if you are giving them a can job, they will 

smell it coming, and you will never be effective with them. 

So what do you,say? You give them the truth in terms that they 

can come to grips,with, to provide a motivation to adopt and c~llabo
rate in - not cooperate with - ,a project that should be of interest 

~'"ld ha~ some importance. So what can you tell them? I can tell you 

what they told them on the Family Crisis project in Ne~ Yor~:. "Here 

are the, stats and figures on the number of officers being killed and 

injured when they are attempting to inteX'vene in these situations, 

the so-called family beefs, the family crises. II It was put to them 

that the rate of deaths for police officers and assaults on police 

officers could be diminished if they would absorb· and assimilate 

training in the techniques for more effective intervention. Now 

that is exactly what happened. 

It was not put on a great humane basi,:. about resolving the prob

lems of citizenry. It was not put on the basis of increasing, your 

capability intellectually. It was put on the basis of flIt will save 

your ...• '1 And it worked. That is number one. It worked qulite 

effectively. It was refined from its earliest effort in the late 

1960's with OLEA support in Nsw York. It was carried forwardl there

after in the housing projects of New York City. r want to cClme back 

-to that by way of showing you an extension of the experiment. And 

again$ it proved successful. 
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g~~le of Intervention Training in the Pield 

Let'me outline very quickly the nature of the Housing Authority 

Experiment because 1 think it becomes illustrative of Nhy this is a 

persuasive enterprise. Those of you from New York may be aHare thq.t 

there are over 600 ,000 people living in public housing projects in 

the City of He'" YOl:'k. An experiment was undertaken with the New York 

City Housing Authority Police, which is a separate 3, ODD-man police 

force in New York. Personnel are drawn from exactly the siamecivil 

service list 6S the New York City Police. They took two :identical 

housing projects, two big blocks of stone in which thousands of 

people live. In one, the standard operating patrol policing of the 

HoOOing Authotlity Police was continued. In the other) men who were 

ttlained in crisis techniques were placed. They did a pre-survey 

which was interesting, by the way, because they asked the residents 

to rate the quality of city services, including the ~olice. They did 

not single, out the cops. 'l'hey included all services: sani tation, 

maintenance, and so on. 

During the period of the experiment, the only thing that changed 

was the crime rate. It went up at the same rate in both projects: 

the conttlol an? the experimental. Otherwise there was no difference. 

They did not shift in a group of law-abiding, neat people. They did 

not do anything. !he population remained the same. 

At the and of the questionnaire survey that I just described to 

you, the project in which the police officers were trained in the 

crisis inte);lvention technique disclosed a significantly higher level 

of satisfa.ction w;i:th, police service than in the central project. 

ImplieatiQn? The only significant difference was the presence of the 

traine.d officers. It was: not because they were any more c:vime effec

tive. They were not. It was not because the cJ::'ime rate was lower in 

th~ experimental project th~ in the control project. By the Housing 

Authol"ityts own evaluative standards fol:' personnel - its criteria, 

ru,'Id not the expe'X'imenter' s criteria - the men here were being rated 

substantially higher in terms of personal performance. 
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Nature of the Change Process 

When it comes to the adaptation of change and the adoption, if 

you will, 'of 'tested projects from elsewhere, I would strongly and 

respectfully urge upon you cogni~ance of several other factors. Any-

'body who believes that global change in this field - the police and/or 

the larger non-system of criminal justice - is possible, is going to 

be bitterly disappointed. It is not going to happen. Since I am here 

to talk specifically about, police, let me an~logize to a freight train: 

an engine and a series of flatcars. You begin to load those flatcars 

with rolls of steel, lengths of pipe, anything. that is heavy. That 

engine has a capability of pulling so many tons of freight and that 

is all. At some point, when you hav~1 overloaded the flatcars, the 

engine sits on the rails and its wheels begin to spin and it does not 

go anywhere. Now that is the change process in a police organization. 

It can only absorb so much at any given time. 1 think that there are 

enough illustrations now of the major change efforts on a demonstra

tion basis. Dallas is one. These illustrations indicate that you 

cannot achieve what I would call global change - massive, multi

faceted change - in police organizations at one time. You can take 

one thing, maybe two. 

Let us deal with this further. You ,have all at one time or 

another, unless you lived in Iowa or Kansas where there is no water, 

thrown a stone in the water and seen the ripples spread out. I would 

suggest to you that that is precisely what takes place when you intro ... 

duce a change effort in a police department. There is no such thing 

as an isolated change. You ,drop that stone in, introd~ce the change' 

effort, and watch the consequences swirl across the organization. 

You may think that it is minor. You may think that you have a dandy 

idea for somebody to do something of importance. 'What you do not 

recognize is the impact that the "elevation" or the selection of a 

favorite activity for that man has on the rest of the unit to which 

he ';'s n1:tached. 
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1.0t me illustrate this. You start diddling I.:lround in the pa'tr-ol 

area which, after all, is the bulk of the manpower in the police. 

}fuen you are going'to t~ to do something or achieve the i~troduction 

of tJomething in the patrol force, keep in mind the implica .. ions that 

that change effort has. 

Now t-that is the thrust of something like Crisis Intervention 

T~nining? Certainly it is important if you introduce techniques, and 

teach them - and they can be taught and they can be learned - to men 

with the consequence that there will be lower rates of injury. 

What are the other implications? We are talking about a ~ervice 

that the police grudgingly deliver, but a service that the citizenry 

demand they perform. Now is there any magic in having the police 

respond? Yes. The citizen does not call the social worker or the 

fire dopartment or the board of health because the cops have both the 

aymbolic and legal authority to act. That is what somebody wants 

somebody else to do when there is a conflict. The wife - or girl

friend, as the case may be - calls the police because she seeks an 

effective intervener. She wants a third party to come in and straight

en out this problem, resolve it. The cop is viewed as having the au

tho~ity to effect that result. The difficUlty is that, in most cases, 

ho doe,S not have the skill. What happens? Typically, he says: 

IItisten, ace, I am going to bust you ••• I am going to take you to 

jail," and off to jail they go. Or: "Listen, lady, do not call us 

anymore because there is nothing we can do about this job. Go down 

tomorrow morning and get a l-Tarrant. and get him locked up." Or: "Why 

d~n I t you stop drinking, ~':lddy?" 
Consequence? There is a poor resolution, if a resolution at all. 

Secondary consequence? OfficeX' Schwartz arrives on the follov"j,ng 

watch •. In response to a second call to 2601 Broad StX'eet he was 

trea'.J:cd to a stomach full of shotgun. What happened? A conflict 

rose to the level ofa catastrophe and by the time the second-wat.ch 

~presentative aX'X'ived, the situation was hopelessly out of contX'ol, 
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aided and abetted by an incompetently attempted intervention by an 

officeX' of the first watch. He screwed it up and the next guy on the 

job really suffered for it. 

These are the 'categorizations that the police make. By and large 

the assumption is that the bloke is thumping his wife and he does it 

every time he is stoned. "I may have had a couple of pops ," as they 

say up NoX'th, "even a little light table wine, but the point is that 

I am not drunk and that is not the root of the conflict." That is 

not the real reason that these two people are in the state that they 

are in ·and consequently call the police. Maybe the guy lost his job 

a couple of weeks ago. He can't find another job and he is getting 

kind of desperate. They have a couple of kids at home and are running 

out of bread. The wife is worried about ~ow they're going to feed the 

kids, pay the mortgage. He's getting more and more uptight. There is 

the masochism thing. "I can not support IT!Y family. Sure I stop at 

the gin mill for a cou~le of belts coming home, but I am not drunk. 

The real problem is dollars, not alcohol." The degree of perception 

of the cop who comes to "intervene" determines the outcome. The guy's 

wife may end up in the hospital and so may the cop, or, not unlikely, 

the guy, too. "I get a little belligerent when police come to my 

house, even when IT!Y wife calls them - not that she does, by the way, 

with any degree of frequency." 

Emphasis on Service Delivery 

The point is: What are we saying to the police when we talk in 

terms of a project of this kind?· We are saying: "Look, there is a 

job that you ar>e being asked to do. 'I'here is a potentially unique 

capability in you to do that job. People are looking for you to re

solve things. You have an immediacy of access that no other agency 

of government or agent of government could possibly have. It does 

not really serve a hell of a lot of purpose for a guy to walk in with 

a white card and say: 'Here is the name of Dr. Schwartz; go and see 

him two weeks from Thursday.' The crisis is now, not two weeks from 

Thursday. " 83 



Mtd the cops by and large do not like this task because the ethic 

in pOlicing is that "He are crime fighters." The reality is that they 

are ct"ime fighters only a fraction of thei!; time. Ser,,"ice delivery is 

what they do the rest of their time. The question now is can you equip 

them to deliver mo~ effectively the services the citizenry is demand

ing they provide. That is the whole ball game of change in the police 

function area. 

No", certainly there is some secondary and teI'tiaxy fallout which 

io of oignificant long-term potential for the police institution. It 

bX'ingG tho police to a recogni tior. of the fact that the manner in which 

thoy delivel:' service is seriously and critically important, not only 

for the crime services, but also for the non-crime services. 

Thex~ are additional benefits. One of the unfortunate things 

here in that this kind of a project has picked up the name "Family 

Crioin Intervention Training," as if it were lirni ted to families. 

Well, the cops, being sophisticated, recognize that the legal status 

of marriage is not the condition precedent to a fight between a man and 

(.I. woman, so they say: "Well, husband and wife, boyfriend and girl

friend, father and son, mother and daughter 1/ mother and son, fathel" and 

dnughtett, and so on." It is an easy step to neighbor and neighbor. 

Whotto it gets even more in~eresting, however, is the application 

of these tQchniques to the al;'ea tha.t. the police are by and large insti

tutionally most interested in: tha crime area. It should corne as no 

uhock to you, I hope. In New York City the sex squad investigators, 

wOl:'king on forcible rape cases, for example, have been provided sernin

ilt'3 on crisis intervention training. You say: "What the hell does 

thut have to do with forcible rape?rt Consider for a minute. 

Why woUld a detecti va be interested in going to hear this stuff 

about resolving conflict between hu..<:>bands and wives, or any techniques 

at all? Answett,: detec.tives like to solve cases. They most like to 

,oo1v(\ cases that lead to convic.tions for long periods of time, if 

pO!lsihle. The proposition that is put to the detective is: IlLook , 
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learning those techniques will permit you to deal more effectively 

with the victims of crime. As regapds a rape investigation"the' 

victim can be stabilized more rapidly. This is a terrible event in 

a woman's life." 

The detective says: "Fine, we are interested in making her feel 

better, but w7Jat has it got to do with the case?" We tell him 'that 

by dealing with her this 'Way he is able to develop bt;ltter information, 

which can lead more successfully to the apprehension and conviction 

of a perpetrator •. When you talk to detectives in t~rms of making 

cases stronger and improving conviction ~ates, you h~ve pr~vided them 

with the best kind of incentive. Now, if you had asked six ,or seven 

years ago if this project would have any crime-related spin-off bene

fits directly, no one would have predicted it . 

C'ondi tions for ImP:1.:ementing Change 

What are the conditions necessary for implementing change?' Num

ber one, when you talk about attempting to reach the patrol force in 

a police department, you are talking about dealing with the most cyni

cal guys in the business. Keep in mind that the bulk of them'are men 

who know that they are never going any place else. They are not going 

to be sergeants or lieutenants. The fact that, in my view, they are 

going to be the single most important members of the department is net 

their view. They say: "What are yeu, nuts?" I tell them that they 

are deing the mest cemplex and important jeb as patrelmen and they 

say: "Let us assume yeu ar.>e right, big meuth, then why aren't we 

getting paid fer it?" 

And they have me. Despi te the fact that, in my vie~'i', they should 

have the mest status in the erganizatien, they have the least. Se 

they are cynical, ,often frustrated, disappeinted, and ceuld net care 

less abeut anything. Se I try an appeal te them abeut net getting 

hurt. Their answer is: "We de net get that many guys hurt. We smack 

them first and we der1et get ceps hurt." What does it take? A 
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Rogovin, the ex-lawyer who can not hold a job, to come in and tell 
One of you swifties with all the 

them that this is a great id€la? 

degrees? The chief of police? The commissioner saying: "Men, this 

is a great thing; we are going to do this? 11 

You know what they say to these approaches? "You bet, ace." I 

will tell you what it takes. It takes hard-nosed Harry, the patrol 
"Wh ab t H ""y? What kind of a commander. Everybody you ask: at ou ar.... 
d h ? "Oh, he is a mean sucker. 

guy is Captain Holloway?" What 0 t ey say, 

h he really knows where it is ~X. He has 
Oh, he is a toug ....... ; 

He J.' s not one of thos<:: book guys; no, sir, that 
really been there. 

guy re ally kn ows . " 
If hard-nosed Harry Holloway comes in and What is the message? 

this is good - I am telling you that it is 
says: "Listen, you apes, 
good," you have won half the battle. Only half, but you have won 

half. Why? Not Rogovin, not the Institute, not the wizards, and not 

even women are going to change those' guys because,the man. with credi-

h J.'s somebody who has been there. Keep in mind what I 
bility to t em 

You a""e not dealing with the research and planning 
am telling you. ... 
unit. You are not dealing with what the street guys call "the in-, 

house intellectuals" that hang around with the consultants. You are 

talking about the gut of the organization. So when hard-nosed Harry 

• d says that it is good - and that it is so because 
Holloway comes J.n an 
he says so - that is important because he has credibility. 

Importation of the Program 
John Bard and I have been in eight ~ities selling the Crisis 

We have asked chiefs who have expressed inter-

program not to put the chief of research and 
Intervention Program. 

est in undertaking the 
development in as the project director; even if the chief has to sac-

rifice a little intellectual wattage, he should get a credible patrol 

commander as the project director because the first day those guys 

walk into the classroom and start to hear this stuff about crisis 

management, they are' going to turn on or off. 
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The phenomenon in this business is double speech. You can met up 

with a class of recruits with the videotape running ~ it is tougher 

wi th vide0tape - on the recorders and you can say: "Gentlemen, we are 

about to embark on a dramatic opportunity; we have a major breakthrough 

in the preservation of yoU!' lives and s.afety. That is the message." 

Zappo. You can svend forty more hours and it was killed right there. 

It can get killed when Lockinvar gets out on the street filled and 

imbued with all these techniques. Tb.B street sergeant rolls up behind 

the job; the kid walks out of the house thinking that he has resolved 

a conflict. The sergeant says: "Hey, come here. What are you doing?') 

"I got this job. at 9:40." 

"You have been in there an hour. What do you think we ar'e, run

ning a counseling service?" If all o~ the policy in the world reaches 

one level and does not get through the sergeants, you can kiss it good

bye. You can have Mort Bard, Lou Mayo, and anybody under the sun, in

cluding the director of LEAA lecturing to the patrolmen. Who has the 

final say? The street sergeant. You're out if he says: "Enough of 

this haloney. We are not spending 45 minutes on these lousy family 

beefs. Cut it to 15 or I will have you out pounding a beat in the 

boonies. rr 

Credibility. You whiz kids are not going to sell it. Innovative 

CJ programs can only be sold by persons who are credible with the con

suners. 

Now, how sophisticated are the police? Those of you who have been 

out there I hope would share my view that they are damn sophisticated, 

but not in the usual terms. They are remarkably analytical. They just 

do not sound that way. They have " seen it" come arld go, and if skepti

cism is a scientific benefit or attribute, they have it up to the maxi

mum; you are not going to kid them. You had better be prepared, when 

the questions are asked, to answer them or to help them to answer, 

which is even more preferable. 
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The amount of mis-information that exists in this field is just 

incredible. Rarely does the totality of anything move £Vorn one place 

to another. Fragments of it do. Darryl Stevens, who is with Lou Mayo 

at the Institute, could spend time with some of you telling you what 

has already been happening to the so-callad Kansas City experiment. 

The way things get tortured, misconstrued, i:r. this field is simply 

unbelievable. 

How do you sell to the CJ community? That is what Mr. Caplan 

called the job of innovation as I understood his comments. One of 

you potential change agents asked him: "~fuat is our role? Are we 

prospectors in the mountains, digging out the gold nuggets? Or, are 

we freight importers, bringing it in from St. Louis to Cheyenne?" 

My understanding was that he said that you were importers primarily 

and if you find a nugget, good luck. 

All right, how do you import? Again, this does not come as a 

shock to those of you who have been out iri this business recently. 

You not only will have to call up Wells Fargo to send a stagecoach, 

but you also better have a whole set of outriders and fresh horses 

every couple of miles. If you think that you are going to get in 

without trouble, you are nuts. The importation of freight into one 

of these departments is a staggeringly difficult proposition. First, 

who are you? It was bad enough when you were assigned to the police 

department. At least, if you hung in there for awhile, you began to 

achieve some identity, but what if you are going to be some mystical 

figure sitting in somebody's office. "My God, the guy works for the 

mayor. Oh, boy, we know what is coming now." If there is anything 

that gets the hackles up on the back of the neck, it is the suggestion 

that the mayor is going to start fooling around in the police depart

ment. So, they are giving you a tag by relating you to the mayor's 

office that is going to do you no good at all when you talk to the 

cops. 
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You had better think about how you can m~(e it on your own. They 

will start the process of cooptation as soon as the letter from Lou 

Mayo or whomever hits the desk in. whatever city that you are going to. 

The word will be in that police department in fifteen minutes: "Oh, 

bright eyes is coming." 

They will get on the horn fast to find out where this guy has 

been: "Moy? Who's Moy?" 

Maybe some guy will answer: "He was some guy who was hanging 

around Philadelphia." And what a tag he is going to have. "Sure, 

Moy was in Philly when they came out with a big police corruption 

report. " 

I do not offer these things to make you laugh and feel good. I 

do not want to be Mr. Moy when he hi.ts Cincinnati or Des Moines or 

wherever he goes because he's going to spend· the first two months try

ing to tell everybody: "I did not investigate. I do not know anything 

about the cops. I wor-ked with the prosecutor." They will say: "Sure, 

ace." 

You have your own problem of credibility. This is not news to 

you. Those of you who have not been in the field should talk with 

your colleagues about what it is like. If you happen to have wives 

who like you home at five o'clock and you are expecting to spend time 

wi th the cops, you are going to ge-t to know one shift very well, but 

to the rest you are going to be a phantom. 

Your own credibility is at sta~e but you must inevitably attempt 

to resist that kind of pervasive, qlmost magnificent, reaction that 

the police depar>tments begin to demonstrate. "We will love you. We 

will make you one of our own. We will render you so ineffectual that 

you can not hurt us. We will secrete something around you as an oyster 

does with a grain of sand. You will be a magnificent pearl, but your 

arms are locked." 

In fairness - and I think that this is important to the Insti

tute - they are not a bunch of schoolboys. Lou Mayo is hardly a fellow 
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that just started in thi$ field. Stephens himself is a professional 

police officer; Cascarano has been knocking around this business for 

. some time. They are not children up there. I do not mean to say that 

they necessarily have all of the infinite wisdom of the universe 

rolled up in their hip pockets, but they have been around. 

It is not by happenstance that the Institute selected a project 

like Crisis Intervention Training for the cops as distinct from some-

thing else. To put it very bluntly they are no fools. They pick 

things that obviously have an appeal to the police. You are not com-

ing in with a suspect human relations training program. You are com

ing in with something that they have either beax'd about, mt1Y have 

heard about, or can have easily described to them, and which has the 

potential fot' significant impact among the bulk of those officers. 

I do not make the decisions in the Institute, but I would assume 

that likewise, the kinds of projects that they will be categorizing 

as exemplary projects will be equally attractive to the CJ consumers 

I mean those who are not total boneheads. God help you if you get to 

some jurisdictions I know about. I hope yotW employer has a major 

psychiatric protection program for some of you because if you think 

that your tolerance fol:' frustration has been tested up until now, 

wait until you run up against some of those judges. But I am not here 

to talk about the judges, as well-disposed as I am to them. 

Use of Political Skills 
Let us talk for a minute about mayors because in part you are 

going to be dealing with them. These are men who are really Teflec

tive in personality. They have an inexhaustible supply of time to 

sit and chat with you, to explore tbe nuances, the subtleties, the 

potentials. \fuat's your reception liable to be like? "Hello, ace, 

what do you want? Nice to see you, kid. Good to have you in my 

town. Yes, sir, the police are well supported by me here. Well, it 

has been vex'Y pleasant; stop back again. 11 
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You say: lIBut, Mr. Mayor "You had better have something on 

your mind the day after you walked in the f; ...... st t;me .4 • to be introduced 

because most politicians do not want to waste t~me • • They do not want 

to meet the guy or the woman from out of town and socialize. The 

mayor has grown up in that town. He has plenty of friends. You are 

not going to become his bosom buddy. You are there, in his mind, for 

one reason: not for God, motherhood, and country. h' , w. ~ch is nice, but 

because you become another means by which that guy can accomplish what 

he wants to accomplish, which is first and foremost either to get re

elected or to get' elected to a higher office. 

Let us start with that proposition. This is not because he is a 

bad man. Politicians are politicians because they enjoy politics and 

the best way to enj oy politics is to be elected and stay elected. 

If you help get him "diselected," you had better get into a d.ifferent 

business. What is in it for him? Now I am not suggesting that mayors 

are necessarily incompetent guys. I do n t th o mean at. By and large 

most mayors are fairly sharp people. But they are not experts in 

police work. They generally have ll.'ttle th 'ty au or'~ over courts and 

have less to do with corrections. It is just one of an enormous range 

of problems that they have to deal with. Most mayors would like the 

police to go away and not cause any problems. That would be the hap-

piest circumstance of all. When you as1.< h t' h' a mayor w a ~s ~s current 

police problem, he will most likely say, liMy chief ," if he has had a 

recent demonstration 01" uprising. If he has not, then he will say: 

"I do not have any problems, but I. am happy to have you in my city 

and I kno~1 you are going to be helpful to us." 

Now there are some mayors who are ve~ well-informed. 1bey will 

surprise you, those of you who happen to bump into one. Whether Lou 

Mayo and his people would send you to any of those kinds of mayors, I 

do not knm·l. I frankly would wonder why they were sending you to such 

a guy because it is questionable whether he needs you. 
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No, ~ guess is that you are going to go to some of the other 

geniuses in the field. They at best will h~ye very little time. It 

is nice to conjure up the image of a process where you and the m~vor 

in a kind of Socratic dialogue will explore the great issues of c:t'i.m

inal justice. And you will achieve a philosophical meeting 'of the 

minds and then there will be a marvelous time playing with design con

cepts and you will see all that money corne up for the evaluation de

signs. Ha, Ha, what a lot of .t. That is not going to happen and 

you know it. 

What might happen is that you establish a rapport with that mayor. 

Then he may articulate what he sees as problems, and theY' may agree 

with what you ha~e heard £rom other sources. Let's assume, though, 

that you know that they are not the real problems at all. Now you 

have a political problem. How do you tell the mayor that he is wrong? 

He wants to go after something because he sees it as the problem, and 

you know that the real problem lies elsewhere. 

1 hope that your organization will run a little course in politi

cal skills for you because these are not easy men to deal with. You 

must assume that they did not get in their positions because they are 

amateurs. They are there because they are tough professionals. If 

they are not, the cops are. You may tin can and con the mayor or he 

may be overwhelmed with your credentials, but not the police chief. 

Gerry Caplan made the comment the other day about the reception a 

change agent could expect from a D.A. "Those are great credentials 

you have, kid, but how many murder cases have you tried?" Some chiefs 

of police are liable to say: "Gee, that is a very impressive resume; 

how many door handles have you shaken? how many burglary arrests did 

you ever make? what do you know about the cops?" You may know a 

great deal more about them than he does, but you will have quite a 

time persuading him of that. 
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Gaining of Background Information 

I now move into overgeneralization time for a moment. By and 

large, there has been a conditioning process at work among the police 

in this country in the last five years. It is fail' to say that they 

are no longer living in the kind of isolation in which they were five 

to ten years ago. Again, those of you who have been out there know 

that there is some level of interchange. There is a growing aware

ness - often very serioUSly misunderstood - about specific project 
activity. There is further - believe it or not - a kind of uniqueness 

in each of these cit~9s and within these departments. They have pecu

liaI' traditions of their own. It behooves you to try and explore what 

has been the history of the organization. I do not mean that you have 

to chronicle it like a historian doing a master's thesis, but it does 

behoove you to underst~~d the personalities of those involved. What 

are the mechanisms that exist to promote from within? Has the tradi

tion always been that, when a new mayor comes in, a new chief comes 

in? Have there been career chiefs? Are they powerful, independent 

people with a base of support in the community, who can work for or 

against the kinds of things you are seeking to achieve? 

These are the questions I think you ought to be exploring before 

you start wondering about how to solve problems. I do not know enough 

about what the Institute proposes for you. I do not know how t~1in you 

are going to be spread. I begin to get a sense that, at least for 

those of you who may go to the Regional Offices, you are going to look 

like hot butter on very warm buns.' What that means in terms of how 

much you are going to accomplish is difficult for me to assess. I 

would suggest - and I do this most respectfully, and I have not asked 

Lou Mayo about it or any of the othE:i:' people involved - that certainly 

you ought to prepare a relatively limited menu. In part - and correct 

me, please, if I am in errol' - much of this is going to be put on the 

menu by the Institute in terms of what is conceived to be the produc

tive projects done elsewhere in the country. 
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Do not t~ to be too ambitious about how much you are going to 

get the patient to eat just after the operation has been undertaken. 

The shock or your presence in some jurisdictions will be very serious. 

They may need whole blood, rather than just plasma for a time. You 

will need a low profile. But you will need to maintain a kind of 

individual identity that is very important. You are really going to 

have, what is it, treble schizophrenia. You are your company's man, 

you are the National Institute's man (read "fed"), and you are just 

plain Joe Block, Sam Schwartz, or Mary Jones. How you carry all of 

that off, I am not sure. But it becomes very important ~hat your 

individual character is the one that you are presenting, nat in terms 

of the program that you are selling, but as to who you are, because 

the amount of contact that you can conceivably have with anyone agency 

on a sustained basis is o:'viousiy going to be limited. You will have 

to be looking for opportunities in which to identify - in the police 

area - the quality people who can be cultivated to implement what you 

can deliver to them. 

View of the JudiciaEY 

I was just thinking about the judges, but I will talk about them 

next time. What a fantasy world that would be for most of you. 

CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN: Please, feel ;free to talk about themo 

MR. ROGOVIN: They are the most intransigent collection of sooob.'s 

in the system. How does that grab you for openers? They could not 

concei ve that this program was even intended for them ••. "What, 

sacrifice judicial autonomY, muck around in that sewer down there with 

cops and cot'X"ections and probation people? We are not only judges, we 

are lawyeX's.lI 

The only thing that has bX'ought judges around in this country is 

the fact that they suddenly realized that they have to get their hands 

in the same pot of gold with the cops and the corrections people; 

othoxwise they would never be in there. So they have gotten on board 
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the state planning agencies and regional planning bodies. But ask 

some of your colleagues who have been in cities like Philadelphia -

Mr. Moy and his colleague, Walter Grabowsky, and some of the other 

people who hav~ been in other large cities. Ask them what it is like 

to deal with the judiciary. They are beautiful. It is almost as if 

they walk around with a mandatory injunction on the edge of the table 

'whenever they c,ome to a conference: "All right, that is very interest

ing; the judges will get this and the rest of you will have the bal·· 

ance. " 

We talk about systematizing the process. To them that means that 

portion of the system with which they are concerned: what comes to 

the court, not what the cops do up front or what the corrections people 

do ~Tay at the far end. They are very, very difficult at best> and even 

those of you with Ph.D.'s are going to labor under a tremendous dis

abili ty. Why? Because, after all, you are not lawyers. How could 

you be expected to understand? God forbid you had a law degree. Then 

the explanation would be: "Well, you are from another jurisdiction; 

you do not really understand how it works here. It 

But you say: It Your honor, I was admitted to this state.!1 

"Yes. But in this county, we do not do it the way they do it 
next door.1f 

Then if you grew up two blocks away, the answer would be: "But 

you have not been in mY court recently." 

It is a totally rational process, as I have tried to indicate. 

So much for the judges. I will get held in contempt of court by 

somebody. 

A Look at Corrections Work 

I want to spend a moment on the corrections people. Those poor 

folks are really in a bind like the cops. The cops used to say to the 

qity councils and the state legislature - as was appropriate whether 

they were city-level police or state-level police - "Give us more 
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money and 'We will do more about critrle ,II Finally that balloon bwst 

because they got nIOre money and they did not do more about cl:'ime. My 

good friend, Jer~ Wilson - poor guy - had a i~o-thirds manpower in

Crease in Washington, D. C., and we now have wall-to-wall cops and we 

have not had a two-thirds decrease in crime. 

We have also had some speculation about the reported decreases, 

but that is another issue. But like the cops - arid I think with great

er legi ti114'''lcy - the corrections people said: liMy God, if we only had 

money to support the l~eal objective of corrections, which is rehabili

tation, not punishment; we will rehabilitate if we can install these 

new programs and get the newly trained personnel. II 

Then the commitments of dollars began to flow into corrections. 

Tragi.c incidents, like Attica, focused attention for a time on correc

tions. Like eve~thing else in criminal justice it is cyclical. There 

is a great furor and then the interest wanes and switches to another 

area. But thanks to some degree to LEAA there has been a continuing 

focus on corrections. The corrections people have been getting a 

pretty healthy piece of bread out of this program. 

What has been the result? Anybody in the room recall seeing the 

figures of the dramatic reductions in the ra..tes of recidivism? They 

are hoist on the same petard as the cops were swung up on. How do you 

like that phrase? They got hoist on their' own petard, not because any 

sane per'son could rationally argue that within a per'iod of a year or 

two years Or' even five, rates of reeidivism should have dramatically 

been reduced. They kept talking about increasing the budget, initiat

ing new kinds of programs, and reducing recidivism. They have not 

done it and the public increasingly twns back to the old concepts: 

"All right, if yeu are not going to rehahilitate that s.o.b. , then we 

are going to lock him up for so. long he will never be a danger again. 

He will be too old to flee from a ban~( ho.ldup. And that will deter 

others because nobody wants to go to the can fer the rest o.f his life." 
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I sympathize with the corrections people, but I find it veroy 

interesting that they are now beginning to cop out. Instead of state-, 

ments like, "We will reduce the rate of recidivism even for specific 

categories of offenses ," they are now beginning to talk in terms of, 

"We are going to accomplish the readj ustment of offenders and r'eturn 
them to be better integrated into the community. II 

"Better adjusted" - terrific. What does that mean? Are they 

going to. commit less crime? Dh, they did not say that, so the public 

says; l1What is a better adj usted ex-offender if it means that he is 
going to commit more crime?" 

They answel': "Well, there will be an ease of transition back 
into society and so on." 

Try and sell that to. the police chief. He will say: IILook, pal, 

if he went away a holdup guy, is he coming back a holdup guy, yes or 

no? Do not give me all the psychiatric, psychological b.s. Yes or 

no, am I going to have more or less of a problem with that guy and 

others similarly situated in San Quentin or Attica or wherever they 
may be?" 

Difficulty? You get into a jurisdiction. The debate is now 

raging over improving correctional services. The concern is not all 

this talk of b~tte:r adjusted felor.s. It is: "Is it going to be the 

Ccise that l'ecidivism is going to go. down?" You are on the spot. The 

mayor saYt,: "Do I or do I not support communIty-based treatment facil

ities? What are the arguments for it? Don't tell me, MI'. Institute 

Man, that it is more humane and it'is likely to result in a better 

adjusted incri vidual returned to society. My police chief is scream

ing about having community-based treatment facilities in this town. 
Yes or no on recidivism?" 

Answer? There is no answer. Fair answer? The corrections 

people have not had time. It is great to talk about the national 

increase in dollars available to co.l."I'ections, but how much did that 

particular jurisdiction get? What has been e~erimented with? What 
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money ~as permitted to be used fo~ evaluation and what are the results? 

'rhe anS'Her is tmknown. 

Problem? The problem is political. The mayor says: 11 Look , 

buddy, I told that guy Mayo that we would be ~appy to lia\Te you he~e, 

but if you are going to give me a lot of this happy chatter, then you 

are really not vet'Y h.elpful to Irf3. I have problems managing my city. 

That gt'oup 'Hants a community-based treatment facility here, and I do 

not know what to do. What is the likelihood? Do not look to me for 

an ans\~er. I am just plain mayor. "God knows I have enough problems. 

There are l;'eal problems. They are not academic, not esoteric, but 

real problems." 

The~e is some interesting material that you should look at if 

you haven I t already. I think Mt'. Mayo 1 s people probably have it 

available or will snot'tly. Thet'e has been a d~amatic pt'ogram in cot'

~ections - I am sorry to wandet', but I happen to feel stt'ongly ~out 

co~ections in a positive way and you asked me to deal with it - in 

the state of Massachusetts in juvenile programming. 

Jert'y' Miller, who is now in Illinois, said: "Shut them all 

down.1i And they shut them all down. Familiarize yourself with the 

interim consequences. You ought also to familiarize yourself with, 

the political flak that is currently going on in the grand and glori

ous Commonwealth of Massachusetts where all the powet' gt'oups at'e 

lining up, some behind the demagogues, some behind the mot'e liberally 

Qt'iented 1 some behind, hopefully, the more articulate and modet'ate. 

It is a case atudy of a debate over what appears to be the t'ight 

direction in cor~ctions for juveniles. It is a bitter battle. The 

progt'am as it exists currently mayor may not be retained. I can not 

predict. I would hope so. Massachusetts tends in spite of itself to 

do the right thing most of the time. 

Police LeaderShip a Variable 

Let me co~ back for a second to the police. I have no idea how 

y'OUl" employers operate· in terms of the production of their leadership. 
98 

I do not know whether the ' 
y go outs~de or whether they h 

process for the elevation of ave 
, personnel into management. I 
~dea of what happens in the 

federal government £rom agency 
Sometimes it is good,' somet;me 't' 

~ s ~ ~s bad I d k 
the Police field. . 0 now what 

a rational 

have some. 

to agenoy. 

happens in 

I put to you the following: d 
f' Id goo leadership emerges in the pol;ce 
~e more by accident than by ~ 

design. You can count the, number of 
police leaders in positions of 

authority today whose course and devel
opment you could track. Most get into a positio 
the nee n and: if they have 

essary talents, tough as they b 
or may e, get polished in the wars 

as a consequence of the adversity th 
ey face in dealing with 

problems of the organizations. the 

To me the tragedy is - as 
I mentioned to you earlier _ 

mous undeveloped potential at the middle le l' . the enor-
anti, of course' at th b ve ~n the PQ1~ce field; 

, e ottom at least h 
have 'among t e newer people h 

not yet been discouraged di . w 0 

V ' sappo~nted, and frust~-ted It' el:'y very t 'k . "-OC. ~s 
, r~c y ~n an organization like h . 

start playing game . h t e pol~ce department to 
s ~n t e middle of th t . . ". a organ~zation. While 4t . 

~n your intel:>est in d h ... 1.S 
~sc arging the mission you have 

the good project ' which is to get 
un, derway, do not for a moment lose sight of the san'"'-

tion system, th t ~ 
a ~s, what happens to the non-confo~~st 

ganization. If ~,,~ in that or-
you have a boat-rocking, b 

d right lieutenant in the~e 
an you are trying to take .. 

him in a direction that" . 
with What the upper middle ~s ~ncons~stent 

and the top of the d . 
are not 'ust ' epartment wants, you 

J play~ng a game, you are playing with a man' 
can not stres~ s career. I 

~ more strongly that by d 1 
support what "an arge, if the top does not 

you are seek~ng to introduce it'll ' 
matter how much support ' w~. not wh~stle; no 
below th 1 k you can personally engender for something 

~ ey 00 to the top for the signals. 

gave you the illustration of Harry Holloway, 
d the patrol corn-man er; when he says -1t ' ... ~s good, 

wan"ts to kill it, he can killi t 
the men pay attention. And if he 

like that. You can sell certain 
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things to certain people. You can appeal to certain kinds of commands 

and ce~tain kinds of chiefs of police on certain issues and in another 

jurisdiction they do not stand a snowball's chance in hell. It be
hooves you to be ext~mely sophisticated and discrindnating about where 

you ileek to influence and what yoU are trying to influence. You can 

rarely go wrong with something that benefits the patrol force, but you 

are on thin ice when you are seeking to introduce something that, to 

the patrol fOI'ce, for example, looks threatening. Boy, if you think 

there we~e well-t~ained saboteurs in World War II, you have not seen 

a thing. They will slice its throat faster than you could possibly 

helieve. I donlt mean to lapse always in the vernacular with you, but 

I am trying to gi va you a feeling for what it really is all about 01lt 

there. 
Obviously nothing succeeds like success. I do not think the In-

stitute monitors or your own internal people will be unreasonable in 

the level of expeo.tation they have about thi.s kin.d of program. It 

thet'efore behooves you to have modest 'objec,tives, at least at the be

ginning. Again, those of you who have been in the field over the last 

yea~ have probably seen the implications of what I am saying. 

Acoeptance of Incremental Change 
Lastly, I have been at war for a number of years. I guess I have 

h~cn at war with practically everybody at one time or another. With 

ud'Vancing middle age a rationality has begun to overtake me. 1 started 

wi th the proposition that global change is, in lIlY view, absolutely and 

hopelessly impossible. I grow mot'e and more committed to the view that 

if one individual or a collection of individuals can contribute to in-

crementaJ. change a bit at a time, that is probably the most that can 
be hoped fo~+ It is far more than has taken place historically in most 

¢f the lnsti tutionswi thin criminal justice in this country. 
If you can contrihtr.'"te to that ~ I 'Would suhmi t to you that you 

aught to have. a ver:y real sense of satisfaction. If you donit, while 
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obviously you will be to d a egree, I assume pers 11 
sionally disappoint d ' ' ona, y and profes-

e , you should not let that disappointment ove~-
whelm you. Th d f .I.' 

developed. Th 

e .e ense mechanisms have had literally decades to be 

e ~~transigence in the institutions has been there for 

an awfully long t~me. The irrationality f . ' 
us for over 100 0 the system has been with 

years. The complexity f th is al . 0 e change here, I think 
most TIUnd boggling. I would be hard put to b ' 

there are more d~ff' ult e persuaded that 
• ~c macro-syste 'f . could atte' ms, ~ you w~ll, in which one 

mpt to br~ng progressive change that do n t 
tution anywhere. 0 move the insti-

Questions and Answers 

QUESTION: L t e us assume that you are a CJ h 'th c ange agent but you have 
ne~ er a track record nor a bag -t .. or credentials. You are going out 

o v~s~t the mayor and the LEAA Regional Administrator. 

make a good impression. How would you prep~~e 

f h 

00.1. yourself? 

o omework would you do? 

You want to 

What kind 

MR. ROGOVIN: F' :+',rst, I would get the book on the Regional Administra~ 

The cop types are nodding 

They are all diffe~ent. S 

tor. You all know what that term means? 

their heads. They are good men. ... ' orne guys' 

thing is corrections, 

of them are lawyers. 

Another guy is a cop type. G d o help us, some 

You want to know who h' . coming fr T e ~s and as much as possible where he is 
om. 0 the degree that you have advanc~d work with that man and f' ~ome opportunity to do some 

a ew of h~s people y , 
to have the book t' , ou are ent~tled 
like on 11e people you are going to meet.' It is kind of 

. a re~con job, for those of you who have been in the militany. 
an ~ntelligence b f ., or 

G t 

. pro e or those of you who have worked ~n e as m h . :B ,.. that field. 
11.c ~n ormation - I am not talk' ab . 

as you can: are d .. ~ng out trade information -
. . we ealing w~ th Mayor Perk who has certain . 

pos~t~ons on the poJ..ice field in Cleveland? Ad' publ~c 
Rizzo who is hardly k ' re we ea1~ng wi th ~ayol:l 

nown as a corrections man? Are we dealing with 
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t1ayor Lugat' of Indianapolis vtho is a Rhodes .scholar and one of the 

TIloat intellectually SIDat't administrators in the United States? Are 

we dealing with Hayor Goldschmidt in PoX'tland, Oregon, who knows more 

than most brtight-eye types, who is not going to be tin-canned, who has 

a hell of an agenda in his head, and "lho knows where his city wants to 

go ~ io going to tell you what he wants, and is going to eat that ad

minictrator alive if he can? What is the personality of the Regional 

AdrolniotratoX'? !s he going to eat you up? I will tell you one thing. 

He io going to try and take every ounce out of you that he can get. 

:t do not blame him. He is charged with managenent, If he thinks he 

can make you. into a 100 percent reso~ce, he will. That is the first 

level. 

Socond, if you are going to be attached to the Regional Office, 

what can you gatheX' from the trade about the oper>ating professionals? 

Ic; the police chief of the principal city of the state to which you 

go a NeandeX'thal type? You had hetter> know it. If he is a Neander

thal, colleagues will know about it. What is his reputation in the 

national police comrnunity? Is he a Charley Gain? I use Charley 

because he is not a Neanderthal. Is he a Jerry Wilson? Is he a Pat 

.Mu:t'phy? 0);\ is he somebody else? These are things that you can be in

fOt'nK!d about very quickly. 

1;0 the mayoX' a J-ong tertne)::'? Is he a Mayor Daley type who has 

c-ncrmoulJ politiCal power and is entrenched? 

he a gUy X'cally on the move and on the make? 

Is he a young comer? Is 

Is he a business type? 

Iu heu school teacher? What is his backgI"ound? What can you reason

o.bly ansUl'l'le he knows about the l,lroblem? Is he a brand-new mayor in 

his fiX'st toX'm shaking in his shoes about what may happen if bussing 

starts next September in his city? 

Thesea.re the kinds of questions intelligent street-wise people 

iTtrOrm 'thel'tlSelvos about. You ought to have a book on the man or woman 

you go to see. That is easily developed if you apply yourself to it. 

You g'lWS have phones) don it you? Well, pick them up and get on the 
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horn to people around .... h 
l. e country. If y d ' 

us. Jay PaX'I1"'SS ou on t have an entree, call 
- Over here Who has b " 

exarr~le: he wl'll " een work~ng on the West Coast 
. g~ ve you the book ' for 

Coast, on what it is lik " on what it is like on the West 
" . e ~n that Regional Office 

guy who worked on the Portland ' • Get hold of the 
me in; what is ~mpact evaluation and say: "Eh, clue 

going on out the!'e?" 

Remember: the range of resource 
out h " people available to you - with-

aVJ.ng to go to Lou Mayo and h' "" 
I 

~s people i 
mpact evaluation p_eonle, - s enormous. You have 

CJ;" You have the e . 
have been out. Oth qw.pment system people Who 

ers among yo~ collea ue h 
Thel:'e is a tremendous . 4:" g S ave been in agencies. 

~n~ormat~on pool th t ' 
In addit' a s~ts right here. 

~on, to the degree that CJ ' 
Mayols people in the I 't"t- agenc~es are preparing or 

ns ~ ute have prepar d h ' 
the Institute as prese""; t' e w at ~s referred to by 

... . _p ~ ve packages d " 
tivities, know what til .-' escr~pt~ons of project ac-

ey are, F~nd out wh t th 
inated so you don't w 1],- • a e Institute has dissem.-

a , ~n cold and the guy 
Slosh, I Would like to taJk says: !lBy the way, Mr. 

to you about the D 
Project. " es Moines Corrections 

Don't be forced to say: 
it?" rlOh, yes, that is ... What the hell is 

The fact is that there are booklets 
Nobody expects you to be and brochures on that project. 

an expert on community b d 
treatment, but you should k - ase co:r-!'ectional 
, now what that pro' t' 
~f there is one thing that chan Jec ~s, I assume that, 
tion Collection and h ge agents are good at, it is informa-

, opefully, analysis and dis " . 
before you get int th f" senu.nat~on, 8i t down 

o e ~eld and familiari 
you can with what ze yourself as broadly as 

are regarded as good . 
some degree of knowledge. proJects so you can talk with 

Always understate what you k-pow. 
M I say that t ake S1ll:'e that "0 you very strongly. 

you advise anybody who 
Mr. Slosh, the expert on •.. It ~ntJ:'loduces you as: "This is 

You !'etort: "Hold it 1 
know enough to be naive. II ' pa ~ I don't even 
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.~ z:za:;scasnr::.ss g; lCb£§1t2 ill I 

'I'hat is a stock line in the husiness. "I have never heen around; 

from Not'thern Illino;i.s trying to make TTrf way in the 
r'Oh, you know, the 

They will kill you. 

just a countxy hoy 
world. II "tou will go boxcat's if everybody says ~ 

t · h If 100titute sent the smart money exper 1n ere. 
• h t t a king you about patrol 

'fhey will aut you to pl.eces when t ey s at' s . 
varian<!e investigation effectiveness, stu.ff you never even heard about. 

You must go in verry low key. 

Yo'l may find the guy you have 
to deal with is very quiet, a timid 

You should knuw what you are walk-
U You may· find a table pounder'. g :y. 

. You ~~ liable to face the Harvard Business School inter-
iug into. ...... ... 
vie"l. You walk in and say: flGood morning, Mr. Shlepper." The guy 

s1 tl3 down and for half an hour you don't say anything and he does not 

say anything. He looks at his watch and says: "Thank you very much." 

Other mayors are going to say: "Yeah) we had some guy out here 

d · h ? Are you from the feds'? Are you 
named Mayo; what are you 01ng ere 
with me? Do I have to give you an office'?" That is about the level 

of $ophist:ica.tion that you are going to encounter. . . . 
Othel's will ha'Te an agenda fot' you. Those Regl.onal Adnu.nl.stra-

tors you may be tagged to - I was going to say IIstuckH to - should 

know these things. You have a right to expect that the Institute 

people and .the LEN~people will be better informed about thei~ j uris

dic'~ions than you. It is your clbligation to develop as much l.nforma-

tioo about it as t'apidly as possible. 

QUESTIOli: :t wan,t to make SOlI)e comments about some of the thing~· that 
. . • . d dibili ty From my exper1ence, you. said in ter1.IiS of cooptatl.on an . ere • 
a ee~tain amOUIr\: or cooptation tends to make you more credible. My 

specific question is with regard to your Family Crisis Intervention 

plan. When yoU qame into New Yt>rk City, you did not talk to the cop 

on the street~ You talked to the chief and you talked to the higher 

level people. Your. statement about the difference between the cop on 
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the street and the chief is certainly very true. How did you make 

that process filter down and how did you sell it to Harry Holloway? 

MR. ROGOVIN: First, let us recognize that when the idea was presented 

to Howard Leary, who was then commissioner in New York City, it was an 

experiment. There Here no X'esul ts to point at. It was an idea, a con

cept. We said that we wanted to try it because we. thought it would 'do 

certain things or it could do certain things. So, for openeX's, there 

is a vast difference between what is an idea that you want to try and 

a tested project where you can document the results. 

Second, because it was highly expeX'imental initially, they used 

volunteers. Men from the patrol ~orce said: "Okay, we will try 

this." It was a very limited group; 18 total. Today we are talking 

about going out and, hopefully, over a fixed period of time, getting 

the entire patrol force of a large city police department, which can 

amount to many hundreds of people, to try it. 

Don't misunderstand me. You need the top-level support to get in 

because if the chief says: "No," it is not going to go under any cil,

cumstances. The difference was that Leary agreed that Ba'rd and his 

people in the fiX'st experiment could just take off with this group of 

men and work with them. The difference now is that what the Institute 

is seeking to accomplish with technology transfer - and I assume in 

most of the others that you may be involved in - is an implantation in 

the police department and the police are' going to carry it forward. 

They are not going to have Mort Bard and his team of merry crossbowmen 

doing it. They are not all Ph.D. psychologists. They are trainers •. 

The idea is to provide a permanent internal cap abi li ty to carry this 

thing forward. These are the kinds of differences that exist in Fam

ily Crisis Intervention Training now, as a project, and then, as an 

experiment or an idea that could produce good results. 

QUESTION: I just wanted to add a footnote to what you were saying 

about the introduction of a change agent into the Regional Office. 
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In addition to the Regional Administrator, donlt overlook the people 

who ~ going to be working with you day by day with all of the grants 

and everything else that goes on between the Regional Offices and the 

SPAo. In one particular Regional Office which I know about, there are 

several strong people who 

loot in the place, 

can kill a change agent the minute he sets 

MR. ROGOVIN: Bxcellent. Absolutely. 

the audience which Regional Office, 

When the recording stops, tell 

That is an extremely good point, 

I do not know much about Mayo, but ~ if there is one thing he is skilled 

in, it is bureaucratic infighting. He understands these kinds of 

things, and I assume those protective counters are going to be built. 

Lot us face it, there are also significant differences among Regional 

Administrators. You go into some tewitories and you try to tell the 

administrators what time it is and they will throw you out of the win

dow. You go into others and they are delighted to have you on board. 

But that second-line cadre and the little people have been out in that 

Rogional Office for two or three years and they already have some credi

bility. You have to reach them in terms that they can come to gr>ips 

with. 

QUESTION: They are also yOUI' entree, are they not, to the administra

tors at the SPA level? 

MR. ROGOVIN:- The so-called Jlstate repsll that Regional Offices have are 

a key g;r-oup. 

QUESTION,: I would like to go back to a previous question. You are not 

ChUl'les Rogovin. You do not; have an impre:ssive set of credentials, 

You know something about the personalitie:s involved. I would like to 

ask you what objectives you would set for yourself in the near future. 

I think that, probably you ought to separate that. into: (1) you are a 

:t'Ggionally assigned change agent and (2) you are community-based. 

!'iI{. ROGOVIN,l I think that is a very important distinction. If you are 

assigned to the Regional Office., you have one hell of a territory to 
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potentiallY t~T d' 
'. -J an ~nvolve yourself with. 

g~nn~ng some understanding has to be I think from the very be

r>eached with both your project 

the Institute management people as 

have about how thin you can be 

management people and of , course, 
to what level of expectation they 
spread. 

I am sorry that this is ' 
go~ng to be a little b't ' 

with me, You 'Will get t. ~ w~ndy, bu,t bear> 
o one reg~on wher>e the d" • 

pal interest substanti 1 . a mIn~strator's pr>inci-
ve y ~s corrections He' 

want you to focus on that ' . ~s, therefor>e, going to 
area as a pr>iority It 

articulated but it' , . may not be explicitly 
, . ~s go~ng to be there The' . 

if that is the case t h . . l.mmed~ate question is: 
,ow Ose gu~dance we ou ub' • 

to that of the Re' 1 " Y s Ject ~n tha"t r>egard 
g~ona AdmIn~str>ator>, who really has ' 

because, as he 1 ' . a ma)oremphasis 
ana yzes h~s r>e gi on , either> tha ' . ' 

lem ar>ea or in his '. t ~s the greatest prob-
own prl.or ~ncarcer>ation he 

I cannot r>esolve that f h was a cor>rections Man? 
or t e moment b t 't h 

ear>ly. I Would ass -'-h ' u 1. as to be resolved fair>ly 
ume I,. at you people and the I • 

going to debate th'" nstJ.,tute people are 
~s ~Ssue, 

How mUch terr>' t 
~ ory can you Cover? Within . 

strator l s view may b' "w the reg~on the admini-
. e, e have to deal with th . 

setters. We will take Cincin t' e best as the precedent 
na l. as a forward ' 

we will continue to th t . -mo~ng department and 
rus at l. t because b '" 

lead the rest of th ~, Y example ~t loS going to 
e proJ..essl.on." 

On the other h d . 
. an , lon another r>egion: trWe cannot continue to 

work w~th the best because the gap is an • 

f C>~ oWl.ng all the ""i I 
o agency quality we hav; t' .. me. n terms 

e wo percent in this are 
back here We h a and the bulk is 

, ave to stop directin 
with the middle ~ nkl g oUr> efforts at the best and deal 

, or ~J..·a y, the bottom, 
In part:, it se ems to me, that it is going to b 

the Regional Adroi . e a reflection of 
n~stratorls view of his r 1 

may take 1 0 e out there. The variance 
p ace from state to state within th . 

the SPA d' e reg~on. In one state 
l.rector may be extremely powerful and . fl . 

Reg' 1 . ~n uent~a1 and th l.ona Administrator kind f" . , e 
o dl.ffers w~th him about what l.'S ' gOl.ng 
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to happen' in state x. In another he is a weak sister and the LEAA 

a ~ea't deal of influence directly over state operating people have 0-

elements. 

Again, that has to be played by ear, tmless the Institute comes 

down with a mandate. And I think that they are too smart to do that 

because regional variation is verry, very substantial and the quality 

among the operating agencies is equally substantial. 

I think that you have to recognize that if change agents are 

assigned to the Regional Office, they are, perhaps, more salesmen 

than anything else. You become an information transfer point, at 

best an early problem-analysis 

going to be hopping, skipping, 

assistant, and that is all. You are 

and jumping allover the place. 

If you are assigned into a more discrete area - that is, commun

i ty-based - I think the oppoI'tuni ty will emerge for you to be some

what more involved in the project initiation and implementation work. 

I do not mean, again, that you will become the project director. God 

knows you cannot do that, if you are to be valuable for purposes of 

the Institute's program. But I think that you are likely to have a 

greater commtmity-based, than if degree of direct impact, if you are 

you are a regional reso~ce. My sense is - and again, Lou, if I 

really step away from where you are going in this program - please 

correct me. 

MR. MAYO: I think the only point that you are stepping away from is 

that this is Stan Kalin's program, not mine. 

MR. ROGOVIN: Well, Stan Kalin, if you are in the room, the same 

applies. 

MR. MAYO: ! don It mind taking the blame for some programs, but I 

cannot take it for all of them. 

MR. ROGOVIN: It is nice to know that I came hel~ well-informed, 

righ~? I had the book on Mayo, that is for sure. That just shows 

you how smarrt Burkhardt and Kalin are. These two guys sit here all 

week and remain anonymous and Lou Mayo takes all the lumps. 
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If I perceive this acc~ately, at the regional level you are 

really in an ad'visory information-delivering capacity. You are trying 

to enlighten on the specifics of available project efforts that could 

be undertaken. I suppose, to some degree, you will find Regional Ad

ministrators who will be very interested in your analysis of the poten

tial quality of an agency to tmdertake a project that they are inter

ested in doing. That is a very important kind of assessment iunction. 

It can also be a very sensitive one, for example, where a particular 

operating official wants to do the Hollingworth project, and you are 

on a confidential basis saying to the administrator of the region _ 

who may be supporting it with discretionary money _ "No way, pal, it 

will not whistle. They do not have the capability to carry it. They 

are doing too much already. They do not have the middle-management 
quality needed." 

That is vep~ tough because you have to get in there to make the 

assessment and, if you are viewed as the hatchet who chops down local 

initiatives, it is a very tough role to play. Therefore, it behooves 
you to be as open as possible. 

When Mayo sends Bard and myself out to a city, we tell them 

straight up: "Look, we are here for two purposes: to give yotl an 

orientation to what Family Crisis Intervention Training is all about, 

and secondly, to go back and tell Lou Mayo at the Institute what o~ 
views are of yo~ capability to carry this thing out." 

If their guard goes up, fine. Either you are sufficiently a pro 

to get underneath it or you are not. Nobody expects that those of you 

wi th no field experience are going to be highly qualified gtmfighters 

moving in for the range war, but you had better s~vi ve after the first 

couple of battles and get some skills. Then you will be able to do the 
job. 

At the local level you will have the more difficult JOD of, as 

rapidly as possible, building some credibility with the operating 

agencies and the political leadership. That is a hell of a game to 
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have to play • To put it bltmtly you are going to have to keep the 

unyo~ satisfied that you are not stibve~ting his program by being 

totally coopted by the c.ops while at the sallie time letting the police 

c.hief knotoT that you aXle ~eally in there to introduce new ideas that he 

can ... ,t'Cstle with and help to sone degree with the implementation. If 

you can carry off all those dance steps, I am going to book you on TV. 

That is );'Gally what 1 see as the nature of the role. 

'l'here was implicit in this question a suggestion of the kinds of 

thinr..s Rogovin would see as this person '5 activities, and hoYT fast he 

would have to move. Anybody who thinks that you are going to wa."Lk in 

and say - ItHello) how do you do, Regional Administrator ~ let us go see 

tho police commissioner and we will get Crisis Intervention Training 

rolling two days from Wednesdayll - anybody 'dho thinks that is a damn 

idiot, particularly if it is foreign terrain for you; and more par>ticu

larly if you have never :been out on anybody's tU.t'f at all. If you are 

one of the bl:'~d nmdes, then double the estimates. If you are a hard

nosed, like Jimmif Blue Eyes here Who has been on the West Coast and 

knQWs $olOOthing about what the drill is all about, and you are put in 

as a community-based change agept in Baltimore OP some other place, 

you will know yolW way around. 

Lot us deal fot' a moment" I would suggest, with guys like the ESIP 

people who eOlne out of the two cities Philadelphia and Columbus, 

Georgia, The ~n who Were in Philadelphia certainlY know enough about 

the pol! tics of a big Easte,l."T{l city, and they know about less-than

totally"'f'lx:mtiel:' type police commissioners. They know what it is to 

deal with. mayors who did not happen to spend fourteen year>s training 

in a go......el:'nment agency in systems analysis • They know what intran

nigent judges are like and they know how bard it is to introduce any 

sort of innovation. 

I Would a$sun~ that within the first few months certain~y all of 

the neceSsat'y' contacts will have been establiShed; the guy will be 

known as potentially a helpful person - not a boat-rocke:l:l, not somebody 

13.0 

Who is goi:flg to catlse 
any serious problems - and have b 

course on proJ'ects wh' h egun the dis-
loC are not just ' . 

tute said they were . t. lonterestlol1g because the Insti-
th t. lon et'est.l.ng, hut which look potenti,ally viable in 

a settlong. The~e is no real point iH t . 
based CO!'l:'eotiona1 • alklong. ahClut a communi ty-

prog~am, lof corrections al~ still . 
the absolute Neanderthals of 25 or 50 . loP the hands of 

years ago. I do not think that 
you can reasonably look for a hell of a lot 
quarter. Jrore than that in the first 

I think howe" h . , ver:l t at, USlong: that ." 
d - same illustration, . f b 

en of the first six months~ there is' lo y the 
"under wayll _ not ne' no eVlodence of y);'oject activity 

cessar~ly full-blo~r.n - in 
ating agencies one ld one or more of the oper-

, wou not be far off th 
tion the effect' . e mark "in starting to ques-

. ~veness of that perSOll. I h' 
v t lnk that is a 1:>ealistic 
~ew, particularly sinoe I assume that comm . 

would not b . . uuloty-hased change agents 
e gOlong lonto S\,/eetwatel', Texas. 

reasonably larg . . o' They would be going into 
e J Ut'losloctions, 1: hope. 

I would also assume ~hat there has 
f . befm some sigl'li£lcant level 

o lnvolvement with grant acti vi Th 
activity. These pla ty. ere has been some project 

ces a!'e not 'totally -I • 

volved in the p~~~ scer~le. They have been in-
~·v_ess. They have d . 

planning concept ,~ some nCl dlng acquaintance with the 
• They may have had a whOle s' . 

ences, I do not know B t . erloes of blotter experi-
. u at least, if that is the c 

three-to siX-month p 'd ase, then a 
erloo 'lould b,.,. m" . d ~, "':; lo ea of some visibl . 

a program of the kind we have been discus • e lompact for 
Th . sl.ng. 

re' e1."e is a different problem, When you talk 

~lonal1Y based. ! am a very skeptical guy. 
about the men who are 

There are those of my frloends Who sa th . Y at I am cynlcal I d h 
my view' . . . . eny t at because cyn~clsm, in 

, loS an lorretrloevable state; havin h' . 
it. I am just very sk t' g ac loeved lot, you never lose 
a . . ep lcal. It would be very easy for a self-

k ~grdandifzlon~, regionally assigned change agent ~o Claim credit 
lon s 0 thlngs. I would ct' fOl" all 
. t~,~ au loon you on two gl.'ounds that that • 
~s ~e' one th 1" loS a . ,e c aloInl.ng of cX'edit for ch . 

ange .l.n the operating 
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agencies by anybody but an operating agency person is a dreadful 

error - if you ever let them think that they did not do it and you 

did, you are going to like it in Schenectady. You know, the Insti

tute is not a collection of ham and eggers. They have their own moni

tors. They do have a pretty well-developed system of feedback. To 

put it bluntly, it is not big brother watching you, but there are 

hundreds of people in the program, and the Institute guys - Burkhardt, 

Mayo .• are going to be looking for feedback and they are going to 

know whether or- not you have any involvement with so~ething or whether, 

in fact, the thing was generated three months before you ever hit the 

turf. 

Again, I do not mean to denigrate anybody or be presumptuous or 

highly critical of you individually, but you had better be very care

ful about what you claim to have been involved with or which emerges 

in part as a consequence of your effort and stuff that was on the 

ground before you got there. 

In terms of a timetable, I would be far more flexible with a man 

assigned regionally, depending upon the nature of the activity in that 

region prior to his arrival. I will not cite in a critical way any 

particular region in this cO':U'"ltry, but there are some which are sub

stantially behind. It is going to take a great deal to move the 

police, courts, and corrections within state ______ and within 

region • 

As I cay, I would be more willing to view in an expansive way the 

involvement of the regional change agent. I would be interested in 

the nature of his contacts: how many ,. what agency level, what per

sonnel? It may well be that there will be a different kind of report~ 

ing mechanism for regionally based as opposed' to comml,lIli ty-based change 

agents. I just do not know. I think the Institute would be looking 

to see the range of contact,. the frequency of contact, and the nature 

of contact. Are you being brought in to help sharpen a project inter

est they alx>eady hav'e,. which mayor may not be one that you have in 
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your bag of tricks to sell, or is it a project that you are bein"" 
asked to make a presentation on.' itT " 

ell us about Crisis Intervention 
or Community-Based Treatment or Whatever." 

become significant. How many requests were 
information on t ff f ' 

suo wh~ch they were previously aware only by 

Those indicators, I think, 

you responding to for 

uid you make a full-blown presentat~on?, 
~ ~ Are you knowledgeable? 

name? 

QUESTION: W h fr 
eave equently talked about being coopted by the mayor 

or the regional administrator or the police chief. How about bein.g 

coopted by a project? We get so wrapped up in that project that we' 
become the guy Who is c ' h 

ar~~ng t at ball, which is not really the role 
of a change agent. There .,.Till not always be a Charley 

Mort Bard to come along to car~ the ball. .How 
Rogovin or a 

are we going to avoid that? 

MR. ROGOVIN: The . t . 
po~n ~s very well taken. It is very dangerous. 

You can fall in 1 'tt. 
ove w~ il a particular activity·because it happens 

to meet your professional interests. I do not suggest that everYbody 
is an information systems t b 

exper, ut many certainly have an excellent 
reputation in that' area. Y 

ou could get ve~ much wrapped up in an 
information system design effort or implementation effort because it 
is clos~ to your profe8sional heart, 

you are comfortable with it, and so forth. 

r thir~ that it becomes the responsibility of whoever is your 

superi~r in the field. More import.antly, it becomes the !'esponsibility 

of prOJect management to keep you on the track. They really have to 
reach out and say: !!Look. MY>. s hl k k 

- ... c oc, we now that you are crazy 
about the prosecutors, but the -'=eedback we k 

~I eep getting from the 
r,!stitute monitors is that they are terribly worried about the lack 

of cO:t::'rectional improvement activity; now get with it." I think that 
is a management problem for your supe .... ~o."..s. I . 

~.~ .... t ~s not the Institute's 
responsibiE ty unless they are pu::;hed. 

You have to keep your people 

that r can say to your field personnel 

awfully nice to do What is familiar and 

on multiple tracks. The most 

is to keep in mind that it is 
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what you like to do. I like to get out theIle and fool arotmd with the 

organized crime guys %,self. That is the best that I can give you on 

that. 

QUESTION; I would like to solicit your views on not so hypothetical 

a problem in the ~iami area. One faction asserted that ~ by placing 

two change agents with the cOtmty manager, we would alienate all three 

ele~~nts of the criminal justice system; therefore, we should open an 

office downtown and put a shingle out. The other faction asserted 

that~ hy doing this, we would remove ourselves £rom all three elements 

of the criminal justice system. I t-wuld like to get your comments on 

that. 

I1R. ROGOVIN: Fot' those of your colleagues who know something about 

l15.ami it is hardly a dance around the Maypole to try to work in that 

jUX'iodiction. That is a fantasy land that almost defies description. 

'rhey have a so't: of problems down there that is just some1:hing. Let 

me respond directly. 

I think it would be a serious mistake if you set out a shingle 

downtown saying: "Change agent, we respond cheerfully to all inqui

x>ioo ,II 'fhere is no way for that. You have to keep in mind that there 

is ~t: least arguably a rational design to this whole technolo~i trans

fer p~~am. There is the Institute's piece of the action, and there 

are consulting organizations involved. Never lose sight of the fact 

where this pt'ogram really l:Iuns. It runs with the people who got desig

natad in positions of authority around the country. Nobody anointed 

you und tOO" but the oi ty 1!.'~mager is thet'e until there is an act of God 

and hc gets removed.. 

QUESTION: (cont.) By going into\ the county manager's office you 

ill\1'rodiatel.y alienate the seven ethel:" jurisdictions in the at'ea in 

Dade County that maintain their own police forces", Th~ would not 

tulk to you. 
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MR. ROGOVIN: Okay, but my point is that you can not he all things to 

all people. For practical pwposes in Dade County, Florida, there is 

the Dade County Department - Bud Pwdy's department. There is Barney 

Garmire in Miami and there is Rocky Pomerance in Miami Beach, This 

guy looks like Ray Nitschkets big brother, but he is something else. 
You do not get anythlo'n t h' . g pas lom. He l.S a very shrewd administrator. 

going to support 
To put it bluntly, if the National Institute were 

5,216 CJ change agents, you could wast.e yo""" t~me 
u.- ~ worrying about those 

other little juriSdictions. You don't have time for them. I think 
the issue is', whe d f 

re 0 your e forts have the greatest potential for 
payoff? It is like trying to do business with these night watchman 

constables in Pennsylvania or these little f±ve- and six-man police 

depavtments. I will not get into a long discourse on what ought to 

happen to them, but the point is, to put a guy, who costs what change 

agents cost, in the field to screw around with a little six- or 
eight-man police department is sheer nonsense. 

The clout there is the 
county manager's. You say that he does 

does not have any clout in Miami City, but the trade-off there is that 
you happen to have a rational guy in Barney GarflU'''''e Tf h b 

~-. ~ you ave een 
skillful in establishing credibility with the operating agency heads 

. you do not lose it because you are housed at the county manager IS' 

offices. You have an obligation to go in there and explain what you 

are doing at the county manager's level. Why are you there? You tell 

them why you are there, which is; H:I3ecause if not) I WOuld he down on 

Third Street selling apples and waiting for somebody to come and ask 

~ to do something. This gives me access to an important set of agen

Cl.es at the county level. It permits me to come and see Chief Garmire. 

I can also go to see Rocky Pomerance. I have the resowces of the 

manager's apparatus available to try and benefit as many people as I 

can, given the amount of time that I have available. II Now if it does 

not sell, it does not sell. But you have to make a rational statement 

about why you are where you are, and, most importantly, you have to 
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let them know that you. a~ there to help them. Damn the political 

~onflictB. It gets hai1:'Y, of course, when you are going to initiate 

oomething with 141ami that Purdy does not like, but then you have to 

roko clear that you do not work for Purdy and you do not work for 

Ga:X:'I1lire. You wOrk as a :resource introduced down there by something 

cloo, which io the National Institute. 

It io in theory trying to henefi t as mal1Y as it can with whatever 

limi ted Ot' large talents you per'Sonally may have. I said to you earlier 

that W change agents are going to need some political skills. They 

will cat you alive, if they can. And you may get turned off. So what? 

One guy oays; II! am not dealing with you if you are talking to that 

a.o.b. across the street. 1I 

Yow l:Iesponse should he: "Gee, I am sorry you feel that way." 

You do not haw time to stand there and bang your head against 

the wall. There is only so much you can do. You pick the targets 

that a~ opportune and you work on them. You are not going to be 

all things to all men. Make no bones about it. Not necessarily 

overyone io going to love you.. If you have to be loved, you had 

bo'ttol:l go into some other work. 

gUES'l'IOt!,: You talk about establishing credibility with the police 

dO~)llrtment. How about credibility with corrections and that lawyer 

Cro\.,d? 

HR. ROGOVIN: r..et me suggest something to you. Judges are the tough-
~.I ,; 
cst. I am ver:y setlious when :r say that when you come in as a systems 

analyst Ol:1 an opel"utions researcher 0l:1 a Ph.D. in mathematics; you will 

find u ve~y ticklish proposition in dealing with a guy who has supreme 

pownX', All of the judgels actions are conditioned by the fact that a 

lot of his time is spent in that room where he is the man. He is, for 

pl:tilctical purposes, totally unchecked. He can do anything he wants. 

Now COlOOS in tochlnvat', t'epresentingthe Institute. You can 

t}itho'V bo. an obsequious s. Q.b. and he will. eat you up and you will get 
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nothing done, or an abrasive bastard and he will t'll!'n you off and 

throw you out, or you can strike a middle ground, which is to say to 

him, unequivocally, that you have a job to do and here is what the job 

is. You do not beg for anything. You are not here to force anything 
down hJ."s th~oat. You t"ck ff th 1~" d .... J. o· e ~J.n s of problems that beset systems 

in criminal justice. You do not come in as a self-proclaimed local ex

pert: "Judge, here are your problems. Now if you hOad a Moy system 
for court management II 

The judge says: "What are you talking about, smart ... ? 'lou 

just got into town and you are trying to tell me what is wrong here?" 

You do not tell him what is wrong there, You tell him about the 

kind of problems you have become familiar with that beset court sys

tems. You make very clear that you really do not know what particular 

Problems he has there. Then you have a judge - Bob Cushman:~ is nod

ding - Who says: "That is very interesting. Thank you for corning. 
~ve do not have any problems," 

Then you have a problem. Then it becomes a matter of how skill

ful you are. I return to the theme of: when you can come in with a 

small incremental change that he, just like the street cop, can see a 

benefit from, that he claims credit for - judges are notorious for not 

sharing - then you have given him something. But if he is intransi

gent, you are not going to get through it all. You just are not. 

There are certain chiefs, whom I will not name, whom you could stand 

up and spit nickels for and it will not make that much of a difference, 

Nobody at the Institute expects instant, overwhelming success, 

You cannot change it all. You can change it piece by piece. You may 

attract the attention of a judge who is a hard-nosed reactionary, if 

you will, because he is impressed by something you have done creatively 

in the police department. Then he says to himself: "Okay, maybe there 
is some possibility of using this guy." 

.'. 
nDirector, Santa Clara Criminal Justice Pilot Program. 
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But if directl¥, obliquely, every other way. 
You have to try it d You must be postUI"ed as 

d you are one. 
you get in there an cave, t d what you are there to do 

and YOU must unders an """uaonable but fit'm; 'd or the 
"",.., it clear to him, ·whether it be the J u ge 1 
and you. havu to mak~ 'ttee of the bar association OJ:! the who e 
local ct'iminal j ustJ.ce COffiI!1l. ting agencies you are 

~ ~id or whateveJ:! opeJ:!a .t.'u.I' aaaooiation ~ God ,l.oru , . gu;y 
JJ t 'th a reputation as be~ng a i 'tl If you can walk ou WJ. " about 
deal ng Wl. ). £..: ""m and knows what he J.S talkJ.ng , i i "'aid: "He is ....... 
of Whom t S Q d an accolade as you can 

' 1\ that is probably as goo 
hut t don't like hJ.m

1 
, Th highest praise would 

. thing worthwhJ.le. e 
expect if you are dOlong any all knows what he is doing. H 

k h is but he re y be' "What a tm.an sue er e , , t I think 
• h t came into the InstJ.tu e, 

If those were the reports t a ! do not expect them all to come 
BUI'khaI'dt would stand up and clap. 

in that way; Anybody else? 

d that the best strategy would be to 
gUES'rION,: Would you recoTlillen tablish a reputation first before you 
atrike that area where you can es 

attack the other areas? • from the trade. Bruckheim comes 
MR ROGOVIN: Let roe give you a pJ.ece 'life I feel 
'" " • h ve never seen you before J.n ny • 
ill to See Rogov.l.n. I a . li "Whom do you 

b in Indianapo s. you out and find that you have een 

li 1" know in Indianapo S It 

"'ou ~ay: "! knol-Y Jimnw Blue Eyes ~ et cetera. 
J. - uYou have a guy from ' 11 from Blue Eyes: Suppose I we:tlQ 1:0 get a ca k II 

He did some good wo!' • In.dianapolis. Not a bad guy. . g to a community 
. a ticket. If you are gOJ.n 

Right away you have . of yorfJ:' Indianapolis con-
to ascet"talon from some 

site, it behooves you h they know out there. 
. • h have heen favorable - w om 

taoto - assunu.ng t ey. . h '''''d this sounds, but it 
. cd t' n I know ow we~. 

'lou eQmewith an l.ntl" .uc ~o • . f 'ronment. If you corne 
hi 11 personalized k~nd 0 enYl. 

iu not. It is a fP y. 'ty a that says lIaccess 
mil' t~ or national SecUI'l. .cwe 

with a tag in the 1. . ':5 Not in the police 
• h is II they give you the .1..n o. en a need-te ... know . as ) 
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field though. Out the!'e, if you come with a tag from Blue Eyes, then 

initially you are not all bad. It is kind of a pr-ima facie situation. 

There is a rebuttable PI'esumption that you are all right. Start that 

way. Cops do know judges. Judges know cops, Cops know co!'rections 

people - not very well and not ve!'y favorably _ but they know them. 

SUr>e it makes sense, If you are most comfor'table in one area and, 

assuming that it accords with the larger priorities under which you 

have to Ope!'ate, certainly inject yourself into that area., Do not get 

sucked up again in project activity because you like it, but start ' 

Where you think you can most easily establish credibility. The word 

spreads .fastest £rom the cops to the other> elements, not the other 

way. The cops do not take it £rom anybody. They want to have it es

tablished for them, so yes, if you have been in the Indianapolis police 
and you go somewhere else, why not start there? 

QUESTION: What about the fellows Who have not been out ther>e? 

MR. ROGOVIN: It is a tough ball game fo!' those fellows. I think that 

those fellows will not have any views. They may have personal views 

~»out the system based on what they know about it without actual in

volvement, but there they are going to have to be guided by whoever 

it is that is taking them by the hand •. If it is the Regional Admin

istrato!', you kind of initially have to follow the pattern he lays out. 

I do not mean to be r>epetitious here, but if he wants to push 

corrections, you may have to start there. The assumption is that you 

are skillful people and you will begin to assess oPPor>tunities for 

yourself. I do not know how carefully you are going to be controlled 

in terms of your travel, for example, from the regional level. It is 

different at the community level. You can get a handle on elements 

of the system fairly rapidly. At the regional level you will have to 

play it by ear. That is not very much guidance, but that is the best 
I can do for you. 
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POLICE TRAINING INNOVATIONS 

by. 

Dr. George Kirkham 
Assistant Professor in Criminology 

Florida State University 

The author discusses interpersonal problems 
peculiar to police officers and proposes a "police 
human relations training" approach to deal with them. 
Drawing from his own experience as a police officer, 
he presents a program of film clips and analytical 
guidelines to help policem~n "pre-expose" themselves 
to interpersonal problems they will experience em 
their beats and seek out answers to them within a 
range of peer consensus. 

Police Human Relations Training 

It is really a pleasure to be here. I am going to try to make 

my presentation rather informal and, I hope, mercifully brief, and I 

hope that you have some reactions to and some questions about what we 

are doing. 

I am going to describe to you briefly a human relcttions training 

program undertaken at Florida State University. It is a project 

jointly oper-ated by the Office of the Sheriff, Jacksonville, Florida, 

and the School of Criminology at my university. 

First, I would like to begin with an operational definition. 

We need to know,what we are talking about when we say "police human 

relations training." Really, by the term, we are talking about a 

whole complex of problems in interpersonal communi,cations that are 

particularly important to police officers. Now we all have inter

personal interactions and problems in the course of our everyday lives, 

but policemen have some which are particularly significant to the per

formance of their jobs, and that is what we want to consider. 

Our program attempts to increase the interpersonal communications 

skills of policEmen in dealing with the kinds of problems which make 

up their jobs. It tries to increase their pwareness of the kinds of 
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problems they nre going to encounter CClnstantly on the streetS. 1t 

strives to give the~. above all; greatE~r insight into their personal 

nttituoea. and the values that we all have, and the manner in which 

these aff~et theit performance. 
N~) a little bit about the background for this, As many of you 

know, police 1Jork in the United States today is undergoing tremendous 

-changa. We 8_re in an era or; "We say, professionalism: ne~1 programs 

are. _append-ns, police training is increasing, and many states are 

Betting up minimum standards requirements ror every police officer 

in the Btate to have a certain number of hours of training. Now we 

know tl}at there was a tinle when all you did was simply give a man a 

gun and a badge and put: him on the street--that was all the training 

he received, except perhaps ror a little orientation and a map from 

/lOlTiaone. 
Wall, what is the status of police training today? Where does 

poli.ce humart relations training fit into this crest of professionalism 

we scem to be itt.~ It has been the case, despite the fact that police 

t~ainin~ generally has been increasing in quality and quantity over 

the yen-rs, that there haa been Ii tremendous neglect of. this area that 

we etlll "human r~lnt:Lona. n It you take a look at the curriculum of 

mont police training centers acrosS the United States, most depart

manta nndncademies t yoU will find that it is largely preoccupied 

with very traditional subjects: firearms) self-defense, crime scene 

invostigation. fingerprinting and the like. It seems that policemen 

nt~ trained) traditionally and st.il1 today, so that about 90 percent 

of t.heir training goes into what they do 10 percent of the time. 

Vla.t.eh1ng bdnm 12 and Qragnet gives you this kind of stereotyped image 

of whllt tlla police role really is. 1t is about catching the bad g\lYs 

and locking them up. Of course, this reallyisn 1 t what it j s about 

'at All. Police work is just an incredibly tough human reJlations job. 

Host of the time, our police officers, according to studies of their 

t'ole~ ate inv¢lved in non-enforcement situations, just trying to deal 
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with other people who have problems--to do so in most cases without 

adequate skill and preparation. 

Personal Experience as an Officer 

About two years ago I t th , go e idea that I wanted to learn some~ 

thing more about the state of police human relations training in the 

United States, particularly in my own state, Florida. What kind of 

training did police officers receive? And how adequate was the train

ing in terms of the work officers had to do once they graduated? I 

took a rather unorthodox, really rather controversia~ research ap

proach, and became involved in a somewhat unusual participant obser

vation project in order to do this. The first action I took was to 

set about enrolling myself as a student in the police standards train-

ing program. 

Florida, like many other states, has a 280-hour training require

ment. Every police officer and deputy sheriff in the state must go 

through 280 hours of training. I enrolled in thi . s program, necess-

arily at night because I was a full-time university professor, and 

I went four hoursa night five nights a week, for four months, and 

somehow managed to get through it. It was quite an ordeal: never 

having fired a gun, I found myself on the range doing that and being 

thrown around by stronger, younger peers, with whom I also dusted for finger

prints and investigated imaginary accidents, and sometimes fought boredom 

and tried to stay awake. In any case, I graduated from the police acad-
emy, and after a great deal of administrative maneuvering, going 

through various requirements, such as physicals, background checks, 

and so forth, I finally became a police officer. This was my goal, 

to become a regular, sworn, uniformed patrolman in a major city. I 

became a police officer in the City of Jacksonville, a city of about 

half a million people. Particularly, I arranged to wor~ as a ~olice 

officer in that area of the city which I believed would be most 

occasioned by stress problems, by difficult human relations functioning. 
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I was assigned, essentially, as a patrolman in the black ghetto sec

tion. of Jacksonville. 

Jacksonville has a combined offi,ce for the sheriff and city police 

one law enforcement agency of about 1,000 men for the entire city. So, 

I worked for a pedod, full-time~ of four months as a patrolman in 

Jacksonville's smallest, highest crime beat. It's a beat called 305, 

which takes i'1'l a black housing proj ect, a kind of a slum area, bars, 

flop houses, pool halls, and the like. There were so many things that 

happened down there, so many things that were informative and sometimes 

traumadc. One opportunity that this provided me, having been through 

the training that all Florida police officers receive, which is similar 

to, I think, what is received in most parts of the country, was to 

consider the measure between what I had learned and what I had to do 

on the street. I found; as I believe most rookies discover, that 

the.re was very little congruence between the two. During all of the 

time that I spent, I used my service revolver and the other tools of 

my trade very little. But! faced a tremendous problem just dealing 

with other human beings .. handling family fights; mediating racial 

disturbances; helping people who were emotionally disturbed, suicidal, 

or mentally ill in some other way; and dealing with alcoholics. And 

I had to face all these problems in the very stressful environment in 

which they actually happened. 

I had been, for a time, a probation parole worker and a prison 

counselor; ! fourtd 1 interestingly enough, that the police officer faces 

iuterpe~sonal problems which are incredibly more difficult than those 

encountered in these other roles because those who are in areas like 

probation, parole, and prison, have the luxury of dealing with prob

lems when they are col.d. They don't see interpersonal problems in 

the context: in which they are actually unfolding. But having, for 

exnmple, counseled prison inmates iI~ an institutional setting, ! found 

it very difficult to walk in on a man while he was bludgeoning his 

wife 0'1: something and screaming and shouting and reacting hostilely to 
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my presence. It W 
as an entireljr different ball game. 

I mentioned that I wertt th:r-ough 
not some rather humorous e~eriences) 

the leas t of which W'as tryin~ to 
apply the therapeutic teChniques 

of, for example, Rogerian psychology in the kind of 
hi h environment j.n 

w c the policeman functions. 
I would ~.,ralk into a family fiC'ht in 

which a guy would be 0 

fly screaming and. throwing things around and ! would 
say, au seem to be very angry. n He w ld If 

bi au say, Yeah, you son of 
a tCh, get out of here," and 1: would uN' 

11 And h say, . ow, you are anp;ry at 
me. t e next thing I would know I Would be fi~hting him I was 
80 therapeutic with these people! • 

Development of a Training Program 

Well, I think I 
got a fair amount of data i~ terms of the needs 

of policemen and the d fi i 
e c encies of existing traini 

returning to the . ng programs. After 
un~versity - although I still f 

time am unctioning part-
as a police officer for the purposes of this stUdy _ 

with b I sat down 
anum er of other men who had been po1i 

1 ce officers. We began to 
oak back on our own academy training and "y 

say, au know, what were 
some of the human relations deficiencies? What was th bi 
Where did it fall down? Wh' e g 

. y weren t we better prepared for 
of things that' t h' 

problem? 

these kinds 
JUS ~t us like ice water? Why did we 

i b have to deal 
w tt these human problems on a trial-and-error basis?, 
h Couldn't there ave been some ki d f . 

n 0 systemat~c presentation to get us ready to deal 
with these things?rt Well, as we began talking among 
f d ourselves, we sort o escribed the inCidents, . 

as cops will do, that We had actually faced 
on the streets. 

One time ! had a human relations problem. 
began mouthing at me and I J'ust lost my temper. 

A guy came down and 

! jl1st blew it. Another time I walked in 
and discovered that a guy had scalded a little 

child's hands in water and r J' us t 
completely lost control of myself. 

And I got so I couldn't handle 
dealing with black people, whatever the 

problem might have been. 
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And we. started content-analyzing all these little incidents that 

we had actually been in. and we be~an to sort them into major problem 

cfltegories. We found that many of thettl. fell into "ethicS.
lI 

You know, 

policemen receive, ironically, no ethical training, really, to speak 

of. They receive no oppo~tunity to consider the kinds of ethical 

issues they are going to encounter. We group others into areas of 

" El tr(>sa tnJ!nagement" and "emotional control," and still othe-rs into 

eueh subjects as Hpe:rsonal values," "min oriry group encounters, II and 

the like.. ,And then we said, HNoW', how can Tile take these kinds of 

probletl1l'l and Aomehow use them to the bp.nefit of people who are going 

to become police officers, as well as those who are already in service?" 

And we decided; that one of the ~rea~problems a police officer faces 

is that he has no opportunity to make a dry run at these problems. 

He has had no chance to consider them until he actually gets into 

them. There csn be no advance planning or advance consideration of 

alternatives. We hoped that maybe we could somehow rectify this. 

Preparation of Film Clips 
So, what we set about doing, and you will see a film which il-

lustrates some of this effort very shortly, was to recreate these 

human t'elations problems. \~e wound up with a group of about 40 of 

them, including the various subject areas such as stress, ethics, and 

So fot'th,\.:thich we felt were representative of the major spectrum of 

human relations problems that policemen face. 
~~e aaid, UWhat would happen if we took these problems and re-

create~ them in an open-ended fashion in a sense that we showed the 

p~oblem~~exposed what went wrong--what actually happened to one of us 

or an off.icer ltnown to uS on the streets'?" Then we could use a ulodel 

of group. interaction aimed at creating a peer group consensus, as a 

positive approach to the. problem} to draw out recruits and in-service 

peopl~ toward a recognition of the problem aud its alternatives. 

Uegitmin$ to clarify different courses of action, ~<1e said this might 
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be a means for increasing police officers' insights into their per

sonal feelings, and into some of the kinds of encounters that they 

were like 1" to have. Thes h d J e a never been talked about before we hit 

the stree ts • 

We all found we had very similar experiences. No one had told· 

us what to do if our partner lost control of himself, or was about to 

engage in some sort of curb-s~de· t· ~ JUs ~ce and beat someone, or if 

another officer came in drinking on duty, or if still another officer 

was stealing, taking bribes, or whatever. 

We really came to believe that one of the factors responsible 

for the lack of professional conduct in many areas is the very fact 

that there exists a condition that sociologists have called IIpl ural

istic ignorance" among policemen. It is really very unfortunate. 

It is that policemen don't know how one another feel about a par

ticular issue~ because they don't discuss it'a~ the academy. Let's 

sayan officer discovers that another officer is stealing. He may 

have a personal orientation about the correct thing to do, but he 

doesn't know quite what. to do because he doesn't know how his peers 

feel about it. He has never considered--never joined the issue. He 

has never talked it through, which is one of the things that we be

lieve needs very badly to be done in a training academy situation. 

We wanted to evolve a program that would be effective and that 

could quickly be disseminated throughout the United States at a very 

low cost. We didn't want a program that would be dependent upon 

~~chnical personnel, role-playing facilities, university staff, and 

the like. We wanted a program that the little police department in 

Panacea, Florida, could use as well as the police officers in the 

District of Columbia. 

So, we decided to create a package of l6-millimeter colored 

films, portraying a total of 40 problems~ with structural guidelines 

and a training strategy for the analysis and group discussi,on of 

these problems. This is what we essentially have been moving toward 
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under a $48,000 grant we received last year from the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration. 

Now, what! am going tc show you today:is a very preliminary 

acrt of product. You will see one of the six pilot films. We have 

developed three out of a total series of six so far. We have three 

more left to do. 

1 would remind you that it is a product that is geared primarily 

to police officers. Because police reality is different from the 

reality of the average citizen, the language, the way in which things 

are presented, is such that is credible to policemen. It may not be 

as digestible as what you hear on television about policemen. 

to give you o~e example, one of the first scenes that you will 

aee on this particular reel, I think, is a donlestic situation. We 

know thlit there is no more difficult call, no more dangerous call, 

that policemen handle than a domestic call. Having handled them 

myself over t::hepast four or five months> I can appreciate why they 

are extremely di£ficult--there is no easy way to approach them. 

nlere is no pet formula for them; there are no path techniques that 

wOrk particularly well. All we can strive to do in this kind of 

aitu8.tion, as in so many others, is to increase the police officer 1 s 

ubility to monitor himself, to control his own feelings, and to 

inCrease his ability to read what is going on in interaction with 

other people. 

~se of Trnining Guides 

It\ the. training or analytical guidelines that we use in group 

discussion of these things~ we try to get policemen to consider many 

di.ffere.nt things.. Such things as--how do you feel when a man resists 

yout' nuthority? How do you feel when somebody gets too close to you 

phys.ical1y? ! began to find, as a policemen, that I developed cer

ta.in sensitivities. 1 didn't like someor.e to touch me. I parti

cu1arly didntt like someone to tap his hand on my chest~ I would 
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" d " see re, discovering qualities of temper 
in myself that I did ' realize eXisted. n t 

We wanted police officers to become aware of 
language, the symbolism of the uniform 

such things as body 

how they can put that 

under control and not 
let 

itself, and the power imagery-
to work for them, and how they can also keep it 

let it get out of hand. We didn't want 
themselves be domi t d b h them to 

na e y t e power aspects of their job. 
As we go through th b 

ese pro lems to develop the guidelines which 
we have not prepared yet, We will get 

into an analysis; for example 
one of the group leaders will say, " ' 

Well, supposing this guy was your 
partner, what would you do? Or, if you were his 
would you feel? supervisor, how 

Or, how do you suppose this man f 
into his home and id h elt when you walked 

sa t is particular thing?" W h e try, again, to get 
t em to appreCiate, from a social-psychological 
themselves as both an "I" d 11 II an a me, 
subjective dimenSions of themselves. 

standpoint, seeing 

i.e.) see the objective and 

Need for 0Eerationalization 

right now--and we are here, 

aSSistance of LEAA in continued 
among 

funding of 

What we are moving toward 

other reasons, to seek the 

this--is to operationalize this program, 
Jacksonville Sheriffs Academy, and to do 

experimentally, at the 

ina1 evaluation of it. 
a fairly thorough longitud

We need to find out, under the impact of time 
once one group has been through th ' 

e program, whether or not it signif-
i~~antly re~ults in different attitu-d-e-s and b-ehavior in the field for 
gro\\1pS that have been put through it, 

of the variable of time and 

orientation which results. 

and if so, what is the impact 

of differential assignments on the kind of 

Ae police officers h ,we ave a preconceived range of 
1 acceptable 

so utions to a problem. N 
ow, many of these problems are capable of 

being approached or solved in a number of ways. We may not agree. 
However, out of the dialogue of this 

, there seems to evolve a consensus 
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as to, well, maybe there is a middle ground. We are particularly 

trying to deal with the existence in the police community of the 

delinquent minority. This minority is comparable to the small min

ority of people in priso'? T.rho are extremely delinquent and hostile-

who more or less stampei; those who are basically rather all right, 

so to speak, into going along with them. The same things happen 

in police departments. Regarding the New York City Police Depart

ment, for example, we have the NAN Commission Reports. The corrup

tion reported by the commission couldn't have happened but for the 

silent complicity of a lot of other cops who were basically honest 

and basically pro-social, but who went along because they lacked 

more "in's." They never really discussed these kinds of things and 

didn't have any strong reenforcement toward doing what was correct. 

To give you an example, we tried to run a pretty honest police 

department in Jacksonville and take, I think, some pride in it. It 

is aignificant that I say, "we," for my membership group has become 

tl .... n 0 re erence a . k ! d f f gr up for me I have .begun to identify with it 

somewhat. But, about eight months ago, a young vice-officer I knew 

was transferred into vice; he was approa(:hed by one of his senior 

officers, a sergeant, who told him, "Look, we have a gambling ring 

going on here. It is worth $1,000 a month to you. We will take 

c,are of you. There is no chance of getting caught. It has been 

hil "The young officer said later that going on for quite awe now. 

there was no question about doing the J;'ight thing. He agonized for 

weeks and weeks before he went to the FBI and Internal Security be

cause he didn't know what the other guys would think of him. He was 

sUrprised to find that the people were supportive of what he had done. 

He J;'eally had done the righ t thing. Now, my point is this: the 

probability of an officer's doing the correct thing, whether it 

involves J;'eporting a bribe or 'refraining from exercising force, is 

greatly enhanced if he has in his mind that he will be reenforced by 

40 of his peers in the academy. You know that we discussed this 
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issue, we talked about stealing, we talked ab'out 
a guy coming in drunk 

on duty, we talked about beating somebody up who is black for saying 

something offensive to you. We have talked about how we feel about 

child molesters and so on. We decided on what was an acceptable range 
of response to such beh' TI 

av~ors. 1e chances are much greater that an 
officer will do the correct thing if he has b . 

een pre-exposed than if 
he is simply thrown out and left to a trial-and-error basis. 

I have seen this. A senior man will take an officer and tell 

him, "You know, this is the way it is done around here, kid." And 

the kid doesn't know any different--he just floats and kind of picks 
up what he can. 

Discussion of Films 

Well, I would now like to show you the film with the hope that 

it will give you some ideas about what we are trying d 
to o. Bear 

in mind that ther 1 
e are a coup e of sound problems in at least one of 

the shots on this reel. You can get some idea of what we are trying 

to do and then perhaps we can discuss it a little bit and elicit 

some questions and reactions from you. So, why don't we go ahead. 
These scenes will all be rearranged and ill 

you w notice as you look 
at them that some of them deal with ethical points. This is just 

for presentation purposes. They will be systematically arranged. 

Some of them deal with stress issues and the like. But, this is 
probably a good representative presentation. 

Everyone in the scenes has actually been a police officer. 

That is kind of a basic rule of thumb that we use, and Mr. Smith 

here is baSically responsible for the production of the films them

selves. I was over playing policeman while he was eOing the hard 
work of putting them together. 

(Three films were shown, each lasting about five minutes. The first 

focused on what can happen when two officers try to stop an argument 
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between husband and wife. The second presented the kind of verbal 

abuse an officer can be exposed to during an investigation. The 

third showed, how a rookie policeman can be influenced in the wrong 

way by his older patrol partner.) 

We have already begun to use these films experimentally with 

rec'ruits, so that they and in-service people will see more problems 

than we had originally intended in a situation. They will see new, 

subtle arguments, and hopefully begin to consider and anticipate 

problema and consider alternative reactions that we hadn't even in

tended. We tried, for example, to eliminate many minor procedural 

problems from the film. And yet, there are elements with, we think, 

value for human relations training that we have come upon inadvert

ently_ 

You may notice a habit of one officer in a couple of these 

scones, a habit which I also developed this summer. Never having 

worn a gun belt before, I would stand with one hand resting on my 

revolver and t~e, other hand on my cop case while I ~.,as talking to 

somebody. From a communicative standpoint, that is offensive. It 

annoyed people--it affected the outcome of many interactions, for 

example. Subtle little things like this may not seem important and 

yet they are. So, this is the kind of vehicle we are working with; 

if you can imagine 40 of these prohlems, you can project the program. 

~he problema range over many, many areas. We didn't have any of our 

minority group material on this reel, but we are particularly concerned 

with denling with the problem of black policemen. For black. police 

officers must work with white officers, and must function as officers 

with both black and white people. There are many issues here. 

nlere are many kinds of situations policemen become involved in, 

in double binds. What do they do? There is no clear cut answer. 

There is just no simple solution to each problem. 

For example, we have a scene that we just shot last week that 

shows a. black police officer dispatched to handle a complaint; he is 
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sent to serve a warrant on a white 

ist, very hostile toward the black 

he is going to be arrested 

man who tUrns out to be very rac

As SOon as he finds out officer. 

, he starts saying things like "B 
must be lost. y , oy, you 

ou must be in the wrong neighborhood." 
black officer k h Well, the 

eeps is cool, and a white off4cer who 
hi ~ is a friend of s and wants to hel 
to thi . P out, after hearing the dispatch of this officer 

s part~cular address an&knowing what kind of u h 
is, goes over to back him u g y t ,is person 
two are on the verge of a f:'ht

When 
the white officer walks up, the 

g • So, well-intentioned he steps in 
and says, "Bill, I will handle j.t." ' 

"I' will go with you. You are a police officer , 
The guy says, 

but this nigger . ~s not tak4ng h ~ me anyw ere. 
with him." I am not going any place 

The whi te off' 
~cer, well-intentioned again, tries to calm the 

guy down, and says, "Look Bill, just let me handle 
guy." He it. I knot., th:ls 

car. 

that 

tries to talk him d 
own, gets him out, and puts him in the 

The black officer calls him aside and says, 
"Don't ever pull 

of my calls like that. II again. Don't ever jump on one 

He says, "What do you mean?" 

The black officer answers, "I am not a spade, 
am a police officer. My uniform is the same color 
expect to be treated that WfJ:.J." 

or a nigger; I 

as yours. I 

The white officer 
responds, "Well, look, you want to wind up 

fighting that guy?" 

We discussed this incident, Gene 
Smith, my research associate 

into a fight ourselves trying to decide What 
the proper solution is. As 

and I, and nearly got 

should be done, what 
we began to explore 

this problem, we had t id 
o cons er middle grounds, like maybe calling 

the black officer aside and saying "Look it I 
, ,s your call; what do 

you want to do?" B t i 
u n any case, it is helping to address the kinds 

of things that officers are drawn into call after 
call, day after day. 
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tra~ning doesn't get into 

about stress, about dealing 
It is so tragic that existing police 

It d esn't include ethics, 
these things. 0 licemen all have pre-

£ li and values. Xou see, po . 
with inner ee ngs h Even if they are only 

d something or ot er. 
judicial sentiments t~lar 1 it is still prejudice, right? 
prejudiced to~ard prejudiced peop e, Or maybe it is 

, "hi "may be the child abuser. 
A police officer s t ng b1 ks Well we 

be it is something about ac. , 
the homose:Kual. Or may h sensitivity areas to 

11 these kinds of touC -tone 
use samples from a the peer group to re-
draw these kinds of things out and try to use 

enforce the correct range of responses. 

guestions and Answers h y 
- ti s or comments we would be most app 

If you have any ques on 

to anSwer them. doing is very similar 
that what you are 

gUES'rION!. It appears to me " 

i lIed "transactional analysis. 
to what s ca a lot of simple cops. 

GEO
RGE KIRKHAM: Well, except that we are just I 

1 i I tools, really. 
- to use any formal ana yt ca 
We are not trying f different sorts of perspectives, 

uld find fragments 0 
suppose you co 1 i' certainly, the whole thing 
maybe including transactional ana ys s, 

is steeped in social psychologies. ity and professionals 
tUth all deference to the academic commun. olice 

f the things wrong with eXLsting P 
such as ourselves~ one 0 Ie too many self-
training is that there have been too man

t
Y
h 

Pi:oPpro~lems are and try
lli policemen what e 

st~led experts, te ng f th reasons 
~ h That is one 0 e 

ins to formulate solutions for t em. to be-
. f me to do what I did: 

h I felt that it was necessary or 
W Y bl to be a police officer. 

i ith the pro ems--
come mpre famil ar w the fact that the people 

I think that that fact, as well as Ii 
ject with me are educated po ce 

who have been ~orkbil:! :: ::e p:::uce something which, according to 
officers, has ena they 

closely corresponds to reality as 
policemen wllo have seen it, 
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see it. It is amazing and gratifying that. the few times we have 

experimentally shown the films to recruits, the classes have taken 

off, even though we don't have the training frame~vork worked out 

yet. They have just taken off and gone for two or three hours on 

one of these clips, with the reaction, "Why don't we spend more time 

on this and less time on the firing range." 

QUESTION: What about the receptivity of police chiefs or the people 

within the staff to this project? 

GEORGE KIRKHAM: We were a little terrified as "to how this thing was 

going to be received, because it looks like some kind of anti-police 

diatribe. We took one of the pilot reels last August to the Inter

national Chiefs of Police annual meeting in San Antonio. We pre

sented it to 50 national training directors, each of whom is repre

sentative of police training in his state. We presented it with 

some trepidation. The reaction which we obtained on a questionnaire 

response from them was just overwhelming--it was a demand for this 

kind of thing. The response ~vas "When did you say it was going to 

be available? How can we get it in our area? This is the kind of 

thing we have been looking for." 

Now we feel there is obvious face value to the product. We 

want to empirically assess its ability to affect attitudes and be

havior in the field, but beyond that, we think it has clear face 

value in that for the first time it is a catalyst for getting pol

icemen to consider the kinds of issues they are going to run into in 

the field. It gets them to think about these things through a 

strategy I call "anticipatory confrontation," to begin to imagine 

what are you going to do when you get out there. Plainly, there is 

value in that. 

In other films, we have different situations--we have one sit

uation where an officer comes across a couple of heterose·xuals park

ed, necking, and he drives on. A little further on he comes across 

a couple of homosexuals, and he proceeds to unload a lot of personal 
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feelings pe has on these particular people. In this situation, we 

exami~ewhat has been accomplished: the officer has gotten something 

off his, chest, but what about the next police officer that deals with 

these people? I may be the next officer that has to confront them. 

For instance, the Black Panther didn't become a Black Panther just 

~~ out of the blue. He has had bad experiences with police offi

cers in most cases. So, we try to get them to think through the con

sequences of what they do. What are the consequences for himself, 

for his department, and for the community when an office·:c allows him

self to give in to something like this. 

Now in incidences like the second one you saw in which the offi

cer beats a prisoner because of verbal abuse, I have had people out 

in the field who made me so mad I just wanted to hammer them into the 

.ground. But, again, we try to get the message across. We use the 

group to draw this out. When somebody does this, the guy is trying 

to get to you, and if you let him do that, then he is controlling the 

situation. You are not in control of it anymore. We find a tremen

dous amount of receptiveness because it gives them a kind of profes

sional conception of their role. A professional operates in a certain 

way and this is what we are trying to get across. 

Now if we are very successful in doing this initially, it may 

well deteriorate over time. There may need to be periodic reinforce

ment. 

t~len we get thro~gh this part of our program, we would like to 

use the same approach in the correctional field. We'd like ·to get 

custodial personnel in jails as ~."ell as care and treatment staff 

involved, for example. 

We also find that the films have utility in familiarizing people 

with the aocial-psychological dimensions of a police role, the prob

lems involved in functioning as a police officer in SOCiety. 

We are also in th~ fortunate position that we can, working under 

n LEAA grnnt and being non-profit, produce and distribute 
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these materials for a fifth 

Would charge. So, it has 
of the cost of what a commercial firm 

some potential in terms of nati 1 
Contrasting ona scope. 

recrUits and in-service offi h 
tion about it b cers, t ere is no ques-

1 
s eing a more formidable task to deal pith 

are a ready h'1 v people who , s aJ_ iye say, well into the 
system. As d growing number of the f 0 agree to by a 

pro ess~onal cad f i re 0 police officers, the 
n ce thing about dealing ~vith recruits is that th 
Their attitudes are unformed. ey are malleable. 

They haven't been out in 
They haven't been exposed to a the streets. 

delinquent minority. And 
based on my own experiences as yet, I pose, 
that there ex4 st a street officer 'these few months 

~ very very 0 °ti ' 
h ' P s~ ve, very pro-social attitudes 

t e part of even ld on 
o -timers. Like prison inmates I have 

Soledad~ they , Reen in 
are reluctant to speak out b 

h h ecause they don't k ow ot er people feel. . now 

I have had police ffo 
o ~cers, after a beating incident talk t 

me individually and say "n ' 0 
, oc, that wasn't right It i 

for so-and-so t ho • s not right 
o w ~p up on that guy over nothing" But th ' 

say anything, . , ey won t 
you see. They are afraid Th 

fi d h 0 ey want to be tough. r.Te n , w en we pre t i IV sen t in a gr d 
oup--an we have done this with in-

service groups a couple of times--th~t eo 1 
They really want to b h 0 - P P e begin to rally around. 

e ave ~n a professional way but they have got 
this kind of 1 t ' 

a ent, delinquent conception fostered 
that they ought to b t h' -, on the streets, 

, e oug --that they ought to whip up on people 
who affront their masculinity· that th 
their 1 d ' .ey ought to keep blacks in 

p ace an so on. I think we can make Some 
way with such attit d significant head-u es. 

It has been a pleasure. 
Thank you very much. 
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IMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS IN THE 
MIAMI POLICE DEPARTHENT 

by 

Bernard Garmire 
Chief of Police 

Miami Police Department 

The author discusses the role expectations-
crime fighting and community service--of the pol
ice and urges a synthesis of the DvO. Next, he 
describes team policing and tactical services, anci 
the support given both by technical resources. 
After considering problems within police bureauc
racies and the divisiveness of different philo
sophies within departments, he gives a brief over
'view of the influence of other elements in the 
criminal-justice system on police work. 

Evolution elf the Role of Polic,e 

I want to talk to you today on the su~ject of a higher concept 

of the police service. I want to give you a little different ap

proach to what the police really consist of, what their mission 

really is. I believe this will express the view of most of the more 

progressive police administrators of the country. 

I want to talk first of all about hlie police role. Both the 

police. and the public are still groping fot~ all" answer to what the 

police role is. If I Vlou1d ask each of you \"'hat you perceive the 

police role to be, there is a very good chance 'that I would get a 

myriad of ans~;ers. Each of you would disagree to a. certain extent. 

Until the pol'ice1s role is understood, I think neither the police 

nor the public really will know what we are responsible for or what 

we can be held accountable for in the long run. 

The confusion over the police role has resulted in the absurd

ity that the police are accountable for all that relates to crime, 

in the minds of some, and for nothing that relates to crime, in the 

minds of others. Until we understand the police role, you as 
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technology transfer advisors can~not adequately advise, managers can 

not adequately manage, and the public, as an informed citizenry, can 

not adequately evaluate, let alone have f~ith in our performances. 

I, for one, believe that the police service in tb '.s country is 

in deep trouble. Because of the confusion of our role, we have been 

placed in an untenable position. Historically, we felt we knew what 

the role of the police was. But it has been changing. I would like 

to ask you to look in retrospect to the past two or three decades 

to have an idea of what I mean. 

The police service actually has been involved in technology for 

very few years compared to many of the organizations and many of the 

parts of government. It was not until the 1920's, if "you recall, 

that we were privileged to be given automobiles. It ~as nol; until 

the late 1920' s that we recei,red radio as part of the gear of the 

police. I well remember when I entered the police service--with 

the Indiana State Police. We had a radio which told us where to go, 

but did not give us the chance to talk back. Sometimes we were to 

go to some places we would rather not have gone. 

Since that time, of ,:!ourse, we have been privileged to have 

more technology, more developments. During the 1940's and the 1950's 

we were looked upon almost exclusively as government's handymen. We 

were looked upon as crime fighters primarily; we were regarded, 

maybe; as a necessary evil or a nuisance. 

But then came the 1960's and the atmosphere changed appreciably

the civil rights movement, the anti-Vietnam activism, the surge in 

crime. You will recall that crime went up tenfold or better, during 

the 60's. The court rulings of the Escobedo case, the Miranda case, 

etc.--l could go on like" that almost ad infinitum--impacted tremen

dously on police. I believe the rulings ultimately will prove to 

havE:!. been to the advantage of the police and of society in generaL 

However, we, as practitioners, were hit one, two, three in a very 

short period of time and it has practically knocked us out of the 

box. We are still recovering from many of these things. 
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The "traumatic 60's" is 
left what the police call it. 

us in a q d This has still usn ary today Ar • e we cri f" h 
keepers? Are we bli d me- ~g ters or are we peace-

n enforcers of ' 
f b tne law or discretionary 

a a enevolent government? Are agents 
men in SOcial work'? we social workers with guns 

Are we agents of sod.al 
the faith? A 

re We enforcers of criminal 

or gun
chunge or defenders of 

trashbin? law or SOCiety's legal 

We are, we k now, a social as?: 
0' clock in th "ency of last resort after five 

e evening and on holida s 
should We b Y ani week-ends. Are we, or 

e, mere watchmen for b " 
Actuall Us~ness and industry? 

y, I think the police 
th were expected to d 1 

ings and become all thi a a 1 of those 
ngs to all people: 

an inquis~t at once a confessor. a"nd 
L or, a friend of all, -

P h and yet an armed nemesis to 
er aps the central issue is some. 

but rather h d not so much what is the police 
ow 0 we understand what role, 

role? believe it is truly we know is the police 
a case of knowing more about a subJ"ect 

really unders tand. than we 

Let us analyze th 

I 

.e police role for a moment and 
the situation. ~~ " try to clarify 

e m~ght attempt to anal ze t 
time employing wh t Y he police role over 

a we Could call the dialectic' 
antithesis, and the svnth " . the theSis, the 

J'U es~.s approach. I think 
have to simplify the poliee we are going to 

role to gain a d 
The thesis n un erstanding of it. 

, of course, prior to 1960 " 
that police were crime-fa h ' was perce~ved as being 

~g ters - and we would 
FIGHTERS" with big capital letter"s Use the term "CRIME-

l and "community service'" in ower-case letters - a de-emphasis h 
though the police were on t e Community service even 

" . 1" 

performing extensively in the communi'ty 
serVice area. Tn 

e pOL~ce and the public's 
crime-fight perception was one of ers, period. 

Then, as a result of the trauma 
thesis: the hi r " -.. ~ --_S-or~ca.L role and the 

of the 60's, came the anti

tasks of the police were seriously questioned T . 
• a ga~n community acceptance and to restore 
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role was turned upside down, so ort the police P
olice-community rapp , 'che capital letters of our 

VICE" became 
k "COMHUNITY SER 11 letters, even though crime to spea • i "became the sma 

task and "crime-fight ng This was brought about 

was escalating ther than because 
a t an unprecedented rate. of pol-

liti al pressure, ra becau
se of extensive po c h data crime .• 

din to some researc , 
MOre over, accor g 1 lusive activities ice desires. may be mutual y exc 

ity service d fig
hting and commun .ologically an 

cy can not psycn 
ne police agen ceptualize which one man or 0 In fact, we may con 

f rID simultaneously. i 
operationally per 0 i fighters and the community serv ce 

. the cr me-two kinds of police. 

types. 

of YOU may have read the Johns Some it 
Ii in the Commun y. k 

as The Po ce t of the cation nown t nt is propounded, where par 

Hopkins University publi

In that, a theory of 

di
viding the police depar me d the other part would be-

i fighters an 
department would become cr me- This created some problems 

ity service officers. 1 f 
come the commun reputation a great dea 0 

around the country. It did not do my d but, nevertheless, this 
good. so far as crime fighters were concerne 

was the theory. 

Need for -- that we have 
Syn

thesis of Role Concepts got to synthesize 
the conclusion now h . 

I have come to Ii are crime-fig ters, 
On the one hand, the po ce 

the two theories: unity service operators. 
on the other hand, they are also comm i the police fie~d in the 

h have been operating n t 
Those of you w 0 h t in any police agency, a 

to realize t a , i Past few years have come community service act v-
time is occupied in least 8

0 percent of the 20 pe~cent of the 
d at the outside, W

ay or ano ther, an , something has to ities one i ime So, 
all cc,-· ·led in fight ng Cr . t 

time is actu YO"'''' d go forth into a new concep 
t synthesize the two areas an be done 0 

of policing. 
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What must we do to legitimize community service in the eyes of 

the Police and the public? The police themselves are not particular_ 

ly interested in this, and the public still does not perceive it as 

police activity. But there is no other 24-hour emergency agency 

available to perform the Community service functions, and it is not 

economically feasible to establish one. Our role should not he to 

arbitrarily and Simplistically dichotOmize the police role into two 

conflicting functions but to synthesize the police role, recognize 

its complexity, and understand its hierarchical nature. 

There is a theory--that because the police are empowered to use 

force, they make up the only agency in government, the only social 

agency operating throughout SOCiety, that can get the necessary 

compliance and can develop the effectiveness necessary to resPond to 

the gamut of Social problems that exist in OUr SOciety. When we go 

to the scene of a domestic quarrel, the reason that We can get two 

people who are quarreling to settle down is not because we have an 

exCeptional ability. In reality, it is because we have the implied 

threat - the use of force - and that makes us mUch more effective. 

There is no other agency in society that has this; consequently, 
those who espouse the idea that it is Possible to create social 

agencies to handle SOcial ills are in many instances in error because 

thosO social agencies would not have the implied use of power, or 
force, in order to accomplish what they deSire. 

How are we going to approach the distribution of our manpower, 

our faCilities, and our programs in general if we are gOing .to assume 

the responsibilities that, apparently, society Wants us to assume? 

We must programmatically base our resources. We must emphasize 

SOCial services and Community services because, as I said before, 

they really do take up 80 percent of our time. We can not overlook 
it. We must develop expertise in this area. 

I think that we should be considered to be applicators of first 

aid so far as SOCial services are concerned. I don't believe that 
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Bociety can expect us to be the experts in social service. But I 

think society can expect us to be able to apply first aid to a sit

uation and, either through reference or delivery, consult the ex

perts in those areas. Crisis orientation and crisis prevention 

through Family Crisis Intervention units are good examples of the 

police services trying to be more effective in the social service 

area. 

Charley Rogovin* has talked to you about one program (Family 

Crisis Intervention) that was developed in New York, and which is 

being adopted by many police departments around the country. The 

program is not attempting to make marriage counselors out of police 

officers. It is not attempting to equip police officers to actually 

give in-depth treatment, but is is very successfully training 

police officers to be capable of applying first aid. 

Team Policing and Tactical Approaches 

If we can do this and simultaneously handle the 20 percent 

of our activities that represent crime fighting effort, then we 

should consider team policing, as it, in my opinion, can be applied 

to many areas of the country. 

Team policing has been tried. As a matter of fact, back in 

1964 we tried what we called "fluid patrol," which was nothing short 

of team pd1icing. We were flying by the seat of our pants in those 

days because we did not have computer support. We had no prototype 

copy, and we were going on our own. But within the first six months 

of the application of our concept of team policing at that time, we 

reduced the crime rate by 14.5 percent. We were receiving accolades 

from the community in general because we were applying or, at lea,st, 

delivering police services as they conceived them to be. We were 

responding better, 8.nd we actually did a good job. 

*' "An OVerview of the Change Agent and Police Function Interface" by 
Charles g. Rogovin~ Page 73 above. 
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The problem was that each time we started and developed another 

facet of our team policing, or, as we called it, "fluid patrol," we 

became more and more inundated by paperwork. lve had no computer 
available to us. Prett h 

y soon t e choice was either to assign fifty 
percent of my people to go through files, trying to keep up wi~h the 

situation, or to abandon the concept. Had we had good analytic 

support, as well as the necessary hardware, I think we could have 
kept on doing very well. 

I think team policing is going to be with us. I think you 

would be well-advised to assist in developing and defining the 
concept. It will be a d~fficult J'ob if 

~ we are going to do it as it 
should be done. But i d d n or er to 0 so, we have got to legitimize 
social service and community service sub-roles in the police depart

ment - in the patrol service - so that each police officer can, in 

fact, be upgraded. He should be upgraded so far as his personal 

income, his personal image, and his personal concepts are,concerned. 

We should develop the officers into a more elite branch of. the pol

ice. If we can do this, then we can make the team policing concept 

work, thereby providing our citizens with considerably better 
service. 

And, while we are doing this, we also must develop police 
tactical serVices, which we prefer to call "t arget-oriented-strategy" 
programs. We have to develop the ability, the reserve, and the 

specilized forces to support the patrol teams in criminal investi
gation and in tactical patrols. ' 

Importance of Technical Support Services 

We can develop the best of patrol techniques, the best of 

target-oriented-strategies - the SWAT teams, the SCAT teams, the 

STRESS teams, call them what you like - but if we don't develop the 

support that is absolutely necessary in informational systems and 

in technical resources, then every effort d t d I rna e a eve op this type 
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of an organization within the police department will go for naught. 

I can speak from expe'r;ience in this area, where police service 

has auffered. It has been my experience that once you do have EDP 

ava1,lable to you, it is usually housed in some finance manager's 

office. He would tell you: "Yes. You are going to have priority 

after I get the tax bills out, and the payrolls out, et cetera." 

You find that the police arf... about 25th on the totem pole of 25 

priorities. this is the problem we have. 
We are more fortunate in the city of Miami. In 1970 - as a mat-

tor of fact, shortly after I went there - I was called to the city 

manager's office one day. I went there actually on Friday, the 13th 

of June, 1969. At that time I was not superstitious. Today I watch 

myself: on Friday, the 13th. Shortly after I got there, I was told 

by the city manager about a bond issue that was being contemplated. 

1 said, "! know nothing about any bond issue that you are considering." 

Mucl1 to my chagrin he said, "You ought to, b£.c~'"se if your staff 

was alert, its members would know that we are contemplating a $300 

million bond issue. And we just thought that you might be interested 

in gettipg a chunk of it.1I 
I went back and consulted with my staff and learned tHat not one 

of. them knew anything about it, even though there had been headlines 

in the paper jus t prior to that. (I had a very alert s taft there, 

apptl'reintly. ) 
'the city manager said: 111 want to know within two weeks what 

you need out of this bond issue." 
r. wenl:. back to my office and I talked to some of the people in 

wllom ! had a modicum of fnith and confidence. Fortunately I had 

tuken a ve"'! sharp young man with me from Tucson. 1 said: 

uGentlemen, we have to get together a bond issue to be included in 

tl)(.\ forthcoming referendum. Get together the best thinking in the 

departments Ilnd gee 'What you can come up with. II I was putting out 
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country and select that which had been experimented on by other 

and, taking advantage of the~r agencies throughout the country, 

research mone d • Y an their mistakes, go in and bring it t M' skim off the cream and 
o ~ami. Third, and, in my opinion, most importantly, we 

wanted to develop the human resources with' 
can build a b 'ld' ~n our department. Anyone 

, 
u~ ~ng. Anyone can buy hardware. All you have t d 

~s go there with a few mill~on d '1 0 0 ~ o~ ars. And 1 h you wou d be surprised 

ow much hardware you can buy in a short period of time. 
who i i h But no one 

s n t e hardware business is 11 rea y interested in your real 

problems and programs, generally speaking. 

So, before we embarked on this 

buying the hardware , 
program of constructipg a building 

or attempting to d 1 ' eve op the personnel develo -

ment program, we put out an RFP (R p equest for Proposal) W 
about 50 of them to the 1 . . e sent out ead.Lng organizations th h 

ask
~ h roug out the countr 
~ng t em how they would hel ' y , ~ p us ~mplement such a program. 

Ult~mately, Stanford ResElarch Institute of Menlo Park California 

was selected. Th I ' e nstitute has been working two with us now for about 
years in putting together a package. 

You know that you cannot use bond funds fo ' 
sonnel or to hi r the tra~ning of per-

, re new personnel, so we cast around for mo 
for more than $20 million. Our buildin i' re money -
mately $8 million all t h g s go~ng to cost us approxi-

oget er. About $6 million of th 
for computerization, which breaks down into $~ at will go 
ware and b $ w.5 million for soft-

a out 2.5 million for hardware. 

We intend right now to go to th ' 
computer, and we intend to devel ree m~ni-computers and 9

ne 
midi-

give us practically everything t::ta,co:munication system which will 
f ~s eveloped so far as the state 

a the art is concerned. 

That does not leave much money for train~ 1 .ng. That does not 

eave much money for any latitude whatsoever , so we put together a 
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i ed this task to my assis
d the community so 1 asS gn 

b~U6hfi~es a~oun . $20 million issue. 
up with a p~ogram fo~ a i k 

tanto He came 11 this to the commission. 1 th n 
1 said: "I think I can se maybe we will get a' chance 

t it on the bond issue, and then, 
I can ge· II 

the constituents. 
to sell it to $20 million bl~d p~og~am 

W put together a . 
~e did just that. edits inclusion in 

before the commission, which approve 
and took it 1 $129 million. 

ove~a11 bond program of ultimate Y d 
the short time to actually go out an 

We were then given a very d It took a considerable 
h t we had in min • 

tell our citizens wait but we sold tois 
11 the chicken salad circu , 

effort, especia Y on 

program to the people 70 Tne electorate 
on the 30th of June, 19 . 

'!he election was h sidewalks, parks, 
rob r of motherhood items, sue as 

rejected a nu e issue came through and led 
but the police 

and recreation programs, This told people a num-
58 7 ercent of the vote. 

the parade with • p d d It told them 
1d my people they we~e nee e • 

ber of things. It to d hough in some instances, it 
li they were respecte , t cted 

that in rea ty Nevertheless, they were respe . 

ma~ have been ~{splaced respect. h recog-
J "Look, it is high time t at you 

It told' the city fathe~s: rting 
you have been remiss in not suppo 

~ili~ t 
operating budgetary funds. We wan nize the police. 

them during these years th~ough 

yOU 

the 

program which will answer 
them this money to develop a to give 

" needs of the community. 

During the program we told the 
public we would plan a police 

h ed be capable, 
department that would, ,ve op , 

competent, and viable 

until the year 2,000. "Good, we have given you $20 
They responded by saying: 

d it 11 

million to 0 • 

We proposed a 
First we promised a 

three-pronged program. , 
h 1 gy computer

f th a program of tec nO 0 , 

building. Second, we put or 1d go throughout the 
W said we wou 

ization, and communications. e 
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grant request. We were able to get a grant out of LEAA, for which 

we are very thankful. We call this management training. It is a 

simple thing. We are in the process of management training now. 

Some weeks ago, my whole staff, consisting of the major, the assis

trult chiefs, my administrative aides, my legal aid, my technical 

ad,dsor, a few other people and I went to Remuda Ranch Lodge, 80 

miles out of the Everglades. The only thing out there were alli

gators and a few other creatures. We were there about three and 

a half days. It was a good thing that the carpet was reddish brown 

because, as a result of what went on there, there was a lot of blood 

lett:ing. We came back with a new approach. 

Twenty-five of my staff people are in school 1.0W for three 

weeks at a time, and by the end of next week 75 people will have 

gone through this, trying to bring together a new concept--a new 

approach to policing--broadening the perspective, hopefully develop

ing a sense of responsibility, and attempting to create an organ

ization of multiple approaches which can respond up and down the 

hierart'!hy cf sub-roles in policing. 

We\ are trying to develop patrol and tactical services which 

have different orientation levels of professionalism but which are 

flexibl·e and which can avoid the logistical and manpower problems 

of rigidly dividing the police into separate bureaucracies. 

Problems: with Bureaucracy and Divisiveness 

Another problem we have in the police service is the Dureau

era tic approach. When I first went to Miami, I inherited.a police 

departmeln.t which had, under the banner of the Miami Police Depart

ment, at least 25 different units operating within the police depart

ment. Each one of these units was a little empire, under a man who 

developed: and protected it. There were three or four di~ferent kinds 

of uniforms in the department and, as you drove throughout the city 

of Miami, from time to time you wondered whether that was a county 
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man or a SQuth Miami man or a Coral Gables man or what the situation 

Was. 
We tried to bring them together gradually. Of course, that is 

when the fur flew, and that is when we ran into a few problems. But 

.now we are operating with only about 10 police departments. We are 

making Bome progress and, believe me, we are going to get them together 

some day. 

A side benefit of unifying the police would be to ameliorate the 

good guy - bad guy syndrome which always results when the police are 

sharply divided. 

nle irony of it is that the crime fighters are the good guys to 

t.he police and the bad guys to some ci tizens. The communi ty service 

and social service men are bad guys to the police - they call them 

the "rubber gunners" 

We must change this. 

but they are good guys to some of the citizens. 

Of course, this whole concept I am talking to you about brands 

me as somewhat of a maverick in the police service. There are many 

people who will suggest that maybe I should go back,to being a trooper 

rather than remain an administrator. But I submit to you that the 

police service must be expected to develop expertise to do those 

things which are required as a service. We are capable of doing 

them. We are capable of taking our place in the professional ranks 

of the country. 

Influence of Other Elements of the Criminal Justice System 

If we can do our job a little better, then I think it might be 

cosier for the other facets of the criminal justice system to do 

their jobs. ! would not think of being cri tical of corrections, 

but t would like to point out to you that the criminal justice system 

in the United States of America had its inception with the police. 

Think it over. 
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Few, if any, people are ever charged with a criminal offense who 

were not apprehended as a result of an investigation by the police. 

The criminal justice system of the United States is dependent upon 
police efficiency. But, unfortunately, the 

more efficient we become 
in the police service, the more bogged down the other facets of the 
criminal justice sy t b d 

to the police. 
s em ecome an the more frustrating it becomes 

We are having serious felons released. Very recently we had a 
man who was charged with armed robbery, rape, 

and hOmicide, simultan-
eously. These three crimes had actually been perpetrated within the 
space of about 35 days. 

It has been a real pleasure to talk to you, to give you some 
ideas of my thinking on th " e overv~ew of the police responsibility 
and the role of the police. If I d seeme to you a little sarcastic 
at times, that was intentional. 

Questions and Answers 

QUESTION: My question conc i 
" erns ncreasing minimum standards. 

Is there a po~nt of diminishing returns with increased education of 
the police? Have you notEd i any mprovement in the average police 
officer's performance? H d ow 0 you try to convey the feelings that you 
have expressed today to us to the average beat officer? How do they 
receive your ideas? 

CHIEF GARMIRE: Florida is g d 11 
ra ua y, almost inexorably, increas~ 

ing minimum standards f 1 as ar as po ice are concerned. This is not 

peculiar to Florida. It is happening around the country. Arizona 

has been doing it. I know California has been the leader in it with 

their P.O.S.T. programs. Various states around the country have 
established minimum standards. 

Training starts with about 200 hours, and it gradually goes up 
in increments f 40 h h o ours so t at it may eventually reach something 

like 400 hours in Florida. It may be going to 480. We are giving 
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our pc,:ople appro~ima\~ely 1,000 hours of training. He are demanding 

more nnel marc of our recruits. I don f t knovr whether there is a point 

of diminishing rctut'Ul6 or not, but we do have annther problem in 

F.lorida, and I t:llink ~,t is a c:reeping situation throughout the coun

try: tbat is the enfranchisem~mt of the 18-year-olds. 

In the State of :k'~tor;f.da, an 18-year-old may do everything an 

adult uficd to do. lIc may not do it quitt, as "t.;rcll, but ere least he 

tdeG. 'V](! are caught b('at~'1een a rock and a hard place with the devel

npmnnt of the la-yoar-old la\v. One of the ways in which we can avoid 

appo1.ntin13 pOlice officers at the age of 18 is to insist that he 

havt.~ at leaHt un assoc:l.at.e degree before we will consider him for 

r(!c:ruitment. 

Wtlll, the average yovngster gets out of high school at 17 or 

18. If vm insist that: he get two more years of education before we 

Gall com:rLd(~r him, at least we are pushing up the minimum age. Hope

J;uUy t he ~"il1 lE.1at'n someth:i,ng while he is spending two years in the 

l!ommunlty college and he will be better equipped; at least his ability 

tu O1m~imllate ''1;1.11 have been developed a little, we hope. And then 

thH rccru:tt training can be in theory reduced. 

1. think w'e are hoisted on our own petard to a cet'tain e~tent so 

Lllr ut) minimum standatds are concerned. I have not seen the police 

om:vlco. impt'oved that much in areas , ... here they have insisted upon 

bllccil1.o.urcntcs. I thi.nk the management of various police depart

tnC:llto is imp:tov:lng. r. think maybe supervision is a little better, 

hut the quality of police service has not improved - not that much 11 

j\mt by vi:ttuc of I:he fact that rec:tuits have more ac,adem.ic train

inti when they come into the service. 

Row do we inculcate this concept of policing into the patrol-

milt'!.? Tlu~l:c is only one way that you can do that, and that is to c,onvince 

your tnatUl.gcluent team, you:t management group, and, your supervisor~~ 

that; t.his is the way you have got to go. If you start at the bo.ttom, 

you run in to those old ha:td shells who keep telling these kids -. and 
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we get it right now - BLook f 
i ' orget 
t. People tmderstand the I . anguage 

that crap: this is the way t.;re do 
of the night stick. 

stand the language of the 38 
' • $pecial 

cuffs are all about. I, ' • 

They under
'J.'hey qnclerstand ,.;rhat hanq-

One of the ways we are eliminating 
the part of the old hard sh 11 this type of influence on 

e s at; our recr it 1 1 
our l'ecrui,ts to a full i h u . . eve is by senqing 

. sx mont s of recruit t i 
in a criminal justice i ti :ta n .. ~? This is done 

ns tute at the D d c 
Dade County. Twent _ i a e ,ommunity College in 

y s.~ municipalities and the 
gether a d county joined to-
tEM' . n established a criminal jus tic institute 

came through t'1ith about a millio d . There again, 
the bUilding, We now h h n ollars, enabling us to bUild 

. ave t e program going. All 
the~r police officers and their agencies send 

recruits there. 
It is a modular type. Th 

. ere are Some communities 
who just want their people to h h in the county 

ave t e basic 200 h 
others Who want th ours" There are 

. em to have 400 hours and so on ~ so it 
We take advantage of the whole t is modalar. 
Th . hing, and we give ours 1. 000 

ey come out and go into the field. ' hours. 

We have developed a program for what 
instructo B rm.. we call "field tra.ining 

. . rs. HLese are selected men 
W i of standing in the department. e g,ve them as much as 120 h 

. . ours of training h 
tt'aining instructors Pi lion , ow to be field 

, • cc ng the best men av ilabl 
giVe them training and r i i a 0. for this, we 

ecogn t on, and then 
things to them and reI th we assign sweet young 

. , , y on e instructors to I 
going on the theory d h ' , ceep the recruits 

,., an t e idealism that h b 
thrQugh the recruit lIas eenpropounded to them 

, SClOO. So far, it is working. 
Now we are hitting them from the top. 

staff Who are i mid We started out 't.;rith JmT 
, " . n" -management now -" 

We are bringing them around and or are gOing into Supervision. 
giving them new concepts and 

tions of our role as po1i.ce officers perc:ep-

fully, is going to meet the inunovab1~ :jhe irresistible force hope
be i i ,0 ect which means that we are 

g nn ng to have those old hard shells 
in an uncomfortable position. 
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I think it is going to work. There are some indications that 

;1. t is working already. 

QUESTION: Would you identify for us and briefly address yourself 
to the biggest problem that you see at the interface of police-

prosecutor and police-courts? 

CHIEF GARMIRE: In my opinion, the biggest single problem in the 
police-prosecutor interface is either a reluctance or an inability on 

the part of the prosecutors to know what they are talking about when 

they go into court. I~ is not unusual for my people to go into court 

on serious offenses--felonies--with a five-to-ten minute conference 

before the trial with the prosecutor. 'On less serious offenses, they 

meet each other going into the court room. If it is ,worth a trial, 

it is worth preparation. 

I don't think we are getting adequate attention at the prose

cutor's level. That has been my experience. This is the biggest 

single complaint I have. 

There is always a running dogfight between the prosecutor and 

the police officer if the police officer thinks the guy should be 

charged with murder or at least aggravated assault. The prosecutor 

will analyze the situation and say: "This is only in the securing 

of the charge." He will charge him with petty larceny or something 

like that. There is alwaYls a conflict. But the p,?-rson who issues 

the charges in the state attorttey's office or in the district attorney's 

office, or the prosecutor's office, most generally is not the person 

who is assigned to try the case. This is the biggest single problem 

we have, as far as the interface with the prosecutor's office goes. 

So far as the courts are concernf'>,d, an utter disregard of the 

police officers ~y the court is the problem. We have extreme trouble. 

Well, I have had trouble allover. I was police administrator in 

Indiana and in lVisconsin, in Arizona, and now in Florida. Almost 

universally, the autocracy of the court is absolute. It will not, 

recognize the existence of the police officer, other than as someone 
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to be questioned, in 
most instances. It . 

officers work around h w~ll not recognize 
. t e clock, seven days a week--I think 
~nstances, a court will del'b ' 

that police 

in some 
. ~ erately set trials, for 

most inconvenient for the police times when it is 
not show up, to attend. ShoUld the police officer 

. either because of a lack of comm i 
d~stribution of b un cation through the 

su poenas, or what have 0 
dismiss the c h y u, the courts may sUmmarily 

ase, wile the defense ca 
I think it' 1 n get repeated continuances. 

~s a ack of respect so f 
concerned. I think th t . d .' ar as the two parties are 

a JU ges w~11 have t 
that 1 1 0 come to the realization 

peop e e ect them to sit eight hours 
convene at a t i a day, that their court should 

cer a n time and should h 
length f ear cases for a reasonable 

o time. The autocracy and the autono 
overcome. I thi k h . my of the court must be 

n t ey are entirel t 
ing to the y 00 independent and this i work-

disadvantage of society. . s 
.QUESTION: I 

appreciate your comments about 
concept. The que ~. 

S~~on that I would like 
you discuss your department requirements 
new . in the evaluation of these ~nnovative programs - new in the 
That i sense of ten or fewer years? 

s, assess your reqUirements in terms of 1 
innovative programs ph' eva uation of new 

, er aps ~n terms of ' t 
t 1 ~n emal resources or ex-
erna resources or the way in which one 

effectiveness of what is d . can go f.ibout measuring the 
new an ~nnovative 

CHIEF GARMIRE: Tha t- is • 
. a real quastion. I th" 

police agency has somewhere between 10 d 1 ink the average 
year. Th an 5 percent attrition each 

at means that, if you are'paying 
selection adequate attention to the of good people, you 

are plowing into the 
service somewhere 

the team-policing 
to pose to you is: Would 

around 10 to 15 percent total 
each year. 

If ' 
you have adequately recruited th 

bright young people Th b ,en you are bringing in some 
• ese right young 1 

ing of ways in which they th' k h . peop e are continually think-
~n t ey w~ll work better 

they are not bashful in telling • And many times, 
you how archaic b 1 

fashioned you are. I invite ' 0 so ete, and old 
this, even th h oug I don't like it 
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sometimea, but I recognize that very frequently out of the mouths of 

b,abea comes w;f.gdom. And so we actually solicit that kind Df feedback. 

We hired an architect, for example, to come in and build a build

ing. We sat down, and I simply told him, "I want this building to 

look like anything except a police department. I want it to be in

viting. I want a constituent to look at that and say: 'I believe I 

am welcome here.' I want it to be functional. I want it to serve 

the needs of the police department. Altd I want it for the cheapest 

amount of money you can build it for." 

I am getting around to your question. I said: "I want every man 

on this police department within limits of practicality consulted. I 

want the department to help set the requirements for their new home. 

I want them to understand, if any mistakes are made, that they helped 

make them." 

Last Sunday morning., there was an interview with the architect. 

One thing he complained of was that an incredible amount of inter-

views occupied a great deal of his time. But we did this, nevertheless, 

so that our people could provide input. 

Stanford Research has been with us for a long time, as I told 

you before. We have had many working groups on communications, on 

EOP f on personnel practices, et cetera. I think this has got to be 

the approach, even though some of US who have been rather autocratic 

in years gone by have had to come to the realization that being a 

participant in management is important today and, if it is adequately 

handled 1 it can work. 

Row do you evaluate this? Well, the police service is the most 

intangible service, I believe, in existence. We deal exclUSively in 

intangibles. So far as city operations are concerned, we are really 

the only city department that deals with people. All others deal with 

things. When you, deal with things, you can measure them. When you 

deal with people, you have problems. 
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~s recently as 45 days ago, r wrote to Mr. 
know ~f he ever got my letter b Santarelli--I don't 

ecause I never got a r 
ing him for putting out evaluation esponse--commend_ 

, teams in the personage of inter-
v~ewers who were trying to determine th . 
of th b erate of crime as a f i 

e num er of victims versus unct on 
the statistical garbage th t 

ing into the UCR* every month. a was pour-

What he did--in case some of you were not 
he took the I ' aware of it--is that 

mpact C~ties and sent people in th 
purpose of interviewing John Q n bl' ere for the express 

• 4U ~c and aski h' 
last time he got hit h ng ~m When was the 

over t e head or robbed b 
ever the case was Th if or urglarized or what-

. e e- ort then w t ' 
the reported crime . as 0 determ2ne whether or not 

rates, so far as th 1 
ed b e po ice department is 

, ore any similarity r b Ii concern-
• e eve that th 

ed that at leas't ere was one city that show-
tWice as mu h ' 

c cr~me had taken place Within that 
community as was reported in UCR. 

We now have operating in Miami 
a crime victim censu I a group of people who are taking 

. . s. am quite confident that the 
come 0 t crime rate will u 'appreciably higher than we 
t h report. But, believe me 
o ave integrity in reporting. ' we try 

The reason why I wrote to 
him Mr. Santarelli was, first, to commend 

for this type of approach d 
d 1 ' an , second, to encourage him to 
eve op some sort of a program by which 

one could evaluate each and 
States of America. 

every police·department in the United 

Some years ago, r was privileged 
Di to appear before the Board of 

rectors of the National Safety'Council 

program. Many of you may not know 
in support of its inventory 

about the National Safety Council 
one ti 't h programs but at 

the country was 
me ~ ad a program in which 

every community in 
requested to partiCipate It 

• was an evaluation of 

* Uniform Crime Report 
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ita operations. Then, it would take all of these evaluations and 

select the top 30 departments in the country, or those who met most 

of the criteria, and recognize them as being the outstanding police 

d~partments in the country so far as traffic safety was concerned. 

'i'his was an effort towards evaluation. I think that LEAA, the 

Institute more especially, is in a position today to start getting a 

litl:1e more hard!""nosed in developing a viable, meaningful evaluation 

prol~ram, and then requiring participants or recipients of money to 

participate in the program. I think it would be very revealing. I 

may no.t have answered your question, but I tried. 

gUESTION: My question relates to ,delayed police vocations. It 

seems to me that one way to aid this emphasis on the crime-fighter 

task and the service to community task would be to encourage delayed 

police vocations. This involves going into the community and getting 

pcople--not necessarily the community leaders but lay people--to come 

into the police department and work. Has this concept been consider

ed before? . Do you think it is feasible? 

CHIEF GARMlRE:We have a program--and here again, thanks to 

LEAA, it has been available to us--called the "Community Resource 

Pool." Dr. Harry Morall is the director of the program for us. It 

is designed to do precisely what you are talking about: develop 

advisory councils throughout the community. 

Now, we have not gone as far as you are suggesting, but one 

concept of the peRPis to develop a group of advisors to the police 

chief. We ate walking on thin ice there because, unless we have 

excellent communication and the use of fine semantics, people are 

going to construe this as being a police review board. 

So, we have to be very careful in developing this advisory 

group. Then, if we start to bring in these laymen who certainly 

have expertise and knowledge and have their finger on the pulse of 

the community, the police are going to look at them with a great 

deal of suspicion. I suggest that your ideA. is excellent, but it is 
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gOing to take a lot of dOin . 
do that very same thO g ~n order to execute it. 

~ng to the PCRP pro gram. 
r am trying to 

I 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF SPEAKERS 

Name 

Anderson, Daniel 
Anderson, Evan 

Beck, Mary Ann 

Bohlinger, George 

Brown, Dr. Lee 

Caplan, Gerald M. 

Cascarano, Paul 

Coates, Dr. Robert 

Coughlin, Joseph S. 

Crowe, Timothy 
Cushman, Robert 

Fisher, Frederick E. 

Fletcher, Thomas W. 

Garmire, Bernard 

Gibson, Kenneth 
Grandy, Charles C. 

Himes, Joseph E. 
Hopkins, Arnold J. 

Jambor sky , Judge Richard J. 
James, Suzanne 

Affiliation 

Unaffiliated, Camden, New Jersey 
National Sc~ence Foundation, Washington, 

D.C. 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice, Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, 
Washington, D.C. 

National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, 
Washington, D.C. 

Criminal Justice Department, Portland State 
University, Portland, Oregon 

Director, National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
lfashington, D. C. ' 

Assistance Director, National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
Washington, D.C. 

Center for Criminal Justice, Harvard Uni
versity, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Center for the Study of Crime, Southern 
Illinois University, Carbondale, 
Illinois 

The MITRE Corporation, McLean, Virginia 
Santa Clara Criminal Justice Pilot Program, 

San Jose, California 
National Training Development Service, 

Washington, D.C. 
National Training Development Service, 

Washington, D.C. 
Chief, Miami Police Depa:ctment, Hiami, 

. Florida 
Mayor, Newark, New Jersey 
Vice President, The MITRE Corporation, 

McLean, Virginia 
The MI~RE Corporation, McLean, Virginia 
American Bar Association Commission on 

Correctional Facilities and Services, 
Washington, D.C • 

Juvenile District Court, Fairfax, Virginia 
Office of Regional Operations, Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Kalin, Stanley 

Kirkham, Dr. George 

Lankford, Charles 

Leib erg, Leon 

Miller, Herbert 

Milton, Catherine 
Peck, Jonathan 

polansky, Larry 

PJ;'ice, Steward 

Radner, DJ;'. Lou 

Rogovin, Charles R. 

Saari, Dr. David 

Skolet', Daniel 

Sublett, Samuel 

Sweeney, Thomas 

Vetter, James 

Vogelgesang, Bernard 

Whisenand, Paul 

Hhitej Joseph 
Whittaket', William L. 

Williams, Herbert 
lUrtston. Dr. James S. 

Yates, Rudolph 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice~ Washington, D.C. 

Assistant Professor in Criminology, 
Florida State University, Talla
hassee, Florida 

Offenders Aid and Restoration Program, 
Fairfax, Virginia 

Parole Corrections Project, American 
Correctional Association, College 
Park, Maryland 

Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, 
Georgetown University, Washington, 
D.C. 

Police Foundation, Washington, D.C. 
Learning Systems, Inc., Boston, Massa

chusetts 
Chief Deputy Court Administrator. Common 

Pleas Courts, Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania 

Florida Governor's Help Stop Crime 
Project, Tallahassee, Florida 

911 System Consultant, Alameda County, 
San Francisco, California 

Criminal Justice Associates, Inc., Newton, 
Massachusetts 

Center for the Administration of Justice, 
American University, Washington, D.C. 

American Bar Association Commission on 
Correctional Facilities and Services, 
Washington, D.C. 

Illinois Department of Corrections, St. 
Charles, Illinois 

Kansas City Police Department, Kansas 
City, Missouri 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
Regional Office, Denver, Colorado 

Department of Court Services, Des Moines, 
Iowa 

Police Information Systems, University of 
California, Long Beach, California 

Ohio State Planning Agency, Columbus, Ohio 
Court Management Consultant, Aspen, 

Colorado 
IMPACT City Program, Newark, New Jersey 
Superior Court of New Jersey, New Brunswick, 

New Jersey 
Efforts from Ex~Convicts, Inc., Washington, 

D.C. 
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